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. The Original Fire-Prdof

Motion Picture Machine *

Fitted with or without Fireproof
Magazines and ToEo-op ©ovices

Has proved its efficiency over all other
machines in its STEADY and FL1CK-
ERLESS PROJECTION. DURA-
BILITY .OF CONSTRUCTION, etc.,
superceding all other makes of motion
picture machines in EXCELLENCY
and SUPERIORITY. If you want the
MACHINE that WILL GIVE YOU
THE RESULTS, WE HAVE IT.

All our apparatus is fully protected by
United States patents issued or pending,
and infringements will be vigorously
prosecuted.

Writ* far Catalog to

NICHOLAS POWER
118*117 NASSAU ST. NEW YORK
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EDITORIAL.

An Excuse and a Defense.

What! Another trade journal? Is there room ? Yes

;

another! and plenty of room! Before making our plans

we visited the most prominent of the film photographers

and manufacturers of accessories, and were assured of

their support for an independent journal not allied with

or controlled by any house or person connected with the

profession—one that is free to speak the truth without

fear or favor, treating all alike, giving due prominence to

all that is new in the moving picture world, here and

abroad. And with our experience of the wants of the

various industries, gained as a practical photographer

an<T slide maker during the past twenty-two years, and

through editing our contemporary, the Magic Lantern

Journal in London, England, and Views and Films Index,

we make our venture, and bid boldly for the patronage of

manufacturers and operators of films and slides, fully

assuring -them that their interests shall be ours and trust-

ing they will make our interest and advancement theirs.

What Are Our Plans and What Do We
Propose to Do?

It is our intention to give the best, and only the best,

news concerning the film industry, describing briefly each

new film as it is produced, taking note of its quality, and

giving an unbiased opinion of its merits or demerits. We
know there is a lot of rubbish on the market at the present

day that ought to go into the junk heap.

We propose to keep in touch with all machine manu-

facturers, getting their ideas of improvement and every

useful device, bringing the same before the notice of our

readers, testing them whenever possible befor comment-

ing thereon.

We shall note every fire that occurs through the youth

or inexperience of the operators in Nickelodeon or other

places, publishing full facts thereof, as we believe that

full publicity should be given to these matters, and only

skilled electricians should be employed in such responsible

positions.

We will endeavor to get in touch with every lecturer

of note who uses either slides or films, and give due

prominence to the various subjects handled ; also every

vocalist who uses song slides, and the publishers who
issue the same.

We propose to give useful items of information avail-

able for amateur or professional slide maker and photog-

rapher.

Once a month we will publish a London letter showing

the best productions of England.

We hope to give a series of articles useful to the tin-

type and photo-button man, also to the miniature worker

on ivory or other support. •

Have we covered sufficient ground? Is there anything

we have left out? If so, we will say that every bit of

interesting information connected with the taking and

projection of pictures and lantern slides will be found in

our columns suitable for the tyro or the expert.

The following are a few of the articles we hope to

publish for the cinematographist's information:

Visits to1 manufacturers of films, machines, cameras,

and lantern slides.

Moving-picture machines—their making, construction

and history, and how to use them.

Useful hints to cinematograph operators.

For the lanternist and slide maker : Optical projection,

lens construction, light.

How to make lantern slides, wet collodion and dry

plate processes, with articles from expert workers.

- How to color lantern slides; American, Japanese and

English methods ; and the preparation of colors. ,

How to prepare, and color wet collodion slides with

aniline or oil colors.

How to copy matter for lantern slides, such as pictures,

objects, paintings, flowers ; and how to arrange models for

illustrated songs and recitations. ."

How to prepare ferrotypes, and useful hints to the tin-

type man at the seashore and other resorts.

With a hundred and one other items of interest cov-

ered by photographic processes.

Edison vs. American Mutoscope
and Biograph Company.

The litigation which has been, going on for some years

against the American Mutoscope and Biograph Com-
pany, under the Edison moving picture camera patent,

was brought to a close, March 6, by a decision of the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit.

The Court, in an exhaustive opinion, finds that the

Mutoscope Company's biograph camera, which is the

camera principally used by that company in its business

and covered by patents owned and controlled by it, is not

the "type of apparatus described and shown in the Edison

patents involved in this suit and is not an infringement"

;

but that all other commercial forms of camera now in

use embodying the sprocket movement engaging with a

perforated film are within the scope of the Edison patent.

The effect of this decision, which is final, leaves the

American Mutoscope and Biograph Company undisturbed

in its right to use its own form of camera, which is fully

protected by its patents and is the only practical form of

camera described by the Court to be outside the Edisori

patent, so that the business of manufacturing moving

picture films will, as the result of this litigation, be con-

fined to the American Mutoscope and Biograph and the

Edison companies. "

-
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The Cinematograph Shutter.

By The Editor.

To use, or not to use, the shutter is a question often

uppermost in the minds of operators, and one which has

called down more blessings (?) than some would like to

own up to. Some operators discard it altogether, regard-

loss of results; others cut it in half and get along after a

fashion; others again use two wings; and again, others

only one. Out of this multiplicity of methods the ques-

tion arises, Which is best? We are all striving to abolish

the flicker on the screen. Some blame the mechanism of

the machine for this ; others the film ; some the illuminant

;

and the larger proportion say it is the shutter which is

the cause of all the trouble. We are inclined to say it lies

with all the above, and that each contention is correct, as

far as it goes. But until we get perfection with ma-
chinery, that gives absolute correctness in the perforating

of the film, a camera which is made to take such film, and

the same mechanism, all made from the perfect model,

with a shutter adjusted to the requirements of the picture,

we shall have to put up with the ^flicker, or reduce it to a

minimum, using the material we have at hand. It is

surprising what individual operators use for the shutter,

each swearing by his own idea, as though it were of any

consequence what material is used so that it is opaque.

Brass, zinc, or cardboard all will answer the purpose, and
gelatine of various colors for the semi-transparent ones.

Each kind of material visibly affects the light, and the

puzzling questions with operators are : What is the proper

shutter to use under certain conditions? When should

the opaque one be used, or the semi-transparent one, or

when to entirely dispense with it? We will endeavor

to solve this difficulty by advancing the theory "that it

all deepnds oh the light," whether oxyhydrogen or elec-

tric, the rule differing in the quality of the same, and
the distance from the screen that the machine is being

worked.

Let us take, first, the oxyhydrogen (or calcium light).

With this the opaque shutter can be replaced by the blue

transparent one, if the. distance is 30 feet or under, and

fairly good results obtained. For over 30 feet—to, say,

65 or 70 feet—it is advisable to use a white transparent

gelatine shutter, and for all distance beyond 70 feet good
results are obtained without any shutter, although it is

advisable to separate the distance from the screen more
than 85 feet, as too much light is lost even with the most

powerful jets on the market. These figures will also

hold good when an oxylith generator is used. The makers

of Nulite claim that it is suitable for cinematograph pro-

jection, but as we have not tried it we cannot give data,

but we fancy that 25 or 30 feet from screen would be the

utmost limit for this illuminant. •

We now turn to the electric light, where the direct

current is used. An opaque shutter is useful up to 50
feet from screen ; over 50 feet and up to 100 the blue

gelatine is good; from ico to 150 feet distance the white

transparent shutter will be all that is necessary ; over 150
feet the shutter can be entirely dispensed with.

When using alternating current, about 20 per cent, of

the distances can be deducted, and satisfactory results

obtained.'

While these figures are not mathematically correct,

they will be found to be a very serviceable guide. The
operator must, of course, use his own judgment.and dis-

crimination in selecting shutter between distances given,

and if our readers will test and report the results they

obtain it will be useful information for the craft at large,

and by comparing data useful and reliable tables may be

formulated for future publication.

Illustrating Song Slftdes.

Bv Chas. K. Harris.

The art of illustrating songs with the stereopticon is

now one of the features at all vaudeville performances;
in fact, it has become one of the standard attractions.

To illustrate a song properly often entails a large ex-

penditure of money. The most beautiful illustrated song
pictures are those having natural backgrounds. It is not

always possible to secure such pictures, and backgrounds
have to be painted and prepared with scenic effects. After
all the arrangements for the scenery have been made,
there comes the hardest and most perplexing part of

illustrating a song—procuring the subjects to pose in the

pictures. They are generally secured by advertising, and
often several hundred applicants will be turned away
before suitable models are secured. If the song calls for

a beautiful child with golden hair, 95 per cent, of the

applicants (brought always by their parents) will be
black-haired, freckle-faced, snub-nosed youngsters. The
same rule applies to adults. In every case, however,

• where the work is well done, beautiful children, pretty

women and handsome men must be secured for some
songs, while old men and women, representing types

from the beggar to the millionaire, must be found for

others. Everything, whether pathetic, sad or comical,

must seem real and perfectly natural. Interiors must also

be furnished for the occasion, special costumes must
either be made or hired, and often the models must be
taken long distances to secure harmonious surroundings.
All these things cost large amounts of money and often

before the negatives for from fifteen to twenty-five slides

have been secured the expense has amounted up to hun-
dreds of dollars. In the case where large numbers of

negroes posed in a Cakewalk for a new song which I have
illustrated, entitled "Linda, Can't You Love Your Joe,"
it was necessary to send photographers as far as Alabama
and Tennessee, there to remain until the real Southern

' negro was rounded up and asked to pose for a picture;

At least sixty subjects were used in this one set, and their

services cost money. The cost of this set of slides has
exceeded one thousand dollars. This gives an idea what
it costs to illustrate a song properly. r

•
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Often the most expert of song illustrators sometimes

fall into error and incorporate ridiculous incongruities

in their pictures. I have noticed a certain song, by a

well-known publisher of this, city, where he has a wed-

ding party dressed in costumes of the eighteenth century

issuing from a church, of the very latest packing-box style

o£ architecture, yet if he had taken the exterior scene of

the church four or five blocks away from where he took

the photograph, he would have found an old Dutch

church whose picturesque exterior would have been in

absolute harmony with its subjects. There are many
song illustrators who do not take the trouble to make
their pictures harmonize with the sentiment of the songs.

They never go to the trouble or expense of posing a song

;

most all of them, in fact, know little about the art of

photography. They illustrate their songs by passing off

upon the public a. hodge-podge of old engravings which

they have picked up in the old print shops and picture

stores. A great many of these song illustrators are found

mostly in this city, and Philadelphia also has its share.

Some of these cheap slide-makers are pirates in a small

way. As soon as some reputable slide-maker brings, out

a new set of song slides they manage to secure a set, and

after washing the paint from the picture until the slide is

left, plain, they proceed, at the cost of a few cents, to copy

by the "contact process" the work which has cost hun-

dreds of dollars. They then proceed to flood the market

with wretched imitations of the original slides at less

than one-half the price. Even copyrights on. pictures do
not deter them from stealing, as they have nothing to

lose and to prosecute them under the present copyright

law would only be throwing money away. But the new
copyright law changes all that and makes it a misde-

meanor for any print or picture containing the word
"copyrighted" to be used by any person or. persons what-

soever without the consent of the owner of the copyright.

Singers as well as managers are now. alive to the fact

that a poor set of slides will do them more harm than

good and managers of theaters/-are''quick to recognize a
first-class set of slides, as they; must cater to ladies and
children, and it is to their interest to see that their patrons

get the best the market affords,
j

My new song entitled "The Best Thing in.Life" (which

is being illustrated by A. L. Simpson of this city) will

revolutionize the slide industry. This set contains

twenty-eight slides; in fact, is a drama in three acts.

The song takes you from a club room crowded with club-

raembers in full evening dress, to Broadway, Fifth

avenue, Madison Square, and to the principal points of.

interest in the city of New York. It was also necessary

to secure a snowstorm scene for this set of slides, which

was taken at night several weeks ago, corner of Forty

-

secona
1
street and Broadway, during the great snowstorm,

and is an. exact reproduction of same, which will no doubt

create a sensation when thrown upon a. canvas. ,

.

At the present time I have a staff of photographers in

Florida, where they are now posing my latest Southern

pastoral song, which will also no doubt be appreciated by

both the singers and managers of America.

To illustrate how hard it is to sometimes secure a

scene or a certain subject, I have.sent photographers to

San Antonio, Texas, to get the "real thing," which was

a cowpuncher and his cabin for a song entitled "The
Star and the Flower." It would have been easy enough
to get some stage setting in some photograph studio and

get some person to represent the cowboy, but I preferred

to send where I could get the real thing. In another

scene a herd of cattle grazing was necessary. To secure

same, photographers were sent into Wyoming Territory,

and there secured the finest slide ever thrown upon a

canvas, which always receives ar great round of applause.

For my child song, "Hello, Central, .Give Me Heaven,"

it was desirable to photograph the interior of a metro-

politan telephone exchange. The officers in charge of

the centrals are by no means anxious to have their switch-

boards photographed, and do not cater to curious visitors

;

but, as I was on friendly terms with the director of the

Chicago Telephone Company, by his courtesy a"camera

was allowed to be introduced in the operators' exchange
one Sunday morning and the necessary pictures were
secured. Sometimes it is necessary to take an eitire

theatrical company to certain parts of the city, paying

them their regular price, to pose for a series of illustra-

tions on a farm or in any vicinity where the scene is cast.

A great many of my personal friends often assist in

posing, but I have found it more satisfactory to engage
or accept the kindness of actors and actresses, as they

understand the art of posing much better.v

. Publishers should take a personal interest in their

slides; the slide manufacturers would then be more
careful. As it is, some of the publishers take a new song
and hand it to an illustrator, with the instructions to go
out and make a set of slides for same. They forget all

about it until they see the slides flashed in some theater,

and are then horribly disgusted and disappointed. They
, have only themselves to blame. If they would have given

a little time to the illustrator to see that he got his work
in harmony with the song, they would get much better

results. Each and every slide posed for any of my songs

is under my personal supervision. A great many times

one hundred and fifty negatives are taken of one set of

scenes to secure sixteen slides. No set of slides is ever

placed on the market unless O.K.'d by myself. Once
they are there I am satisfied that the public, the managers
and the singers have what they paid for.

A NEW USE FOR MOVING PICTURES.
The First Baptist Church of Gardner, Mass., is

crowded every night to hear the well-known evangelist,

the Rev. Morril Twin. The whole city is stirred and the

people are discussing religion on the streets and in the

stores. There are. stereopticon views every, night, with

moving pictures, and a mammoth graphophone entertains

tiie audience from 7 tr> 7 :30 every night '

\
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Lantern slide exhibitions, so very popular a few years

ago, have suffered greatly by the advent of the moving

picture shows. There is no better method of illustrating

a lecture or song, or for studying pictures, than by pro-

jecting a good lantern slide upon the screen. We say

a "good slide" advisedly, for it is our belief that the

wretched work which is too often exhibited is largely

responsible for the waning interest in these shows. In

this department, therefore, we propose to print a series

of articles on lantern slide making, so that our readers

may learn what a good slide is, and be able to make one

when desired. While there is much similarity between a

window transparency and a lantern slide, there is this

difference, that a bad slide may make a good transparency

and vice versa. A transparency must be brilliant, clear

and contrasty, because, the direct rays of light pass

through to the eye and the image must be strong to

modulate the light. In viewing a slide, the light must

pass through the slide, then spread over a white surface,

then be reflected back to the eye, thereby losing in power,

so the image on the slide must be far more translucent, or

soft and flat, in comparison to a transparency ; there

must be little, if any, clear glass, and none except in the

very highest lights, while the shadows must not be too

dense to pass their proportion of light. Professional

slide makers generally make their slides too contrasty;

they may be pretty to look at, but when viewed upon the

screen are tiresome to the eye and disappointing because

not true to nature. •;

The first requisite towards making a good slide is the

proper kind of negative. This should be rather thin and

full of detail, and the sharper the better. Given a good

negative," a lantern slide can be made from it either by

contact, as in printing a piece of paper, or by copying it

in a camera. The first method requires that the negative

subject be of suitable size, while, in copying, the subject

may be enlarged or reduced. In making a set of slides

it is advisable that the figures or subjects shall be of uni-

form size all through the set, therefore the copying

method is the best. However, good slides can be made
by contact, and if the negatives have been made with

this end in view, it is the easiest and quickest method.

There are several makes of lantern slide plates on the

market, all good, only some are more sensitive than

others, and we recommend the slower brands to start

with. A printing frame a size larger than the negative

used is necessary, and in this should be placed a piece of

clean glass, fairly thick, so as to avoid breaking the neg-

ative. The film or glass plate negative is then placed

upon this glass, face upwards, and a lantern slide plate

adjusted into the desired position. The negative must

be carefully dusted, as any particle of dust would show

as white spots on the screen and also endanger the break-

ing of the negative when the back of the printing frame

is closed.- The negatiye and lantern slide plate having

been placed in contact and the printing frame closed, it

is held up to the light of a gas jet for about five seconds,

at a distance of six or eight inches. The lantern slide

plate is then- removed from the frame and developed

like a negative, after which it is dried, masked and

bound with a protecting cover glass.

Various kinds of developers give different effects, and

these will be treated of at length in future articles.

Mrs. Walker Fearn, whose charming stereopticon lec-

ture on the beloved Queen of Roumania, known all over

the world as "Carmen Sylva," and her original and great

work for the betterment of the condition of the blind

people of Roumania, has created much interest in Wash-
ington. Mrs. Fearn will continue through the South

from Cincinnati, visiting the cities in Kentucky and as

far south as Louisiana, west and north .to Kansas and

Canada, and will return here from the latter place. In

all of these localities she will give her beautiful and

instructive lecture, which is sure to touch a vein of human
interest in every place. * * *

Mecca Amusement Company, of Norfolk; A. Jahn,

president; M. W. Forrest, treasurer; J. H. Edwards,

secretary, all of Norfolk. Capital stock : Maximum, $10,7

000 ; minimum, $2,000. Arcades, slot machines and mov-

ing pictures. * * *

At Lorain, O., a fire broke out on February 21 in the

moving picture theater on East Erie avenue, burning up
an expensive film and driving the spectators of the show

out into the street. Operator C. H. Williams' right hand

was badly burned while he was attempting to extinguish

the blaze. The fire was caused by the film coming in

contact with the flame. The spectators hurried out of the

place without accident. , .

[Where was the safety device on this machine, and

why did the film get anywhere near the flame of the

lamp?

—

Ed.]
.

* * *

We learn that Charles Urban is shortly to pay a visit

to New York, on business bent, his intention being to

open an office here for the sale of the well-known Urbano
films, cameras, etc. We wish him all success in the ven-

ture, especially as he will also carry a supply of Hepwix,

Paul, Walturdaw, and other well-known English films.

We shall also welcome with him another old friend, the
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inimitable.Rosenthal, photographer of the Boer war films,

who will, take a few American scenes.

* * *

Talking of film cameras, we paid a visit to Mr.. Berst,

of Pathe Freres, to procure one for a friend, and learned

that it would- probably be a month or six weeks before

one could be obtained from Paris. (There should be a

good opportunity for some enterprising dealer to stock a

few good makes. The amateurs are beginning to take to

animatography.) He also informed us that he was giv-

ing up the sale of machines, and confining himself to

pushing the film business only.

* * *

We want to say right here that The Moving Picture

World columns are open to every manufacturer "the

wide-world over," who has any film, machine, or supplies

of every description, to receive due recognition, providing

he will send us the information. We have no bias or

animus. Our only object is to give all available informa-

tion of value or interest to the trade, and so we say to

all our friends and well-wishers: If you send us any

trade news of what you are doing it will be published.

* * *

De Witt C. Wheeler informs us that he is now in-

corporated, and if the business grows apace, as it is now
doing, they will soon have to look for much larger prem-

ises. They have on hand at the present time such a mul-

tiplicity of orders that it necessitates working at full

pressure to cope with them, and with some of the orders

it will be five or six weeks ere they can be filled, and he

hopes the trade will bear with him under the circum-

stances.
* * *

Charles K. Harris has four reliable firms whom he

commissions to make his slides, and which accounts for

the high degree of excellence they attain. These firms

are the Chicago Transparency Company and the Stere-

opticon Film Exchange, of Chicago, 111.; Scott & Van
Altend and A. L. Simpson, of New York City. All'

slides turned out by these firms are copyrighted and fully

protected under the new copyright law, which fully covers

them, and any person pirating these slides will be prose-

cuted to the fullest extent of the law.

* * *

Coney Island exhibitors of moving pictures are rejoic-

ing over the decision made recently in the Seaside Court

by Magistrate O'Reilly in the case of Morris Wachter,

proprietor of the Golden Horn Casino, Ninety-sixth street

and Third avenue, Fort Hamilton. Wachter was ar-

rested on February 12 for giving a moving-picture enter-

tainment without a license. In court his counsel, George
Eldredge, said that it was no violation of the statutes

to exhibit moving pictures without a license, as long as

no admission was charged. He declared moving pictures

to be nothing other than works of art thrown on a screen.

Magistrate O'Reilly dismissed the complaint against

,

Wachter.

There are many exhibitors of the motion pictures in

Coney Island. Some have licenses, others are not pro-

vided with them. Those who have paid for licenses

would like to have their money back.

* *. .*

Lyman H. Howe, traveler and exhibitor, opened his

engagement in Harmon Hall, Detroit, Thursday evening,

and an enthusiastic audience greeted the scenes depicted.

For two hours one forgot he was seated in a comfortable

chair, so realistic were the subjects produced. Several

minutes one was in Italy with the men who gather grapes,

then in another part of the same country in a battle of

flowers with thousands of people at'the festivities. The

spectators were taken aboard an Atlantic whaler and

witnessed the chase and capture of one of the monarchs

of the deep. Ireland, of beautiful scenery and interesting

characters, was visited. From a whirl through the Rocky

Mountains by moonlight the spectators were taken to the

great industry of locomotive making in England. There

were twenty other subjects. More than two hundred

mechanical effects are used in the exhibition.

* * *

We learn of the formation of the Washington Amuse-

ment Company, Michigan City; capital, $2,oool Direc-

tors : W. K. Greenebaum, Oscar Romel and C. F. Loftis.

* * *
j

From Albany we hear that William Brown, owner and

manager of the penny amusement parlor on North Pearl

street, has had plans prepared for the construction of an

amusement hall on a larger scale than his present place.

These plans have been drawn by Architect Hoffman and

are ready for acceptance- as soon as some minor details

have been changed. Mr. Brown has secured the two

upper floors of the building and will use the space for the

project contemplated. Mr. Brown has a number of hovel

amusement features he wishes to exploit in the new house

and will announce them as soon as he has definite assur-

ance that a suitable place may be constructed from the

space at his command.
* * *

Yale Amusement Company, of Kansas City, has in-

creased its capital stock from $40,000 to $80,000. Assets,

$60,000; liabilities, none. This is healthy progress.

The Mobile Amusement Company filed papers of incor-

poration in the probate court recently, with a capital

stock of $10,000, and will begin business with $2,500

paid in. The officers elected are: Charles R. Garnett,

president and treasurer; Carl A. Conley, general man-
ager and secretary. The object of the corporation is

to operate amusement enterprises of all kinds in Mobile

and Mobile County.
* * * •

From Albany comes word that the Washington Amuse-
ment Company of that city was incorporated recently with

a- capital stock of $5,000 and the following directors:

Frank Loudis, Michael Loudis and William E. Woollard,

of Albany.
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In Columbus, O., there was recently held a meeting of

men interested in a corporation styled the Westerman
Park Amusement Company. The new corporation will

make and lease a new amusement device for summer
parks which has been invented by Harry J. Westerman,
the well-knowp local artist. The device has been sub-

mitted to a number of the largest amusement parks in

the country and all of them have pronounced it a winner.

It is probable that one of the first of them will be seen

at Indianola Park the coming summer. The company
is incorporated with a capitalization of $100,000, and

some of the best known men in the city will be interested

in it. The devices will be manufactured in* Columbus
and will be placed in a number of the largest amusement
parks in the United States. Patents fully covering the

device have already been obtained.
* * *

New York is at last awakening from a Rip Van Winkle
sleep, and is now lookng after the safety of the people.

A fire caused through the carelessness of an operator

resulted in the complete gutting of a building in the

Bowery, and on Friday, March 1, the police, acting under

instructions, closed 20 Nickelodeons, they not complying

with the fire underwriters' laws» Full particulars next

issue. \ * * *

Tacoma, Wash.—On February 20 fifty-^ne slot ma
chines, valued at $6,250, captured by the officials in vari-

ous parts of the county, were taken out in the bay and
dumped in fifty fathoms of water. These machines were
all gambling devices and it was found the holes had been

skillfully plugged so that it was impossible to win any

of the higher prizes. This should serve as a warning to

managers of amusement resorts to adopt only clean and
legitimate schemes.V * * *

It is now proposed to employ a stereopticon as an in-

strument of advertising Houston on the Southwestern

trip. Views of the many handsome business blocks, sky-

scrapers, public buildings and residences, street scenes,

factory scenes, shipping scenes, park and school scenes

will be used, and by the attractive presentation of such

representations of actual conditions it is believed that

some splendid advertising may be accomplished.

The moving picture proposition in Meriden, Conn.,

has proved so successful to the promoter, Archie L.

Shepard, that he has. decided to open another house on

West Main street to relieve the pressure upon the one
in Michaelis' Block, where the Bijou is located. Mr.
Shepard went from New York a week ago and arranged

to lease the place formerly occupied as the Globe dry

goods store, at 44 West Main street. William F. Slack,

who is managing the Bijou, will be in charge of both

houses. Mr. Shepard is largely interested in the moving
picture proposition, probably more so than any other

promoter in the country. He has theatres all over the

country, as well as picture shows on the road and dra-

matic companies as well.

The^latest production of George Melies consists of a

series fof twenty-five scenes from the play so well known
to old theater-goers, and illustrates the clever antics of

those two French sneak-thieves and hoboes, and their

escapades in the inn, with the police after them, whom
they lead some merry antics. The following are the

scenes represented:

i, The Sneak-Thieves' Inn ; 2, The International Bank

;

3, The Interior of the Bank ; 4, Behind the Scenes
; 5, The

Costume Room; 6, A Statue as an Accomplice; 7, The
Railway Station; 8, A Small Way-Station; 9, A Terrific

Earthquake; 10, The Market-Place ; II, Hurled into the

Clouds; 12, Planted on the Roofs; 13, The Police Always
on the Trail; 14, Foiled Again; 15, Played Out; 16, The
Farm; 17, The Murder of the Dummy; 18, The Death

of the Two Heroes ; 19, Resurrection ; 20, The Balloon

;

21, The Kidnapping of a "Cop" ; 22, The Start ; 23, In the

Air; 24, The Balloon-Car ; 25, The Column of the Bastille.

This film is as fine a specimen- of a trick film that has

been produced, showing great ingenuity of conception.

Fights of Nations.

Affairs of Honor a la Mode Portrayed bv the
Biograph.

Our latest production, under six titles, represents vari-

ous types and nationalities, with comedy and tragedy

consistently intermingled. Every scene is .beautifully

staged and each nationality well represented.

"Mexico vs. Spain," the first scene, shows the rejected

Mexican suitor, in a jealous rage, watching the love-

making between Carlos, the Spaniard, his hated rival,

and the beautiful senorita. With drawn stiletto he

pounces upon the Don, but the senorita seizes his arm,

thus saving her lover from a horrible death. After a

terrific hand-to-hand encounter, the Don has the point

of vantage over the Mexican, but through the pleadings

of the girl releases him and bids him go. Next is shown
two of "Our Hebrew Friends," in a characteristic battle

—all talk, but no blows. A third Hebrew is drawn into

the argument, in the heat of which a policeman appears

and threatens to arrest them. The third Hebrew is made
the innocent victim. He offers the officer a bribe of a roll

of money, which is accepted, but the Jew steals it back.

Then follows "A Scottish "Combat"—a broadsword en-

gagement between two of America's leading actors in

Scotch costumes, showing how quick and accurate these

:^^i^;M^^fe^^^&)^S^^S k?-ijg»i
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weapons can be handled. A comedy scene, "Sunny

Africa," takes place in a concert hall on Eighth avenue,

New York, frequented by the colored element. Buck

dancing, cake walking, etc., are indulged in. The bully

resents the attentions paid to his sweetheart by a dusky

gentleman. Immediately razors are drawn, and the af-

fair winds up in a rough house. In "Sons of the Ould

Sod" we show a laughable scrap between Haggerty and

Fogarty, caused by the accidental dropping of a wet

sheet by Mrs. Haggerty from her window upon the head

of Fogarty. The men battle furiously, until that sooth-

ing balm to hurt feelings—beer—is proffered by the

ever-thoughtful Mrs. Haggerty. "America" then serves

as an appropriate finale. The scene is magnificently dec-

orated with emblems of all nations, the American eagle

surmounting them. In harmony, peace and good-Will the

characters of the different nations appear, making it an

allegorical representation of "Peace," with Uncle Sam
presiding at a congress of the Powers.

Correspondence.

A LONG-FELT WANT.
Editors, Moving Picture World:

For some time past, it has been patent that the trade

actually required a medium through which its require-

ments could be made known, but that medium to be

absolutely fearless and independent. Thus far no pub-

lication has been introduced, and it is, therefore, with

great pleasure I hail the advent of The Moving Picture

World and View Photographer and wish it Godspeed.

If, as it has been reported, The Moving Picture World
will be subject to no certain class (and I believe it will

be all that is claimed for it), your success is assured.

The only regret I have at the present time is that you

cannot discriminate between the legitimate and the ille-

gitimate, and by that I mean, refuse to accept advertise-

ments from those who do not originate, but who copy

all that is good in machines and films and have the brazen

audacity to claim that they are originators. However,

that may come later on.

There are pirates in all branches of trade, and it could

not be otherwise than that they have been introduced in

this line; but I frankly believe that the public, to use a

popular expression, is becoming wise to the fact, and

the angel born every day, popularly designated under a

more homely term, will be induced to make extended

inquiries before he invests his money.

There are sufficient good machines and good pictures

on the market to-day to supply the demand without going

into the imitations. These imitations appeal to the

"cheap" class of shoi -men, who lose sight of the fact that,

generally speaking, a article cheap in price is likewise

cheap in quality, and this explains more eloquently than

words why a machine breaks down during a perform-

ance, whether it is concert or Nickelodeon work, and

the audience invariably condemns the operator, whereas

they should condemn the proprietor, who, in order to- save

a few dollars, has bought a worthless article.

I hope in your editorials you will try to train a pros-

pective purchaser of an outfit to buy a good article at a

slight advance in price and thus save him. the humiliation

he will be subjected to if he buys an article merely be-

cause the catalogue is handsomely illustrated.

I wish you unbounded success, and remain,

Cordially yours,

Lewis M. Swaab;
:V

A PLEA FOR FAIR TREATMENT OF THE
OPERATOR.

The Editor of Moving Picture World:

What is an operator?. A machine, a slave, a dog to be

Jacked, or a man to whom some consideration should be

shown? We have in mind two types of operators, how
they were treated, and the results. One class werework-
ing for a firm, and were treated as though they were
serfs. We first noticed some fifteen or eighteen youths

varying from seventeen to twenty years of age waiting

in a corridor one Saturday at 2, and asked one, "What
was doing?" "Oh," said he, "we' are waiting for the

dough, and have been here since 12 o'clock, waiting the

boss's pleasure." While doing our business there was a

scuffle, a fall, and some hearty laughter; when one of

the principals of the firm went into the corridor and

railed at these youths, with some of the vilest language

ever heard outside Hades, thoroughly cowing and fright-

ening all the fun out of them, threatening to keep them
another two hours before he paid them their stipends of

from eight to ten dollars, which he ultimately did do,

they getting away about 4.15 o'clock. Now, note the

sequel! We met one of these youths during the week,

and commiserated with him. He said : "Oh, that's noth-

ing; we are used to that But I got even with him."

"How ?" we naturally asked. "Why, I cracked three con-

densors, scratched about 60 or 70 feet of film with a file,

and took a $40 job off the boss to So-and-so, with whom
I am going to work on Monday next." There he was
better treated, and, we believe, is doing well. We tried

to argue about the principal and the morality of the mat-

ter, showing there was no justification for being so spite-

ful. It was all in vain. He made up his mind to get

even according to his light ; and he got it. He was treated

like no human being ought to be treated ; and, like a dog
who has been whipped without cause, when his master

turned his back he snarled and bit his heel.

Now a brighter picture. A friend of ours who has held

his present position for some years, speaking of ins ex-

periences, said his employer made it worth while to keep

everything spick and. span.. He received a commission

on all repeat orders he- secured, and he often sold his

machine outright at the place of exhibition. He never

had a quarrel or harsh word all the time he had been emr
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ployed, and at Christmas he and three others received

substantial cash bonuses as gifts. He remarked that it

was a pleasure to do the work, and it was worth while

to make sacrifices and put himself to inconvenience some-

times, if the success of the exhibition demanded it, well

knowing that his (and his colleague's) efforts were fully

appreciated by their employer, who made their interests

his, thus securing better service and more careful oper-

ators.

These are two extremes, mayhap. All are not alike,

we know ; but if the happy medium is struck it will tend

to improve the status of the operator, save the machines,

give a longer lease of life to the films, and a general trust-

worthiness all round.

An Operator Who Runs His Own Show.
vt

AN OPERATORS' LEAGUE, AND WHY?
The Editor of Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—I enclose an article on the subject we talked

over to-day. If we can establish a school of operating

and issue certificates to graduates and have an enrolment

of all duly qualified operators so that you can conduct an
Operators' Bureau, I think it would meet a long-needed

requirement. Now, if a good operator is required there

are no headquarters to which to apply, and the trial of a

poor operator is terrible for an entertainer to take chances

upon. I enclose my card. and would be glad to join you
in pushing through an Operators' League and securing

proper legislation in New York State.

From the viewpoint of eight years' experience as an

operator of moving picture machines, I earnestly voice

the necessity of all operators coming under an organiza-

tion.

/. For Their Own Protection.

An operator sustains a responsible position? the safety

of human lives depends on his knowledge. Is he qualified

to operate? Has any responsible board of inspection

passed upon his qualifications? The League would help

to protect the operator by equipping him-with full knowl-

edge of the danger points to be guarded against in his

occupation.

//. Organise for Mutual Advantage.

At the present time an expert operator who under-

stands about the different electric currents, the capacity

of rheostats ; how to get as good a result, or nearly so,

from an alternating as from a direct current; the perfect

adjustment of the lamp; the kind of, and correct posi-

tions of the carbons ; how to get a steady result without

flicker—a man who understands how to meet every con-

dition, whose experience makes every exhibition a first-

class • affair, and whose presence at the machine is a

guarantee of safety to the audience, is worthy a fair

compensation, and should not be headed off by inexperi-

enced, raw, ignorant experimenters, whose presence at

the machine is a menace and peril to the audience, and

whose principal qualification is r a willingness to try to

operate at, half-price, or starvation wages.

When operators are licensed, as in Massachusetts,

where they are obliged to give evidence of their fitness

for the position, such fires as occurred on the Bowery last

week could not occur. Cheapness and ignorance of re-

quirements may be blamed for the constantly occurring

accidents.

///. Organise for Instruction.

The League could be made a "school of instruction"

under the direction of an expert. After three months'

instruction, covering a thorough knowledge and demon-
stration of the science of operating and electricity, a cer-

tificate could be issued stating the qualifications of the

party, this being a guarantee of efficiency.

How few operators but wish there was some place

to go, where they could secure instruction on the different

points they do not understand.

Such a course would tend to safeguard every audience

against disaster.

The financial interests of operators undertaking this

course would be advanced, as then there would be less

chance of a failure of a moving picture exhibition. Such
instruction would create and maintain a high standard of

efficiency among operators.

IV. Organise for Standing.
r

An operator should be entitled to standing as such by

some accredited authority or organization. In Massa-

chusetts it is placed by the Legislature under the author-

ity of the Inspection Department District Police.

No operator can give an exhibition with a moving pic-

ture machine without a license. He must demonstrate

"before the Inspector his abilities, and pass a fair exam-

ination before he can obtain his license ; but, once having'

this, it is a valuable asset wherever he goes. Further

than this, the public are not only safeguarded by the

State against ignorant, inefficient operators, but also

against the use of machines which are fire-traps. Every

machine must also pass a rigid examination, must be

equipped with safety magazines, must be sealed and

tagged, and for using machines or exhibiting other than

above specified a fine of from five to five hundred dollars

may be imposed.

Why should the New York Legislature delay regulat-

ing until some awful disaster emphasizes the importance

of such a measure

r

It is earnestly desired that every operator in New York
State will at once send his name and address to the editor

of The Moving Picture World, 361 Broadway, New
York, and by so doing safeguard the welfare of the pub-

lic who enjoy and patronize the moving picture shows.
• "G."

[We are quite willing to allow The Moving Picture
World to be the official organ of tire League and report

its progress from time to time. ' Operators desirous of

carrying out the suggestion of the bureau can use our

free register slip in sending .in their names for registra-

tion.

—

Ed.]
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Operators' Register.

Operators in any locality may register without charge

of any kind.

In your application be sure to fill out the "locality"

blank.

Fill out blank and send to The Moving Picture

World.

Name

Permanent Address.

Age Married or single

.

Salary per week

Desires position as

Also proficient in

Employed last by.

From

To.

Previously employed by.

From

To.

Other experiences and references, with machine accus-

tomed to.

What locality do you prefer working in?.

It is hereby understood that I will at once notify the

Editor on acceptance of a position, whether obtained

through The Moving Picture World or not.

DO IT NOW
Enclose a Two Dollar Bill, Check, Post-

Office or Express Money Order in an
envelope and send to

THE mOWST* PICTURE WORLD
P. O. BOX.AS0 NEW YORK

for a year/s subscription

7
•• • •• - •* ••

and MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

The best and only reliable are for sale

j here

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR

s Camerag'raph
WITH ORIGINAL FIREPROOF MAGAZINES

AND

Edison's Kinetoscopes

We are the largest dealers in Philadelphia

in Machines, Films and General Supplies

Lewis M.iSwaab
336 Spruce St. * Philadelphia, Pa.

The Optical Lantern and
(Cinematograph Journal
The English representative magazine of the Projection Trade

Publishers: E. T. HERNON & CO.

Tottenham Street, London, W., England.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

75 CENTS PER ANNUM—POST FREE

American Manufacturers of FILMS who

desire to advertise their productions in the

English market, will find this a good medium.

:U

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
has been appointed agents

for NEW YORK

RATES ON APPLICATION
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THE BUYER*' GUIDE.
Films. "

Kirietograph Company, 41 East Twenty- German-American Cine, and Film Co., 109

• M .„.™ ~ra™* • * fa5* street, New York. E 12th st. New York.
MANUFACTURERS. Kleine Optical Co.. 52 State st.. Chicago. Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st., Philadel-

American Biograph Co., II E. 14th st, Laemmle Film Service, 167 Dearborn st, phia.

New York. Chicago, 111. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State St., Chicago. .

American Vitagraph Co., 116 Nassau St., F. Meyers, 123 W. 27th st., New York. Kleine Optical Co., 129 W. 32d st, New
New York. L. Manasee & Co., 88 Madison st, Chicago. York.

Edison Mfg. Co., 31 Union sq., New York. Miles Bros., 10 East Fourteenth street, New S. Lubin, 21 S. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

S. Lubin, 21 S. 8th St. Philadelphia, Pa. York. Lumiere & Co. (Ltd), 11 W. 27th st. New
Miles Bros., 10 E. 14th st. New York. Miles Bros., 116 Turk street San Francisco, York.

Miles Bros., 116 Turk st, San Francisco, CaL Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph
' Cal. National Film Renting Bureau, 62 N. Clark st., Chicago.

Selig Polyscope Co., 41 Peck court, Chi- st, Chicago. Win. Paley, 40 W. 28th st, New York,
cago. Novelty Moving Picture, 1063 Broadway, N. Power, 117 Nassau st, New York.

Oakland, CaL Pittsburg Calcium Light Co., 515 First ave.,
dealers. Win. Paley, 40 W. 28th st. New York. Pittsburg, Pa.

Acme Exchange, 133 Third ave., New York Peerless Exchange, 112 E Randolph st., HE. Roys. 1368 Broadway, New York

American Film Co.; 87 E. Washington st, „ Chicago.
, . .. ' Selig Polyscope Co., 41 Peck court, Chi-

Chicago 111
Pittsburg Calcium Light Co., SIS First ave., cago.

Americarf Exchange, 630 Halsey street, _ Pittsburg. Pa. \
- I. M. Swaab & Co., 338 Spruce st., Phila-

Brooklyn NY Geo. * Spoor & Co., 62, N. Clark st, Chi- delphia, Pa.

Boswell Manufacturing Company, 122 Ran- _ cago f
' Wini.H- Swanson & Co., 79 S. Clark st,

dolph street Chicago Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin Chicago.

Burke & James, 118 West Jackson Boule- - st Chicago. 20th Century Optiscope, 91 Dearborn st,

vard Chicago 111
Vfm. * Swanson & Co., 79 S. Clark st, Chicago.

Chicago Projecting Co., 225 Dearborn st, _ Ch
.
ica^: - M . T . ~. »th Century Optiscope Co., 2 W. 14th st,

Chicago
•*

6 Temple Film Co., Masonic Temple, Chi- New York.

O. T. Crawford Film Exchange, Fourteenth «gp. _ . _ .
Williams. Browne & Earle, 918 Chestnut

and Locust streets, St. Louis. 20th Century Optiscope, 91 Dearborn st, st, Philadelphia, Pa.

Harry Davis, Davis Building, 247 Fifth „ Se^?' ^ . rn ~ . , Song Slides.i Pittsburg, Pa U
ChicSo

m gC
' *

' FOR nXUSTRATED SONGS.
Edison Mfg.. Co.. 304 Wabash ave. On- wnV?an?sf°Brown & Earle. 918 Chestnut Boswell Mfg. Co.. 122 Randolph st, Chi-

Enterprise Optical' Co., 154 Lake st, Chi- street
-
Philadelphia,' Fa. cago. ' '^ . _ ,

*,<**% ^en- . c. 1
•

•" Stereopticon.. Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st,

Erker Bros., 608 Olive st, St. Louis. r Chicago.

German-American Cine, and Film Co., 109 Chas. Beseler Co., 251 Centre st, New Chicago Transparency Co., 09 Dearborn st.,

E. 12th st. New York. York. T,,V
nM?S°- __.

Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st, Philadel- Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- E"te Lantern Slide, 207 W. 34th st, New
phia. Pa. pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. _ * or*c-

.. „ _ ^ „.

.

C. L. Hull & Co., 209 East Fifty-seventh Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, Eugene Chnc & Co., 59 Dearborn st, Chi-

street, Chicago. Chicago. _ ^SO. '

' _.
Kinetograph Co.. 41 E. 21st st, New York. Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608 Olive st, St Kleine Optical Co., 52 Stalk at. Chicago; \
Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st, Chicago. Louis, Mo. M 127-129 W. 32d st, New/York. \

Kleine Optical Co., 127 W. 32d st, New Pioneer Stereopticon Company, 237 East Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph
York. Forty-first street, New York. _ st- .HJ"3^:

.

_ , •»"".
V ?i

K«°wlton Company, Westbrook, Me.
Kleine QpticalCo., 127 W. 3*1 st, New ^J Van Altena

« S9 Pearl street
«
New

G. Mehes, 204 E. 38th st, New York. York « .

or^ , ~ „ . ~, •

Pathe Cinematograph Co., 42 E. 23d st. s gg- 2I s 8th st> Philadelphia, Pa.
Sel,g PolyscoP* Co- 43 Peck court, Chi-

PeopuTs Vaudeville Company, 1123 Third
Lu^y* k

Cto
-
(Ltd)

' " W
" ^ ** Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin

avenue, New York. L Manassee, Tribune Building, Chicago. nJ^Sr^h^Ur ,« e nrreil)mv K™Sears-Roebuck Company, Chicago. McAllister, 49 Nassau st, New York Dc
v'j,

Wheeler
' I2IS Broadwav

«
New

Montgomery-Ward Company, Chicago- Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph York-

£ ?•
3 st ' Chi

.
ca?°- Celciwm end Electric LigKt.

Willfams'fBrown & Earle, 918 Chestnut st, 'Pikw^York.
Lantem C°-' 23 E I4th *" ox-hydrogen gas manufacturers.

Philadelphia, Pa. Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin Brooklyn Calcium Light Co., 112 Front st,

kentehs - st, Chicago. Brooklyn. N. Y.
__ . _, __ _." Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne-

P. Bacigalupi, 1107 Fillimore st, San Fran- Moving Picture Machines.
pjn ave> Minneapolis, Minn.

cisco, Cal. ' AND supplies Carrick Electric Mfg. Co., 218 N. Ashland
Boston Film Exchange, 564 Washington st, ave., Chicago, 111.

Boston, Mass. Acme Exchange, 133 Third ave., New Cincinnati Calcium Light Co., 108 Fourth
Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- . York. st, Cincinnati.

pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, Coleman & Newton, 237 E. 41st st. New
Central Supply Co., 114 N. Edwards st, Chicago. York.

Kalamazoo, Mich. Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608 Olive st., St.
Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Louis, Mo. •

Chicago. Central Supply Co., 114 N. Edwards st, Globe Electric Co., 419 W. 42d st, New
Detroit Film Exchange, Telegraph Build- Kalamazoo, Mich. York.

ing. Detroit. Mich. Ch. Dressier & Co., 143 E. 23d st, New Indianapolis Calcium Light Co., "116 South
Eug. Cline & Co.. 59 Dearborn st, Chicago. York. Capital ave., Indianapolis.
Globe Film Service, 59 Dearborn st, Chi- Eug. Cine & Co., 59 Dearborn st, Chi- New York Calcium Light Co., 410 Bleecker

cago. cago. ' st, New York.
W. E Greene, 228 Tremont street, Boston, Edison Mfg. Co., 31 Union sq.. New York. New York Calcium Light Co.. 309 S. 51st
Mass. Edison Mfg Co., 304 Wabash ave., Chi- st, Philadelphia, Pa.

Harstn & Co., 138 E 14th St.. New York. cago. New York Calcium Light Co., 102 Utica
Hetz. 302 E. 23d st. New York. Enterprise Optical Co., 154 Lake St., Chi- ave.; Boston, Mass. '

Inter Ocean Film Exchange, 99 Madison cago.: Philadelphia Calcium Light Co., 621 Com-
st, Chicago. .....,-, .- Erker Bros., 608 Olive st, St Louis. merce st, Phiadelphia, Pa.
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Moving Picture

Entertainments

D. W. Robertson

The Pioneer in

this field of work

12 SUCCESSFUL

..YEARS..

407 Park Row Building

13 Park Row

NEW YORK CITY

D. W. ROBERTSON

Phone, 3681 Cortland

WE RENT FILMS

WE SELL FILMS

WE SELL MACHINES

WE GIVE EXHIBITIONS

CALL, WRITE OR PHONE

Good Subjects—We Want Big Lots

For FILMS toy
Sale FILMS Bar§ains

Hew Illustrated Songs $5.00 per set

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
STEREOPTICONS, SLIMS, Etc.

NEW and SECOND HAND. LIST5 FREE.

T. J. HARBACH & CO.
809 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DeWitt C. Wheeler, Inc.

1215 BROADWAY :: :: NEW YORK
Daly's Theatre Building

Slides for Illustrated Songs
The BEST Songs—Illustrated by 1be
BEST Slides— at the BEST Prices

I manufacture to order only and do not deal

in slides of other makes

I DO NOT RENT SLIDES

Lantern Slide Review.

"No One Knows How Much 1 Hiss

Yon."
Ballad. Words by Ed. Rose. Music by

Theodore Morse. Copyright by F. B.

Haviland Publishing Co., 125 West Thirty-

seventh street, New York City.

Slide I. Interior, with loving couple

seated on couch. . s

2. A lake side, with foliage, the same

couple seated under a tree resting.

3. Interior hall of home, staircase with

father, mother and little baby girl giving

father good-night kiss.

4. Interior, with couple looking out of

window upon the moonlit scene.

5. Country bridge over brook, with for-

lorn female listening pensively to singing

birds.

6. Couple coming'down steps of country

lane, a long vista of trees in background.

7- Garden scene with female bending

over drooping flower bush, as though telling

them her loneliness and seeking their sym-
pathy. I

& Same figure fitting alone in boat on
edge of lake, listening as if in anticipation

of some one's coming.

9. Brook scene with disconsolate woman
sitting on- stone at foot of tree.

10. Loving couple advancing down coun-
try lane, foliage and flowers in full bloom.

11. A magnificent bush of flowers in full

bloom, drooping their heads.

12. Lake scene with full foliage, boat
in foreground, and couple rehearsing the

old, old story.

13.. Lake side, foliage in background,
woman seated on rock watching her own
reflection in water at her feet

14. Garden scene, couple hand-in-hand,
lady plucking flower.

15. Lake and woodland scene, couple

hand-in-hand, woman' stooping and pluck-

ing flower from water's edge, man prevent-

ing her falling into water.

16. Summer arbor with female sitting

on rail lost in reverie.

17. Title slide.

The above slides are manufactured by
Scott & Van Altena, of New "Vork. The
posing is good, the models having entered
into the spirit of the song, fully carrying
out the thoughts and ideas .expressed. The
coloring is rich, natural, and artistic.

A New Set of 52 Slides Illustrat-

ing the Three Degrees ofTree
Masonry.
A new set of 52 slides illustrating the

three degrees of Free Masonry.
1. Interior Masonic Temple, New York.

Altar with Holy Bible, Square and Com-
passes.

*2. Ancient Lodge in the valley. Wood-
land scene showing the craft at session, well

guarded.
3." Form of Lodge with emblems in

proper positions. •

4. Three pillars—Ionic, Doric, Corinth-

ian.

*$• Jacob sleeping on stone with dream
effect and three staves prominent, angels

ascending and descending.

6. Furniture of Lodge, duplicate of No. 1.

7. Ornaments ' of Lodge. A well-

arranged tessellated pavement with border.

8. Interior of Austen Room, New York
Temple, showing the Three Great Lights.

9. Photographs of the Grand Lodge
jewels of New York, representing the in-

' movable jewels.

10. The East of Austen Room, showing
the three movable jewels.

*ii. Tabernacle in the wilderness show-
ing the High Priests at their devotions;

true design of tabernacle.

*I2. Brotherly Love is represented by

two gladiators engaged in mortal combat
discovering their Masonic relationship,

throw down swords and shields and clasp

hands in token of peace.
;

.

*I3- Relief is illustrated by a traveling

brother with emblems of craft receiving

bread and mess of pottage from the al-

moner.

*I4- Represents a rock in midstream on

which is the Bible, showing Truth as on a

rock.

*I5. Saints John the Evangelist and
Baptist.

*i6. Points of Entrance. A Roman sol-

dier standing at attention with camp in

background.

*I7. Fortitude. A newly-wedded Roman
couple ; on receiving news of war the wife

arms her husband and bids him go forth in

duty to his country.

*l7a. Fortitude. Another scene show-
ing the Roman soldier at his post in Pom-
peii, Vesuvius in background belching forth

lava and fire, while his comrades flee for

their lives. (Both slides show fortitude

and the lecturer may use which he prefers.)

*i8. Prudence is here depicted with the

mirror.

*i8a. Prudence, another illustration of

this subject, showing a prudent woman,
above flattery or admiration, passing down
the vestibule of a Roman Senator's home,
while the men look on with admiration, yet

courteous,

*iq. Temperance is shown by this god-
dess taking water from crystal spring.

*20. Justice is the usual blindfolded fig-

ure of woman, with scales and sword.

21. Chalk, Charcoal and Clay represent

these elements.
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SONG
FOR RENT

® V S O E S
02.00 per week per set

SEND'FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

ALFRED SIMPSON
257 West Ulfth Street

NEW YORK

22. Pillars of the Porch. From Austen

Room.

23. Five Orders of Architecture.

24. Hearing is illustrated by woman at

seashore with conch shell held to her ear.

25. Seeing. Woman with eyes shaded,

looking down the valley.

•26. Feeling. Seashore with mother and

child in affectionate attitude.

27. Smelling. Woman at rose bush,

with bunch of roses in hand, smelling one.

*2& Tasting. Woman at vineyard eat-

ing grapes.

*2Q. Seven Liberal Arts. Shows seven

steps, lower one inscribed Grammar, school-

boy with his book ; Rhetoric, a Roman Sen-

ator holding forth; Logic, a middle-aged

man studying from scroll; Arithmetic, boy

with slate; Geometry, middle-aged man
drawing circle with compasses; Music,

woman with harp; Astronomer with tele-

scope, globe, etc., gazing at stars.

*30. Scene at Water Ford. Our ancient

brethren watching under tree (on which

hangs sheaf of corn) the coming across the

ford of brethren or foes.

*3i. Corn, Wine and Oil. Shows God-
dess of Plenty with cornucopia from which
fall in abundance grapes and olives, while

cornfields fill the background.

32. G. The East, Austen Room.
.

*33- Building K. S. Temple. Shows, the

ancient craftsmen, E. A., F. G, and M. M.,
with K. S. directing.

34. Ancient Grand
posts.

35, 36 and 37. E. A.

Lodges.

*3&*. Three steps, Youth, Manhood, Age.

Pot of Incense.

Beehive.

Sword guarding Constitution. .

The All-Seeing Eye.

The Ark and Anchor, Flood, Ark
Bodies bottom of the water

39-

40.

41.

42.

*43-

glass in left hand, in which he intently

looks, grasping sword in right, while the

setting sun in background is reflected in

the stream of life. (A poetic subject)

*45a. Shows the usual figure of skele-

tonized Death.

46. Scythe, lying on the greensward.

47. Coffin, Spade and MauL
*47a. Plant of Acacia—Immortality.

48. The Broken Column.
The set is well gotten up, and those slides

marked with * are richly colored in oils.

All readers having films, slides, cameras or other

apparatus, wishing to exchange for others of equal

value or the balance paid in cash can advertise their

wants, and to safeguard each party from loss a de*

posit of full value of articles can be placed in' the
bands of the editor until he learns that both parties

are satisfied, when cash will be sent on ; in case of
dissatisfaction, on return of goods, money will be
refunded.

Hfldel B SaS Outfit **SrModel B Gas Outfit, 6
fclUUBI O Ofl» UUIIII. boxes of oxy-lithe, 1 box of
limes and 1 lb. of ether, $35. THEODOBB J. HAR-
BACH, 809 Filbert St, Philadelphia, Pa.

Song' Slides
FOR RENT

SCOTT & VAN ALTENA'S
FAMOUS SLIDES

$1 PER WEEK
PER SET

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

Scott <8b Van Alteram
59 Pearl Street New YorK

Rigfets
©£ ©.si

Q.szid2 Patents

IMMENSE SALES IN EUBOPE

Apply Office loving Picture World

Masters at their

F. C. and M. M.

on Waters,
and anchor.

44- Forty-seventh problem. Figure.

*45- Death and the Hour-Glass. This

scene shows a majestic figure holding hour-

WE ARS 22I£A2Jf3>UA]RTEI2S FOR 221G32 GRABS
Sfereopticons, Moving Picture Machines,

Films, Slides and Accessories.
COLORED ILLUSTRATED SONG SLIDES, S5.00 PER SET.

All late subjects,' and the quality of our coloring is the best.

ADJUSTABLE R.E2EQSTAT, SO to 40 amperes, S4.00
We manufacture everything in the projecting machine line and will save you money.

We have no junk or second-hand goods for sale, but furnish you new goods which we
guarantee. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND LIST OF SONG SLIDES.

BOSWELL MHUFACTURING CO., Depf. N., 120 E. Randolph St., Chicago

Kinetoscopes,Cameragraphs*2iStereopticons
Films olf all MaKeo

—

S&verytfiiisagJ in Supplies

C. B. KLIENE m -1" !» ffTolV™"'
Tel. 4S4&—SSfth

PIOHEER STEREOPTICAN CO.
237 E. 4!st Street, NEW YORK CITY.

(Entire Building, Four Stories and Basement.)

Our machines are made to the requirements
of the Underwriters and Buildings Board.

Complete Machines,, wit Si
Rheostat from $30.00 I7p.

AUTOMATIC EFFECT* for Scenic Railways. Theatre and Secret Society
Work, Moving Clouds, Ripples, Waves, Snow, Rain, Lightning, Fire, Birds,
Butterflies, Flowers. Fish, Waterfall. Volcanic Eruptions, Etc.

STAGE LIGHTING CONTRACTORS to all parts of the world The largest
stage in the world, 400 feet opening is operated by us.
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Gets you nothing. Real, Jonny-on-

the-Spot Service is what you want.
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FILM RENTING SERVIC

Is up to the f(
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AND VIEW PHOTOGRAPHER
The only Indopendent WeeKlj Journal published Sia tt&e interests of Manufacturers

ahd Operators,of Animated Photographs and Cinematograph Projection*
Illustrated Songs, Lantern Lectures and Lantern Slide MaKers

THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Vol. l.,'.No.. 2. March 16, 1907 Price, 5 Cents

*

••

- .
...

Our first issue, reaching 12,000 readers*

is exhausted!. If you wish to get your copies
\

regularly, leave an order with your News
Agent, or send TWO DOLLARS for a year's

subscription.

.
* - -

>•

...

—

USEFUL
Animated Photosraphy. The A B C of
the cinematograph. By C M. Hepworth.
123 pages. Illustrated. Price, 60 cento.

Chemistry fox Photographers. By C. F.
.Townsend. An excellent handbook on
the theory and practice of photographic
work. Price, 60 cents, postpaid.

Experimental Science. By Geo. M. Hop-
kins. Rt /lsed edition; 1.100 pages: over
900 illustrations. A valuable book for
the inventor, experimenter, -workman,
teacher or student. Cloth, 2 vola, by
mail, $5.00; separate volumes, $3.00 each.

Home BSecfeaaiea So* Asiatean. By Geo.
M. Hopkins. An illustrated book of S70
pages, giving complete instructions for
experimental work in various branches
of mechanics. Price, 51.50, postpaid.

hiving Pictures. Their history, photo-
reproduction, and practical working.
By H. "W. Hopwood. 2 65, pages, cL Price,
.51.25. , , . \:

Pbotojcrapnle teases. A."simple treatise.
By Conrad Bedt and Herbert Andrews.
283 pagea Price, Si.00, f *

O OK5
Practical Slide Making. By G. T. Harris.

134 pagea Price. 60 cents, postpaid.
The Photographic Reference Book. By J.
Mcintosh. A complete cyclopedia of
practical methods and formulas, how to
do things, etc Splendid value. 388
pages, nearly 1,000 references; paper.
Price. 75 cents.

The American Amateur PbotogTapner end
Camera and Dark Boom. 15 cents a
copy, $1.50 per year. The best monthly
magazine for the photographer.

10c PHOTOGRAPHIC HANDBOOKS.
No. 1. ReionehSns tor Amateurs. Contains

many valuable points about the
use of the pencil and Improve-
ment of negatives.

No. S. Exposure Tables and Notebook. A
practical aid to making correct
exposures, and a notebook for
recording exposures.

No. 8. Bow to Take Portraits. Telia about
the lighting, posing, expression,
exposure, development, etc

•
• -.991 oroMiwa

No. 4. Qtumlde Enlargement. Including
- Instructions for making an en-
larging lantern.

No. S. Manual of Photography. An in-
struction book for the beginner.

No. 6. Practical Development, Contains
many valuable points for the
amateurs, including: chapters on
"Four Tray" and "Tank' devel-

No. 7.

No. 8.

opment.
Popular Printing Processes. Tells

in simple language how to work
blue print, printing out and de-
veloping papers.

Hints oa Composition. A little book
which should be studied by
every one who desires to make
better pictures. •

These booklets cover the various sub-
jects in a complete and concise manner.
They are intended chiefly for the beginner.
Order by number. Price, 10c, each. The
eight postpaid for 75c

THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBL.SHBN&

aol Broadway, Sfcrw -Yoirli

COMPANY

• • . :
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CLASS A FILMS
IB Cents per Foot

Exhibition Mode! Kinetoscope

81 16.00

CLASS B PALMS
ISCentsper Foot

Universal Model Kinetoscope

876.00

FILMS and PROJECTING KINETOSCOPES

EDISON EXHIBI-
TION MODEL
KINETOSCOPE

Improved Take-up
and Film
Magazines
SI 36.00

Improved Take-up
and Film
Magazines
835.0O

Improved Take-up
816.00

Film Magazines
Each

810.00

THE R£C©G8ai!£l® STANDARDS T&3R©y<&H@UY YKS WORLD
ANOTHER UP =T©»T2ia»MINUTE EOISON C©3 Y E2ST

Bill? - i syuf ... pydrs
A Laughable Satire on^the Popular ©raze

A SURE
Beautifully Eaaono-Tinteci Photographically Perfect
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED D1S©R§!?Y§¥EI ©G^©yLAi5 Ho. 317

Send for latest catalogue and illustrated circulars

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, ORANGE, N.J.

Chicago Office, 304 Wabash Avenue
New York Office, 31 Union Square Cable Address zymotic. New York

No. 6313. Code VEELF«3©MDiC. Length ©38 Ft. Class A. 0I4O.2S

Office for United Kingdom, 25 Clerkerawell Road, London. E.C., England

THE KINBTOGRAPH CO '. "....41 East Slst Street. New York
PETER BACIGALEPI ...1107 Fillmore Street. San Francisco, Ca'.
GEORGE BRBCK 650-554 Grove Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DEALERS BFJ ALL PKIMCIPAL CITIES

The Original Fire-Proof

Motion Picture Machine

Fitted.with o? witlaoQt Fireproof
Magazines and Talie-ap Dexrtees

Has proved its efficiency over all other
machines in Its STEADY and FLICK-
ERLESS PROJECTION. DURA-
BILITY OF CONSTRUCTION, etc.,

superceding all other makes of motion
picture machines in EXCELLENCY
and SUPERIORITY. If you want the
MACHINE that WILL GIVE YOU
THE RESULTS, WE HAVE IT.

All our apparatus is fully protected by
United States patents issued or pending,
and infringements will be vigorously
prosecuted.

Writs tor Catalcg to

115-117 NASSAU ST. NEW YORK

Chicago Jobbers
Ki^inb OrnCAL Co.

San Francisco Jobbers
MH33 3F.OS.

FOR SALE BY ALL, LEADIKQ DEALERS

. . ;

* ' ..
.
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Publishers* Note.

\/ 19

£dite«a t»sr &$.£&<&&_ IS. £aa&den.
The World Pboto^rapMc PobSisMag Company,

361 Broadway, Sow Yorli.

Vol, 1., MARCH 16th. No. 2.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE : Two dollars a year in advance.

Postage free to all subscribers in the United States, Canada, Mexico,

Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Phiilipine Islands.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: Three dollars per year, in

advance, postpaid.

'

' •

TO PREVENT loss or delay of mail, all communications should

be addressed to P. O. Box 720, New York City.

ADVERTISING RATES:
Whole Page . . .

"

.

Half Page . . . .

Quarter Page
Single Column (next reading matter)

One-Eighth Page . " :
. v-i>>

One-Sixteenth Page
One-Thirty-second Page

c
?

i

$50.00

25.00

12.50

20.00

6.25

• 3.25

2.00

The Moving Picture World and View Photog-

rapher is an independent weekly paper published by the

World Photographic Publishing Company, of New York
City, under the editorship of A. H. Saunders and dedi-

cated to all interested in animated photography and its

projection, lanternists and slide makers, vocalists and

song slides, lecturers and travel stories. The amateur

and professional alike will find a fund of useful informa-

tion in its pages. It is the intention pf the publishers to

give all the latest information procurable, here and

abroad. A special feature will be the monthly English

and French letters, showing what progress is being made
in animatography. No item of interest to the profession

at large will be excluded from its pages, which will be

open to. all alike who have any information or news to

communicate. It will be their aim to make it your guide,

philosopher, and friend when you are in doubt, or when
you wish to buy" a.lantern, projection machine, or any of

the numerous accessories appertaining thereto.

Numerous interesting subjects will be treated in its

columns, written by practical and experienced men.

Correspondence.—AH letters for information must be

accompanied with the writer's name and address, not nec-

essarily for publication, and will be answered in columns

devoted to that purpose.

As an advertising medium it is unique. It will bring

in direct contact vendors and users of cinematograph and

lantern apparatus and supplies.

The editor's practical experience of twenty years is at

all times available for the use of its readers. .

It is published at five cents, per copy, two dollars per

year (payable in advance), and will enjoy a large circula-

tion extending to every quarter of the globe. ^

MISCE» LANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS will be accepted

at the following rates: SALE OR EXCHANGE, Private, per line

10c; minimum. 50c. per issue. Dealers or Manufacturers, 15c. per

line; minimum. $1.00 per issue. HELP WANTED: 10c. a line;

minimum. 25c. EMPLOYMENT WANTED : (Operators only) No
Charge.

TO ADVERTISERS : The MOVING PICTURE WORLD goes

to press Friday morning of each week. No advertisements can he

inserted and no changes can be made in standing ads- unless the

copy reaches us by noon Thursday.

Published Every Sattjtrday.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
Price, Two Dollars per annum, post free in the United

States, Canada, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico, and the

Philippine Islands.

Foreign subscriptions, Three Dollars (12s. 6d.) per

annum.
SUBSCRIPTION FORM.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
361 Broadway, New York.

.

Enclosed please find $........, for which send me the

for twelve months, post free, commencing
Please remit by express money order, check, P. O. order or reg-

istered letter. All cash enclosed with letter is at the risk of sender. '

.

Name
. >'-.-,.- . .....-„

.'• '
- *

EUROPEAN AGENTS:

INTERNATIONAL NEWS COMPANY
Breams Building, Chancery Lane, London, E. C.

*

m ..... '

..............

State .

Date . .'... 190. .

.
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EDITORIAL.

J

The first issue was in such great demand that there

are only two copies left for our own file. We are very

grateful for the flattering encomiums bestowed upon us,

and for the many kind wishes for success. To those of

our readers who sent their subscriptions before issue, and
the advertisers who gave us their support, we tender our
thanks. To those who flatter us, we would say they

remind us of a story told by the late J. B. Gough, who
had been engaged to speak in a town some distance from

home. At the close of one of his most fervid orations the

audience were so carried away with enthusiasm that they

forgot the most essential part—the dollars. Next morn-
ing a committee of the town waited upon him with a

vote of thanks, which was delivered by the chairman of

the evening meeting in a neatly set speech. To all of

this J. B. Gough replied: "Gentlemen, I thank you for_

your kindly thoughts and the words you have just spoken,

eulogizing my weak efforts ; but if you would kindly put

that vote of thanks on paper, maybe the hotel-keeper, the

railroad people, and my landlord, will accept it in lieu

of current coin of the States." The committee took the

hint and recompensed him far better than he anticipated.

Will our readers act likewise? Printer, paper mer-
chant, Postoffice and other items have to be met, and
your two dollars for a year's subscription will materially

assist the publishers, and yours truly.

The Closing of NicKelodeons in Now
YorK City.

As briefly mentioned in our last issue, some forty of

these places of resort were closed for not complying with

the conditions demanded by the Board of Electricity.

It appears, on inquiry, that certain owners are in the

habit of buying up old and wornout machines of types

that existed in the early days of cinematography, and by

tinkering them up, adding a little here and a little there,

making them work (after a fashion), and to this were

adding all the film (bought cheap) that lumbered up the

dealers' shelves, placing same in the hands of a coterie

of boys, and instead of using up-to-date appliances, made
of iron, to receive the film, it was run into linen bags,

for the sake of cheapness. The result has been disastrous

fires, caused through this inefficiency and carelessness,

and although cautioned time and again, little notice was
taken, until it resulted in the closing of the places and
dismissal of the inexperienced boys. Further than this,

it has caused the manufacturers of machines no end of

trouble and expense, and one on whom we called voiced

his sentiments as follows

:

"The last two weeks have been a busy time for the

manufacturers of motion picture machines. The Electri-

cal Bureau of the Department of Water Supply, Gas
and Electricity has deemed it necessary to restrict ex-

hibitors and make necessary certain changes in the ma-

chines to guard against fires. Several fires have lately

occurred on account of unscrupulous operators, who did

not use the ordinary precautions for preventing 'acci-

dents. Of course, most operators are mere boys, very

poorly paid, and hence a decent operator cannot take any
work at such places. AH operators should.be over twenty

years old and licensed, and made responsible for any

neglect on their part in leaving their films and machines

unprotected.

"Film made of celluloid is naturally very inflammable

and the rays of the electric or calcium fight must not too

long rest at one point, to avoid burning of the film. Vari-

ous devices have been" made by manufacturers as pre-

cautionary auxiliaries, but the operator usually leaves the

fireproof magazines open, does not take proper care of

the reels with film on them, and either forgets or deems
it unnecessary to shut off the light if anything happens
to the mechanism or there is a.break in the film. Now,
the manufacturers are perfectly willing to make further

precautionary devices, but a proper time allowance should

be granted and not the exhibition places shut up, as it

injures greatly both parties in doing business. It would

be advisable to pass each machine and put a license tag

on it, but the manufacturer and showman should get at

least one month's time to get their equipments in ap-

proved shape.

"Examine and license operators."

These sentiments fully accord with our own views,

and we would like to see laws passed, similar to those in

existence in Massachusetts (which will be found on an-

other page), to cover the whole of the cities of the

United States. A tall order, you may remark. Well, yes,

it is ; but nevertheless, no valid reason can be adduced

why such laws are not in existence.

With a view of getting operators licensed,vif possible,

we paid a visit to Mr. Brown, of the Electric Bureau of

New York, and in the course of an interesting conversa-

tion we learned that the requirements of this department

are far more rigid than those of any other City in the

world, so far as appliances go and the manner in which

tests are made. On referring to the licensing of opera-

tors, Mr. Brown informed us that there was no provision

made for such a procedure, and if we were willing to

draft a bill for Albany, calling for such action, it would

have his fullest sympathy and support, and that he would

like to see a registration of electrical workers on similar

lines to the plumbers, fully believing it would be a boon

to the worker and the city. In reply to our question about

the reopening of the Nickelodeons, we were answered

that permits for a period of thirty days had been granted,

provided certain alterations and safeguards had been

made, and that all the obsolete machines were made over

with safety devices, where such was possible, or new
machines substituted.

In relation to the machines, we learned that as a result

of this action the principal makers were asked to submit

their machines to the bureau for inspection, and some
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very drastic experiments were made. The Edison and

Waters kinetoscopes passed with little alteration; the

cameragraph of N. Powers and the Chas. Dressier Com-
pany's machine were ordered to be improved in one or

two minor points, chiefly in the mechanism of the safety

shutter devices. Both these firms are now hard at work,

complying with the suggestions made, after which the

machines of these three firms will have arrived at the

acme of perfection, so that customers may be assured

that every safeguard the ingenuity of man can devise

will be there for protection of the public. One remark

is very pertinent here, that is, with all this work and toil,

while the machines are everything that can be desired,

they are not fool proof; by this is meant, that if operators

will not use common sense and care they can always find

a means to have an accident ( ?).

In penning the above remarks, we have no desire to

imply that these three machines are the only ones that

come up to the proper standard. Other makers have good

machines, and no doubt they will pass the necessary ex-
amination, but at the time of writing we have no knowl-

edge of them, and if the various manufacturers will send

us particulars of tests made with their machines we will

give them full publicity.

Edisosa. v©. Biograph.
Owing to the importance of the decision handed down

from the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Second

Circuit, in re Thomas A. Edison vs. American Mutoscope
and Biograph Company, we deem it necessary in the

interests of the.profession at large to publish the opinion

of the judges in full; consequently, several matters of

interest are held over till next issue.

' UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS,
Second Circuit

Before Waixace, Lacombe and Coxe, Circuit Judges.

Thomas A. Edison,
Complainant-Appellant,

vs.
The American Mutoscope and

Biograph Company,
Defendant-Appellee.

This cause comes here upon appeal from a decree of the Cir-
cuit Court, Southern District of New York, dismissing a bill in

equity for infringement of a patent The patent is Re-issue No.
12,037, dated September 30, 1902, original No. 580.168 (August 31,
1897), to Thomas A. Edison for a kinetoscope. The opinion
below will be found in 144 F. R, 121.
The original patent was before this court in a suit by the same

complainant against the same defendant reported 114 F. R., 926.
The claims of the original patent were

:

t

"1. An apparatus for effecting by photography a representa-
tion suitable for reproduction of a scene including a moving
object or objects, comprising a means for intermittently project-
ing at such rapid rate as to result in persistence of vision images
of successive positions of the object or objects in motion, as
observed from a fixed and single point of view, a sensitized
tape-like film and a means for so moving the film as to cause
the successive images to be received thereon separately and in a
single-line sequence.

2.
'- An apparatus for taking photographs suitable for the

exhibition of objects in motion, having ia combination a single
camera, and means for passing a sensitized tape film at a high
rate of speed across the lens of thecamera, and for exposing suc-
cessive portions of the film in.-rapid succession, substantially as
set forth. ' "
M
3- An apparatus for taking photographs"*£uitable for exhibi-

tion of objects in motion, having in combination a single camera,
and means for passing a sensitized tape-film across the lens of
the camera at a high rate of speed and with an intermittent
motion, and for exposing successive portions of the film during
the periods of rest, substantially as set forth.

"4. An apparatus for taking photographs suitable for the ex-
hibition of objects in motion, having in combination a single
camera, and means for passing a sensitized tape-film across the
lens at a high rate of speed and with an intermittent motion, and
for exposing successive portions of the film during the periods of
rest the periods of rest being greater than the periods of motion,
substantially as set forth.

"5. An unbroken transparent or translucent tape-like photo-
graphic film having thereon equidistant photographs of successive
positions of an object in motion, all taken from the same point
of view, such photographs being arranged in continuous straight-

line sequence, unlimited in number save by the length of the
film, substantially as described.

"6. An unbroken transparent or translucent tape-like photo-
graphic film provided with perforated edges and having thereon
equidistant photographs of successive positions of an object in

motion, all taken from the same point of view, such photographs
being arranged in a continuous straight-line sequence, unlimited
in number save by the length of the film, substantially as de-
scribed."
In the prior suit the circuit court sustained claims 1, 2, 3 and

5 and those only came before this court upon the appeal. It was
held that the patentee was not entitled to such broad claims, the
decree of the circuit court was reversed and the bill dismissed.
Thereupon the patentee applied for and obtained a re-issue, in

two patents, one for the film as a new article of manufacture
(the subject of original claim 6), which is not involved in this

case, and the other which is now sued upon. This re-issued
patent contains four claims ; the first three are as follows

:

"1. An apparatus for taking photographs suitable for the ex-
hibition of objects in motion, having in combination a camera
having a. single stationary lens; a single sensitized tape-film sup-
ported on opposite sides of, and longitudinally movable with
respect to, the lens, and having an intermediate section crossing
the lens; feeding devices engaging such intermediate section of
the film and moving the same across the lens of the camera at a
high rate of speed and with an intermittent motion ; and a shut-
ter exposing successive portions of the film during the periods of

rest, substantially as set forth.
"2.

_ An apparatus for taking photographs suitable for the
exhibition of objects in motion, having in combination a camera
having a single stationary lens; a single sensitized tape-film sup-
ported on opposite sides of, and longitudinally movable with
respect to, the lens, and having an intermediate section crossing

the lens; a continuously rotating driving-shaft; feeding devices
operated by said shaft engaging such intermediate section of the
film and moving the same across the lens of the camera at a
high rate of speed and with an intermittent motion; and a con-
tinuously-rotating shutter operated by said shaft for exposing
successive portions of the film during the periods of rest, sub-
stantially as set forth.

". An apparatus for taking photographs suitable for the ex-
hibition of objects in motion, having in combination a camera
having a single stationary lens ; a single sensitized tape-film sup-
ported, on opposite sides of, and longitudinally movable with
respect to, the lens, and having an intermediate section crossing
the lens; a continuously rotating driving-shaft; feeding devices
operated by said shaft engaging such intermediate section of the
film and moving the same across the lens of the camera at a high
rate of speed and with an intermittent motion; a shutter expos-
ing successive portions of the film during the periods of rest ; and
a reel revolved by said shaft with variable speed for winding the
film thereon after exposure, substantially as set forth."

The fourth claim of the re-issued patent i3 identical with the
fourth claim of the original. One of the alleged infringing

. devices, that namely .jvhich, it is contended,* infringes only
claims 1, 2 and 3, is the same device that was before the court
in the first suit and is known as the biograph camera ; the other
alleged infringing device is known as the Warwick camera and
it is contended infringes also claim 4.

Lacombe, Circuit Judge.
Upon the appeal in the first suit we discussed the prior art and

the general character of the device sought to be patented at very
great length. It is unnecessary to repeat that discussion ; all that
was said in the prior opinion, however, may be considered as
embodied herein, since the conclusion hereinafter expressed is

founded upon the findings then made and which nothing in the
present record or argument induces us to qualify in any manner.
We held that-Edison was "not a pioneer in the large sense of
the term, or in the limited sense in which he would have been
if he had ipvented the film. He was not the inventor of th*

*
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film. He was not the first inventor of apparatus capable of pro-
ducing suitable negatives, taken from practically a single point
of view, in single-line sequence upon a film like his, and embody-
ing the same general means of rotating drums and shutters for
bringing the sensitized surface across the lens and exposing
successive portions of it in rapid succession. . . . Neither
was he the first inventor of apparatus capable of producing suit-

able negatives and embodying means for passing a sensitized

surface across a single lens camera at a high rate of speed and
with an intermittent motion, and for exposing successive portions
of the surfaces during periods of rest." Also that "the real

invention, if it involved invention as distinguished from improve-
ment, probably consists of details of organization, by which the
capacity of the reels and moving devices are augmented and
adapted to carry the film of the patent rapidly and properly."
Upon the record in that cause, however, we held that the

"prior art did not disclose the specific type of apparatus which is

described in his patent His apparatus is capable of using a
single sensitized and flexible film of great length with a single
lens camera, and of producing an indefinite number of nega-
tives oh such a film with a rapidity theretofore unknown." The
case was therefore an appropriate one for re-issue under Sec
4,916, U. S. Rev. Stat., since there is no suggestion of any
fraudulent or deceptive intention in claiming more than the
patentee was found to be entitled to. Upon re-issue with claims
restricted to the specific type of apparatus described in the
patent, the question would be presented whether those claims as

thus restricted were properly allowed in view of the state of the
art and whether defendant's device infringed them.
The specific type of apparatus shown in the patent was thus

described in our former opinion; it "is enclosed in a box-like
casing from which light will be excluded except through the

lens, and which embraces <an ordinary adjustable camera having
the lens mounted in the side of the box. Two reels,' enclosed

in suitable cases, are located on opposite sides of the camera
lens. The -film is drawn from one of the reels on to the other
across the lens. It is transparent or translucent, and tape-like

in form, and is preferably of sufficient width to admit the- taking
of pictures one inch in diameter between the rows of holes on
its edges. These holes are for engagement with the feed wheels
for positively advancing the film. When the film is narrow it is

not essential to use two rows of perforation and two feed wheels,
one of such rows and one feed wheel being sufficient. The two .

feed wheels are carried by a shaft and engage the film on one
side of the camera opening. The power is supplied by an electric

motor which drives a rotating shaft carrying the feed wheels
through a pulley held in frictional engagement with the feed-
wheel shaft. The take-up reel, or the reel which receives the
tape after passing the lens, is also driven from the motor shaft
through a pulley which is frictionally mounted upon the reel

shaft. The shaft carrying the feed wheels is controlled by a
stop or escapement- movement which is driven positively by
another shaft, so "that, although the motor tends to drive the
feed wheels continuously, they are only permitted to turn with
an intermittent motion by the stop or escapement device, the
pulley which drives the feed wheels slipping on the feed wheel
shaft while that shaft is held at rest by the stop or escapement
device. A shutter consisting of a rotating disk having an open-
ing in it is mounted directly upon the motor shaft and revolves
past the lens, so that the light from the lens is intermittently
thrown upon and cut off from the sensitive surface of the film.

The camera is shown as a single lens, and is arranged to project
the image of the scene being photographed upon the film when
the openings of the shutter disk are opposite the aperture between
the lens and the film. In operation the apparatus is first charged
with a tape-film several hundred or even thousands of feet in
length. The specification states that the parts are preferably
proportioned so that the film is at rest for nine-tenths of the
time, in order to give the sensitized film as long an exposure as
practicable, and is moving forward one-tenth of the time, and
that the forward movement is made to take place thirty or more
times per second, and preferably at least as high as forty-six
times per second, although the rapidity of movement or number
of times per second may be regulated as desired to give satisfac-

tory results, and there should be at least enough so that the
eye of the observer cannot distinguish, or, at least, cannot clearly

or positively distinguish, at a glance, the difference in position
occupied by the objects in the successive pictures."

The securing of intermittent action to the. parts which engage
the film is effected by certain stop devices, the details of which
need not be enquired into; they are equally adapted to other
uses than those shown in the patent and are the subject of a
separate patent to Edison No. 491,993. The important distinctive
feature is the manner in which these intermittently moving parts
handle the film. In addition to the references in the earlier case,
there are a number of patents introduced here, of which it is

sufficient. to say that we concur with the judge who heard the
cause at circuit that the apparatus described in the patent exhibits
patentable novelty. Such novelty, however, cannot be predicated
solely on the circumstance that the intermittently moving parts
operate directly upon the film; the meritorious feature of the
device is that they seize hold of the film firmly, move it posi-
tively, regularly, evenly and very rapidly without jarring, jerking
or slipping, producing, a negative which can be printed from and
reproduced as a whole without rearrangement to correct imper-
fect spacing of the successive pictures. The specification states

that when the film is clamped in the delivery case "the loose
pulleys 7 18 slip without pulling said film along," and that when
the film is released from that clamp "the pulleys operate to pull

the same along." Loose pulley 18 turns the take-up reel and it

has been suggested that the phrases quoted imply that such
reel is, in fact, the feeding mechanism. A careful study of the
patent has satisfied us that this is not so. The specification ex-
plicitly states that the "teeth of the wheels 5 enter the holes along
the edges of the film for the purpose of positively advancing the
film." The-organization described shows that -the sprocket wheels
are adapted to push the film along as they revolve, as well as to
hold it back when they are at rest. The distance to be moved
for each exposure is so short (an inch) that the film can ap-
parently be moved forward by pushing as well as by pulling,
since the guard or guide through which it moves protects it

against buckling. While the film may at times be practically

tense between the intermittently moving sprocket wheels and
the take-up reel, it would seem that operation at high vspeed

.would soon produce a slack or loop between the sprocket-wheels
and the delivery reel, and the evidence of complainant's expert
shows that in practice this is so. The specification states that
when the film is narrow it is not essential to use two rows of
perforation and two feed-wheels, but at least one sprocket wheel
and one row of perforations are essential to the organization
described. In succession each sprocket enters a hole, thereby
holding the film firmly and positively, and either advancing it

forward or holding it at rest by a method of engagement, which
eliminates all chance of slip. The engagement between the
feed-wheels and the film is not frictional; the film is continu-
ously held by the interlocking of a sprocket and a hole; as one
sprocket leaves a hole the next succeeding sprocket enters the
next succeeding hole. Irrespective entirely of any action of the
take-up reel the film tnust advance as the sprocket wheel moves
and cannot advance when the sprocket wheel is at rest.^ Com-
plainant's expert has operated a camera constructed in sub-
stantial accordance with the specifications, and from which he
had removed the take-up reel. He found ' that the sprocket
wheels alone moved the intermediate section of film across the
camera at the requisite high rate of speed and with the inter-

mittent motion.
In the defendant's Biograph Camera there are the usual reels

and devices' for giving to some parts of the apparatus a continu-
ous and to others an intermittent motion. The. "intermediate
section" of the film is moved across the lens by two friction

rollers located just beyond the film-guide ;. these move continu-
ously and draw the film forward. The mechanism for holding
the same stationary during exposure is stipulated in the record.
"Mounted upon the motor shaft N is a grooved cam n, imparting
^movement to an arm n1 (which arm rocks a shaft «s

). * * *

Loosely mounted upon the journal tf (of the rock shaft) is a
tension leaf W forming part of the film slide (or film-guide) F.
The film 6 passes between this tension leaf and the back plate f
of the guide. .* * * ns designates a projection mounted upon
the rock shaft n~ and co-acting with the tension leaf W to throw
the same away from the back plate and therefore out of engage-
ment with the film when a portion of the film has been exposed
and it is desired to again move the film relatively to the lens.

The rolls, which draw the film, rotate constantly, and would feed
the film past the lens with a continuous motion were it not that
the film is gripped by- the tension Jeaf momentarily to admit
exposure."
• Figure 5 of the drawings of Defendant's Biograph machine
will facilitate the misunderstanding of this description.

It will be observed that there is a part marked n* called a
"punch," which might be supposed to have, in part, the function
of complainant's sprocket, holding back the film by interlocking
engagement This is not so, as will be seen when the necessity
for using a punch is pointed out later on.
The engagement of defendant's moving parts with the ^inter-

mediate section" of film is wholly frictional; there is no such
interlocking as will hold the film firmly, advancing it with mathe-
matical accuracy precisely the same distance between exposures,
making its motion absolutely co-extensive with that of the'

sprocket wheel from the beginning of the operation to the end,
and .thus securing a perfection of spacing of the negatives upon
the exposed film. It is apparent that in defendant's engagement

!

i
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:re is the possibility of "slip" ; and it might be expected that

: likelihood of such action would be increased by the extremely
;h speed at which these machines are run, giving 20 or more
posures per second. This, moreover, is not a matter of con-

:ture; there is positive proof. Marvin, who has had large ex-

igence in operating defendant's machines, testified:

"Negatives, to my knowledge, are never exhibited in public
order to exhibit a picture it is necessary to print positive repro-

ctions. The apparatus in which such positive reproductions

e printed can readily be arranged so that the pictures upon
e positive strip of film are uniformly spaced, although the

;tures upon the negative strip may be very unevenly spaced.

; a matter of fact, none of the cameras of our company produce
iformly-spaced negatives. In the manufacture of- our muto-
ope pictures the positive pictures are printed upon bromide pa-

r and the paper is cut up so that each piece of paper carries

1
independent picture."

It is solely to facilitate this operation that the punches are

ought into the combination. The film has no holes along its

ges as it leaves the supply-reel; they are punched in only at

e moment of exposure. The stipulated description reads:

Secured to the rock shaft n* are two punch arms n at the outer

ds of which are mounted punches n*. * * * The film B
perforated in its passage between said tension leaf and back

ate by means of the punches n* * * * The film is gripped

the tension leaf momentarily to permit exposure. During this

ipping interval the punch « is actuated to perforate the film

iposite each exposed portion and at or adjacent to each of the

m."
The use of the perforations as an aid to correcting the results

imperfect spacing is shown in the testimony of Johnson,
perintendent of defendant's photographic department:

"The feed in the biograph camera is by friction rollers, and
e feed is tolerably regular so long as the film is of one thick-

:ss and so long
1

as all the adjustments on the machine are

pt in first-rate condition. As a matter of fact, however, the

m varies very considerably in thickness, and the feed is by
1 means regular, varying from three-sixteenths to five-sixteenths

an inch in some cases. The normal proper feed is one-quarter

an inch. It would not be possible to exhibit properly a posi-

:e fac-simile of the negative film which our company's
3iograph) camera produces.
"Q.21. Please explain how defendant company prepares the

ms and prints from these negatives which are used in the

thibiting machines? *

"A. The camera is provided with a pair of punches and dies,

hich are brought into operation and perforate the film during

e period of exposure. The perforations are situated in a

ank space underneath the picture proper and always bear a

ced relation to the picture itself, so that these holes being

ted over dowel pins in our printing machine, enable us to

int a picture which shall be perfect in register with every

her picture, irrespective of the spacing in the negative film.

* * The spacing of the pictures on the positive film made
our company is such that the scenes which the photographs

present will not be properly produced by simply passing the

m through the Biograph."
Because of these differences in parts, in action and in result,

e are of the opinion that the defendant's Biograph camera is

>t the type of apparatus described and shown in the original

id re-issued patent. The language, even of the re-issued claims,

msidered by itself and giving no force to the words "substan-

illy as set forth," may be broad enough to cover it, but that is

)t sufficient. "Infringement should not be determined by a

ere decision that the terms of a claim of a valid patent are

iplicable to the defendant's device. Two things are not pre-

sely similar because the same words are applicable to each,

he question of infringement involves consideration of practical

ility and of substantial identity, and therefore must be quanti-

tive as well as qualitative." Goodyear Shoe Mach. Co. v.

>alding, 101 F. R. 990. We conclude, therefore, that defendant's

iograph camera does not infringe claims I, 2 or 3 of the

c-issue.

The other apparatus used by defendant, viz., the Warwtck
mera, has a different mode of operation. The engaging rollers,

hich advance the film after it has passed the film-slide or guide

here exposure is made and which deliver it to the take-up reel

e located about half way between the take-up reel and the

m-slide, and their movement is so regulated as to other parts

at there will alwavs be a loop of slack film between said rollers

1 the film-slide. In consequence the. film cannot be advanced
' any revolution of these rollers, as was the case with the

iograph camera. The film as it comes from the delivery roll

is a row of holes along each edge; when it is in the film-slide

ese holes are engaged by means of a reciprocating two-tmcd
»rk, carrying small studs or pins which pass into the holes

-

on the opposite edges of the' film, in the same way as the
sprockets passjnto the holes in complainant's machine. As these
studs or pins are inserted on the down stroke of the fork and
withdrawn on the up stroke, the film is intermittently fed across
the field of the lens. These pins or studs do not hold back the
film against any forward pull, because there is no forward pull

to be resisted; neither an intentional forward pull as found in

the Biograph, nor an accidental or occasional forward pull when
the film is taut between the film-slide and take-up roll as found
in the camera of the patent; when the pins are withdrawn the
fiim lies, inert, in the film slide. But the "intermediate section"

is moved across the lens just by the interlocking engagement
between a sprocket or pin and a -hole in the film, thereby moving
it positively, regularly, evenly and very rapidly without jarring,

jerking or slipping—the parts being arranged so that the move-
ment shall be intermittent. In our opinion the bifurcated fork
with studs is the fair equivalent of the wheel with sprockets, and
the combination shown in the Warwick camera is an infringe-

ment of claims 1, 2 and 3 of the re-issued patent
Claim 4 of the re-issue is identical with claim 4 of the original

and differs from claim 3 of the original only by the insertion

of the words "the periods of rest being greater than the periods
of motion." It is obnoxious to the criticisms expressed as to

original claim 3 in our former opinion, and for reasons therein

expressed must be held void.

The decree of the Circuit Court is reversed, without costs of

this appeal to either party and the cause remanded with instruc-

tions to enter a decree in accordance with this opinion.

The Burtis annex in Water street, Auburn, is opened
for the exhibition of moving pictures and vaudeville. It

is proposed to give six performances a day and the ad-

mission will be five cents.
* * .*

A new, company, to be called the Progressive Amuse-
ment Company, of Dallas, has been formed, with a capi-

tal stock of $10,000. The incorporators are L. A. Harris,

Ike I." Lorca and B. Benno.
* * *

Arcadia Amusement Company, Arcadia, Los Angeles
(Cal.), has been formed for the purpose of establishing a
resort in which a large theater will be set aside for mov-
ing pictures. Capital stock, $200,000.

* * *

Dwight Elmendorf gave the last of his illustrated lec-

tures on travel at Carnegie Music Hall, Pittsburg, re-

cently. His subject was "The Land of the Midnight
Sun." The motion pictures were excellent one showing
the sport of ski running being one of the most amusing
ever seen by a Pittsburg audience.

* * *

It is announced that S. Z. Poli has purchased the St.

Mary's church property on Church street, .New Haven,
where is now located his Bijou Theater, paying about

$130,000. It is centrally located and happens to be the

ground on which Mr. Poli .made his first venture as the

manager of a vaudeville theater fifteen years ago.
* * *

Rocky Glen, Scranton's first amusement park, has been
sold to a New York and Boston syndicate. The consid-

eration is not known, but is claimed by Mr. Frothingham
to exceed $260,000. The new owners will take immediate
possession and, it is claimed, will spend $50,000 in im-
provements, this year. Mr. Frothingham gives ill-health

as his reason for disposing of the property.
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Dr. W. H. Earle, vice-president of the Southern Cali-

fornia Realty Company, is at the head of a syndicate of
Los Angeles and Eastern capitalists which plans to erect
a fine tourist hotel or a building devoted to amusement
purposes on the ocean front opposite the Decatur Hotel.
The site, which is 213 feet in length, extending from
Marine street to Navy avenue, has just been purchased.

* * *

The building on Lisbon street, Lewiston, formerly
occupied by the Lewiston Morning News, has been leased

by the Shepherd Moving Picture Company for the open-
ing of a theater.

Ralph Ward, identified with this company, has had the
matter in charge. About $2,000 will be spent on the in-

terior. Opera chairs will be put into the building, and the
best kind of pictures will be shown.

It is to be called "The Bijou." It will be a "nickel"

show after the style of these houses in other cities.

* * *

Before long Des Moines will be seeing moving pictures

of the Thaw trial. Fred Buchanan has received word
that pictures of the famous trial are now in preparation

and will soon be sent out all over the country. They will

show the entire tragic story from the time Evelyn Nesbit
was a young girl to the thrilling episodes in the court

room. The Lubens Picture Company is getting up pic-

tures and they have scoured the country for models as

nearly like the real actors in the tragedy as possible.

[Surely there is enough rubbish on the market, without
inflicting the public with such nauseous films. We hope
the better element of the public will express their dis-

approval, and that legal steps will be taken to prevent
such exhibitions. —Ed.]

"")

* * *

We learn that Dr. Henry R. Rose, of Newark, N. J.,

has prepared a special lecture for Y. M. C. A. meetings,

which is something entirely new, in the way of an illus-

trated story of the life of Christ. The slides used were
secured in a most interesting manner. Dr. Rose went to

Europe and photographed every great painting, both an-
cient and modern, bearing on the life of Jesus. He thus
secured reproductions of every noted masterpiece on
this subject in Europe. Then he had his artist, the slide

maker for the Metropolitan Museum of Fine Arts, sit

before the originals in the galleries of Italy, Belgium, Ger-
many, France and England and paint on each slide the

colors exactly as they appear in the originals. The out-

Come was J25 stereop^jcon slides, said to be the finest of

the kind ever produced.
* * *

Ernest Harold Baynes, the well-known naturalist, of
Newport, N. H, was highly entertaining in his lecture

on "The Blue Mountain Forest," the largest fenced game
preserve in the world, at High School Assembly Hall,

Stoneham, Mass. Many stereopticon views were shown
of interesting topics touched upon.
Mr. Baynes' home is on the very borders of Austin

Corbin's game preserve, which contains forty square

miles of wild mountainous country in New Hampshire,
and he is devoting much of his time to a careful study of

the buffalo, bears, wild boars, moose, deer, elk and other

smaller animals, with which the reservation has been
stocked.

The lecturer spoke very entertainingly of his various

experiences with these animals, and his description of

their habits, appearance, and mode of life, proved him
an authority on the subject :

Mr. Baynes is one of the leaders in the movement to-

preserve the buffalo from extinction, and'told of the

progress made toward that end.

MOVING PICTURES HELP DETEdTVES.
Rudolph Blumenthal, said to be one of the cleverest

criminals in the country, has been captured between Long
Beach and Los Angeles through the agency of the mov-
ing pictures taken of the training quarters of Tommy
Burns at Long Beach three months ago.
To show as a preliminary to the main fight, Miles

Brothers photographed the eager crowd which gathered

around the out-door training stand of Tommy Burns.
Rudolph Blumenthal was in this crowd, and when

the pictures were shown at Chicago three detectives

who had Blumenthal's features stamped upon their mem-
ory because he was wanted on a hold-up charge, rec-

ognized him. They immediately set out for Long Beach
and captured the man at a house ten miles north of there.

HOWE'S MOVING PICTURES.

The most weird and spectacular mountain peaks in

the world were conquered a few months ago for the first

time. They are the Dolomites in the northern Italian

Tyrol. How they were conquered forms one of the most

interesting features of Lyman H. Howe's lifeorama, now
touring the States. Switzerland seems tame in compari-

son with the great shattered mountains of solid rock

shown in this feature. In shape they violate all ideas of

what mountains should be. They seem as though part

of another world, or like some colossal castles nature has

built above the clouds. It has always been regarded as

utterly impossible to ascend them, even though climbers

had nothing to look after but themselves. .

But to secure these scenes the climbers had to care for

the equipment necessary to reproduce them, as well as

caring for themselves while facing the same great perils

that defied and defeated all others. To succeed, handi-

capped as they were, where all others, without such dis-

advantages, had failed, intensifies the amazement at the

triumph. The pluck, courage and ingenuity displayed

is thrilling and sensational in the extreme. At times they

are shown fairly hanging over vast depths. Again they

are seen clinging to perpendicular' walls of solid rock

with only a few precarious inches between them and

instant death below. A misstep, dizziness, or a false hold

would be fatal at every moment of the hazardous ven-

ture. The fearful risks taken' hold the spectator with

breathless interest, and the wild grandeur of the scenery

bewilders the mind.

MOVING PICTURES THAT TALK.

The "chronomegaphone" is the scientific name given

to a new apparatus invented by M. Leon Gaumont, of

Paris. A moving picture is thrown on,,a screen, and as

the figures move the chronomegaphone gives them a

speech. We thus get a . combination of cinematograph

• and phonograph.
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Mind, Voice. Interpretation.

MIND.

The relation of this trinity is being exemplified in the

work which is demonstrated under the name of the

"Psycho-Vowel Method" of voice culture.

Many ask the question, Why is mind placed first? The
answer is, Because all power to produce voice is in the

mind. First the mind must hold the model of true voice,

then it must be trained or disciplined to control the vocal

organs and breath. Of course, some have this concept

to a large degree, unconsciously, or without study, due

largely to prenatal influences.

The fact that the power is in the mind is proven by

enabling those who have always had weak voices to pro-

duce fully developed voice within a few minutes. Again

by teaching people, who seem to have no sense of pitch,

to sing accurately.

People who have been invalids for twelve to fifteen

years, with supposedly weak vocal organs, have produced,

within a few days, as fully developed voice as they did

in their most vigorous health.

The voice culture class, whose members ranged in age

from 65 to 87 years, in the Old People's Home, at Sixty-

eighth street and Lexington avenue, New York City,

gave a complete demonstration of the mind power. After

an investigation, the New York Sun said

:

"When the writer passed the gray-haired sentinel at

the entrance door, the lesson was in progress. Hearing

the first lines of the love song, "Drink to Me Only with

Thine Eyes,' as the voices did not seem those of either

men 'or women, the first impression of the visitor was
that a boy choir was practicing, though attentive listening

revealed the absence of the fresh flexibility which char-

acterizes the voices of boys.

"But young men and women in the first flush of youth-

ful ardor would scarcely have sung this song of sentiment

with more feeling than did these ancient singers, who
were so absorbed that they scarcely noted the entrance

of a stranger. It was easy to believe that they were car-

ried back of the years to the time in their lives when 'life

was young and love was king,' on the tide of this heart-

moving song."

Whatever the conclusion as to the vocal achievements

of these old men and women, criticism' is disarmed when
it is taken into account that the main object in teaching

them to sing is not vocalization, but "to master the great

secret of life." This great secret enables its possessor in-

stantly to assume under all circumstances and without

effort the right mental attitude.

VOICE.

Voice is the instrument through which we express the

thoughts of the Mind and the emotions of the Soul.

Voice is composed of five qualities or primes, as fol-

lows : Form, Intensity, Resonance, Purity and Flexibility.

From these primes come the numberless shades which are

necessary to interpret our varied emotions.

As these five qualities are the product of three laws,

and as these laws are applied to thought, it is a matter of

choice with each individual whether he possess a true

voice. He will make others feel what he feels to the

extent that he uses true voice.

In the development of true voice, introspective study

is imperative. Through it one becomes acquainted with

his inherent or latent powers.

By this study one so often performs instantly what has

seemed to be impossible, that he is continually surprised

to learn how little he knew of his real ability. He also

proves^ in every sincere study period, that all development

comes instantaneously. And by this study he proves to

himself the fallacy of the old saying, "Practice makes

perfect." Hence, to those who wish to avoid procras-

tination, if they study without prejudice, it will not take

long for them to understand that real development is the

result of proving the sight or concept in the mind. Con-

centration upon the basic or natural law brings instan-

taneous results. Thus one becomes convinced of the

. truth of the above statement, even against his will.

The writer regrets to leave this subject, on account of

its great value to humanity, when, With sufficient space,

it could be made very much plainer. But as it is neces-

sary to deal with the third part of the trinity, it will be

necessary to rest with this brief presentation for the

present.

INTERPRETATION.

Interpretation is a very important object of this life.

The satisfaction we enjoy from expressing our thoughts

and emotions is not the most important result, for in

awakening our faculty of interpretation there is a very

marked esoteric effect upon our lives.- There is no char-

acter, however true, that will not be improved by this

awakening. And though it be unsought, one soon be-

comes conscious of actual character building.

As evolution is unerring in its result, this awakening

must affect all humanity in a similar way. The writer

confidently predicts that the day is not far distant when
the higher degree of concentration will be used.

Furthermore, we may realize results equally astonish-

ing in all lines of study. It is an easy possibility to reduce

the time necessary for most courses of study from one-

fourth to one-third, by "establishing a higher degree of

concentration. At the present time there is no plan ex-

emplified which will produce the wonderful results which

are bound to follow an application of the above trinity.

To illustrate, many young people in high school and
college, whose time was entirely filled, have added this

study and pursued it successfully, and through its con-

centrative effect upon the mind been able to accomplish

their other studies so much more easily that they had
several hours of recreation each week.

An excellent test could be made with 500 to 1,000 men
by giving them an hour's instruction during the working
hours. With all of this time taken away from the work,

there will be no less work done at the end of a week.

The author of the plan stands ready to demonstrate the

fact any time.
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Lantern Slide
Making

Before the Newton Heath Camera Club, Mr. J. Taylor
recently gave a very instructive address and demonstra-
tion of lantern slide making by contact, and we are

indebted to the Photographic News for the following

report

:

The lecturer, in his opening address, remarked that,

in his opinion, more photographers would take up slide

making if they only knew how simple and fascinating

the subject was. For the benefit of those members who
had never made a lantern slide, Mr. Taylor briefly de-

scribed the method of procedure as follows: The nega-

tive is placed in the printing frame film side up, and the

lantern slide is placed emulsion side downwards in con-

tact with same. The exposure is then made in the same
way as with bromide paper. The time of exposure varies

with the make of plate and strength of light; therefore,

no hard and fast rule could be given. About 12 inches

from an incandescent burner is a good distance to expose

it. In the course of his remarks, the lecturer urged the

necessity of thorough cleanliness in all the operations of

slide making; he also recommended the backing of the

lantern plate in all cases, as by this means much better

results were obtained with a minimum of trouble. ' He
also remarked that a lantern slide printing frame is to

be preferred to the ordinary frame, as one is apt to

scratch the films of valuable negatives with the edges of

the slides when placing same in contact with the nega-

tives. The lecturer then proceeded to expose several

slides, and developed same in accordance with the follow-

ing data, getting a fine range of tones, viz.

:

Solution A.
Water 20 ozs.

Sodium sulphite 500 grs.

Hydroquinone 80 grs.

Sodium carbonate 500 grs.

Tone required. Exposure.
Black 15 seconds 4 2 ozs.

Warm black 30 seconds 2 ozs.

Brown 60 seconds. . . — . 2 ozs.

Warm brown 2 minutes 2 ozs.

Red brown 4 minutes 2 ozs.

Red 8 minutes 2 ozs.

Exposure at 12 inches from incandescent burner, with

an average negative.

In answer to a remark, Mr. Taylor said that an "aver-

age negative" was one that, when-put on a sheet of fairly

large print allowed of the reading being seen through

the densest part of the negative. :<

With all lantern plates it is as well to thoroughly wash
same in running water after development, even if an acid

fixing bath be used. The lecturer recommended the

following acid fixing bath formula, viz. : Hypo, 4 ozs.

;

metabisulphite of potash, about 30 grs.; water, 1 pint

—

as by using an acid bath it prevents stains on the slides.

He also said that the plates should always be left in the

Solution B.
Potassium bromide. ... 1 oz.

Water to 10 ozs.

Developer.
A
A and 3 drops B
A and 6 drops B
A and 12 drops B
A and 48 drops B
A and 48 drops B

fixing bath for 10 minutes to insure thorough fixing,

afterward well washing for an hour in running water.

When the lantern plates are thoroughly washed they

should be wiped with a tuft of cotton wool.while being
held under the tap. This rids the plate of any deposit

caused by the water, and the slide can then be_dried. It

is important that the slide be dried in a place where dust

cannot get on same, as when it is placed in the lantern

the dust is magnified and is very obvious. The simplest

way is to put the plates about one inch apart on an ordi-

nary plate rack and lay a clean sheet of paper over the

top of them. The lecturer then went on to say that when
dry the lantern plate has to be masked, mounted and
spotted before it is ready for the lantern ; for this purpose
Mr. Taylor recommended the ruled masks, which can
easily be cut to suit the subject, and at the same time

they are provided with white space for titling and are

already spotted, which saves some little time and trouble.

He also showed how a lantern slide could be masked by
means of the ordinary binding strips, and for this purpose

recommended the use of a pair of compasses to insure

getting the corners square. He strongly urged the mem-
bers against using the ordinary ready-cut masks, which
did not at all lend themselves to pictorial slide making.
Some magnificent results can be obtained by toning the

slides in the hot hypo-alum bathf, proceeding in a similar

manner as when toning papers, except that the slides

must be first hardened in a formaline bath ; also any of

the commercial toning baths for bromides, such as Velox
re-developer, can be used for slide toning. Very fine

tones can be got on lantern slides by means of the ordi-

nary gold toning bath for P. O. P.

It is sometimes necessary to reduce a developed lantern

slide which has been made too dense. The lecturer rec-

ommended the following: Potassium ferricyarride, 120

grains; water to 1 pint. To this, just before using, a

dram or two of ordinary hypo-solution can be added. The
plate is immersed in the reducer when it is to be acted on

all over; or, if it is only desired to reduce locally, the

solution is applied with a tuft of cotton wool. The plate

after reduction is well washed and dried.

Correspondence.

THE SCHOOL OF OPERATING.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—The need of skilled operators cannot be too,

strongly emphasized. A poor moving picture show is- the

poorest of all shows; fuses blow out, pictures are dim,

lenses are too short of focus for a clear definition on the

screen, and the blame reflects first on the company putting

on poor results and damages their patronage, while' the

real cause for it is the uninstructedi unqualified operator,

who imagines that all lhat it is needful to do to get results

is just to turn the handle of the machine. That is the
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last thing to do, and where it is done the work of that

operator is on trial—the picture tells whether he knows

his business or- not. ;So many theatrical managers, say

their pictures are not satisfactorily displayed, so many

audiences turn away disgustedly, vowing they will not

come again, that for the sake of good results and the

thorough enjoyment of a truly delightful form of enter-

tainment where rightly displayed, in self-defense let the

demand come for licensed operators from theatrical man-

agers and from the public.

To the managers of playhouses we say that it is due

to them to know the importance of having a thorough

mechanic at the machine, one who knows what size of

wire will bring the.current. safely to the machine from

the mains. One who knows that there must be no short-

circuit in his rheostat. One who must see that his lamp

is properly insulated. One who knows that if his carbons

are left together he has a complete short-circuit that will

put him out of business. One who knows the limitation

of his machine arid'Woids being put out' of business by

trying to get a 25-ampere current through a 7%-ampere

metre. In short, operating is an exact science, and

should be so regarded by bureaus who employ operators

and by the company managers who include moving pic-

tures as 1 a feature of their show.
j

Again, it is not a boys' sport; there should be an age

limit, where a young man, realizing the responsibility

which is on him to protect the lives of his audience,

always keeps on safe ground and insures the delightful

entertainment of those who visit moving picture shows.

Are you a licensed operator? If so, if you have a cer-

tificate issued by authority of any State, showing that

you have "given proof of your ability aiid through knowl-

edge so entitle you to such certificate, register your name
at the office of The Moving Picture World.

If you are not a licensed operator, but wish to become
one, send your name and address to The Moving Pic-

turf; World office.
''•'.'

One effect is organization and protection of self and

otherwise.

It is to give the operator standing. It is a recommenda-
tion of efficiency. It eases the mind of his employer. It

says to the bureaus employing him : You have a skilled

mechanic at your command; your business will be prop-

erly taken care of ; the party is worthy of your full con-

fidence.

No more men to be sent out by booking firms to make
good who cannot get a light, to say nothing of putting

on a picture, their chief recommend being cheap help.

Within a few days a moving picture show man opened a

place and-

hired a good, efficient operator at $25.00 per

week. After the first week he said : "Why should I- pay

$25.00 per week? I will put my son at the machine.
I will save an operator's salary." He did so. He burned

»p the place, machine, films. He wanted to make money.
He did not know until too late that cheap help was dear

at any price. If cheapness and quality could chum up,

but they can't. "Knowledge is power," and operating is

skilled employment, entitled to fair compensation. A
man who knows this branch of employment thoroughly

demands a man's wages. Until firms who employ opera-

tors wake up. to this fact there will be asconstant flood of

accidents. Yours faithfully, ^\ G.

"NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS."
By One Who Has Proved It.

Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—In reply to your favor of recent date, rela-

tive to items of growth and improvement and notes of

general progress pertaining to this business, I desire to

say that it has been phenomenal. Fancy, beginning less

than three years ago with a desk and chair and to-day

controlling the largest retail business of its kind in this

city and carrying a stock twice as. large as all the others

-collectively.

Of course, hard work has been a prime factor in the

case, but the fact remains that after an almost total

collapse the motion picture industry took a turn for the

better and those interested sat up and took notice.

To-day the industry is on a footing that means per-

manency, and now that a flickerless and perfect machine

is on the market, at a price within the reach of all, it is

up to the film manufacturer. If he has not overdrawn

the account known as "imagination," his field is large

and financially inviting to a marked degree.

This applies to the legitimate, of course, and not to the

plagiarist, who, lying in wait like a murderer in the dark,

pounces on everything good, the emanations of a ,man

of brains, and deliberately counterfeits the idea. It will

be a happy day fbr responsible dealers when counterfeit-

ers of machines and films will subject themselves to fine

and imprisonment for so doing.

Then there is the same class who originate ( ?) start-

ling, blood-and-thunder pictures, in which vault doors are

made fully one inch thick and burglar's dark lantern

painted on the wall ; where a noted park is used because

it costs nothing and a pad dog introduced in the same
pictures for the same reason.

The public is gradually becoming educated, especially

since the Nickelodeons have become a fad, and when one

of these very fake pictures is shown, we hear the well-

worn expressions, "Git the hook," etc., etc.

It is well. More power to the voices until they shall

drive out every faker and counterfeiter, every falsifier

and he who misrepresents for the sake of a few paltry

dollars, when legitimate > dealers will « realize a fair per

cent, of profit and operators again receive a fair wage.

This industry is bound to grow, arid
-

if by concerted

action the pirates can be driven out (and I believe they

can), then let the leading makers lead and every honest

dealer lend a helping hand.

Your publication is deserving of success and I wish

for it better things as time progresses.

Cordially yours, Lewis M. Swaab.
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Operators'
I. OPERATOR, 40 years of age, married; expert in all

branches; salary, $25.00. Prefers New York. Has machine and
pianist extra by arrangement
'2. MANAGER desires position; $35.00 weekly salary; mar-
ried; 40; New York.

3. OPERATOR, capable, efficient; 5: years' experience with
Nickelodeons ; 28 years ; salary, $25.00 to $30.00.

Operators in any locality may register without charge

of any kind.

In your application be sure to fill out the "locality"

blank.
;

Fill out blank and send to The Moving Picture

World.

Name .• Z.

Permanent Address.

Age .Married or singlet-*

Salary per week

Desires position as

Also proficient in

Employed last by.

Prom

To

Previously employed by.

.v.
Jh.

From
1 ?*:

To.

Other experiences and references, with machine accus-

tomed to - •

.......-••

.ah-

What locality do you prefer working in?.

••*#•• • 1

It is hereby understood that I will at once notify the

-Editor, on acceptance of a position, whether obtained
' through The Moving Picturb^World or not.

.

FILMS : FILMS
and MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

The

WE

best and only reliable are for sale

here

ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR

Power's Cameragraph
WITH ORIGINAL FIREPROOF MAGAZINES

AND

Edison's Kinetoscopes

We are the largest dealers in Philadelphia

in Machines, Films and General Supplies

Lewis M. £waab
336 Spruce St. * Philadelphia, Pa.

SONG SLIDES FOR'SS
S©@TT & VAH ALTSNA'S

PAROUS SLIDES

$ 1 .00 per week per set. Send for list and circular

We make and color slides from negatives
or from prints in strictly high

class style

SC©TT & V&M ALT! II
69 ^earB Street, New York City

T NOW-
Enclose a Two Dollar Bill, Cheek, Post-
Office os" Express Mossy Order in an
envelops and send to

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
P. O. BOX. 450 NEW YOS$

for a year's subscription ^ :: :: « » »
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THE. BUYERS' GUIDE.
-;i
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,
•;' •;. -tr x -

*-"
-•* j ••" Ifalmfc'7- Kinetograph Company, 41 East Twenty- German-American Cine, and Film Co., 109

:-: s ' 1 first street, New York. E 12th St.. New York.
* -manufacturers. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State St., Chicago. Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st., Philadel-

American Biograph Co., 11 £. 14th st., Laemmle Film Service, 167 Dearborn st, phia.

New York. Chicago, III. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st, Chicago.

American Vitagraph Co., 116 Nassau st, F. Meyers, 123 W. 27th st, New York. Kleine Optical Co., 129 W. 32d st, New
New York. L. Manasee & Co., 88 Madison st, Chicago. York.

Edison Mfg. Co., 31 Union sq., New York. Miles Bros., 10 East Fourteenth street, New S. Lubin, 21 S. 8th st., Philadelphia, Pa.

S Lubin, 21 S. 8th st, Philadelphia, Pa. York. Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph
Miles Bros., 10 E. 14th st, New York. Miles Bros., 116 Turk street, San Francisco, st., Chicago.

Miles Bros., 116 Turk st, San Francisco, CaL Wra. Paley, 40 W. 28th st, New York.
Cal. National Film Renting Bureau, 62 N.Clark N. Power,- 117 Nassau st, New York.

Selig Polyscope Co., 41 Peck court, Chi- st, Chicago. Pittsburg Calcium Light Co., 515 First ave.,

cago. " Novelty Moving Picture, 1063 Broadway, Pittsburg, Pa.

nciT«f>« Oakland, CaL H. E.. Roys, 1368 Broadway, New York.
deaijers. Wm. Paley, 40 W. 28th st. New York. Selig Polyscope Co., 41 Peck court, Chi-

Acme Exchange, 133 Third aye.. New York. peerless Exchange, 112 E. Randolph st, cago.
American Film Co., 87 E. Washington st, Chicago. L. M. Swaab & Co., 338 Spruce st, Phila-

Chtcago, I1L Pittsburg Calcium Light Co., SIS First ave, delphia, Pa.
American Exchange, 630 Halsey street, Pittsburg, Pa. Wm. H. Swanson & Co., 79 S. Clark st.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. „.„,.. D. W. Robertson, 407 Park Row Bldg., Chicago.
American Film Exchange, 005 Wabash New y^ 20th Century Optiscope, 91 Dearborn st,

Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa. Southern Film Exchange, 146 W. 5th st, Chicago. X.
Boswell Manufacturing Company, £22 Kan- Cincinnati, Ohio. 20th Century Optiscope Co., 2 W. 14th st.,

dolph street, Chicago.
. Geo. K. Spoor & Co., 62 N. Clark st, Chi- New York.

Chicago Projecting Co., 225 Dearborn st, cago. Williams, Browne & Earle, 918 Chestnut
Chicago. .„__._. ^ • . Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin st, Philadelphia, Pa.

0. T. Crawford Film Exchange, Fourteenth st. Chicago. ««*.».* «<»•_
and Locust streets, St Louis. _ Wm> H. Swanson & Co., 79 S. Clark st, *©»* »"«•••

Harry Davis, Davis Building, 247 Fifth Chicago F0R illustrated songs.

EdTsT Mfe^CoT^Wabash ave., Chi-
T°3£ Kbn * MaSOm*C Temple

-
** Bos^ ** C° • « «-**»• *• ™-

EntTrfrise Optical Co., 154 Lake st, Ch|- ^ChSg^ ^^^ * ^^ *
^SSi?"^^ "" & Clark **

afifLi, 608 Oliv. st, St Louis.
U
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''York
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Elite Lantern Slide, 207 W. 34th st., New
Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st, ttxiladel- Chas^ Beseler Co.. 251 Centre st., New g^J*^ & ^ sg Dcarbom ^^
C I Hull & Co 200 East Fifty-seventh Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- - eagO-

. , _ _ _ .

street Chica«T' P«» ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st, Chicago;
et, v.ru __ __ . imU^L. t^:i_ f_.f .«- e /-t—u «,» 127-129 W. 32d st. New York.

Yor!t .Louis, mo. * " • v£* ,
*

G Melie? 2oa E. i&th st New York. Walter L. Isaacs, 81 Nassau st, New York. New York.^

Path? Cn^togrlph &., i E\ 23d st.. Kleine Optical Co., 127 W. 3*d st, New Scott & Van Altena, 59 Pearl street, New
New York -

: • - • York. ,, ?.
or,

ii , _ _ . _

.

Peopled Vaudeville Company, 1123 Third S. Lubin, » S. 8th st PhiladelphiaJ»a. Selig Polyscope Co., 43 Peck court, Chi-

avenue, New York. 1 Lumiere & Co. (Ltd.), II W. 27th st, ..«£* .^ „„ w ,„.. . „
D. W. Robertson, 407 Park Row Bldg.,

T
New .York Alfred Simpson, 257 W. mth st, New

New York i
L. Manassee, Tribune Building, Chicago. York. . •

.

Southern .Film Exchange, 146 W. 5th st, McAllister 49 Nassau st, New York Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin

Cincinnati Ohio Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph st, Chicago. •

L 2s58 & Ca. 338 Spruce st, Phila- _: st, Chicago. ^oS^ "*"*"' 12'S Br<>adWay
'
NtW

delphia. ' * " '
•**" r

Pioneer Stereopticon Company, 237 East York.

W
p

i

Sefp
r

hTpi
EarIe

'
9I8 *""* St ' RfiT^'aS'JjJt * Uth st, Calcium .nd Bl.eirie WgKt.

_ __ New York. •-;«. ... ox-hydrogen gas manufacturers.
Renters. Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin

American Film Exchange, 605 Wabash st, Chicago. Brooklyn Calciuni Light Co., 112 Front st.

P. ^luP?xxo7
g
'Fmimore st, San Fran-

M°^ ^TZ^^^"' ^.^^ 72° ««"-
risco CaL AND SUPPLIES- pin ave, Minneapolis. Minn.

Boston Film Exchange, 564 Washington st, Acme Exchange, 133 Third ave., New Carrick Electric Mfg. Co., 218 N. Ashland

Boston Mass
' York. ave., Chicago, 111..

Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, Cincinnati Calcium Light Co., 108 Fourth

pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Chicago. st, Cmcmnati.

Central Supply Co., 114 N. Edwards, st, Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 7» Henne- Coleman & Newton, 237 E. 41st st. New
Kalamazoo, Mich. pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn

.
York.

Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, Central Supply Co., 114 N. Edwards st, Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608 Olive st., St
Chicago Kalamazoo, Mich. 1 Louis, Mo.

Detroit Film Exchange, Telegraph Build- Ch. Dressier & Co., 143 E. 23d st, New Globe Electric Co., 419 W. 42d st, New
ing, Detroit Mich. York. York.

Eug. Cline & Co., 59 Dearborn st, Chicago. Eug. Cline & Co., 59 Dearborn st, Chi- Indianapolis Calcium Light Co., 116 South
Globe Film Service, S9 Dearborn st, Chi- cago Capital aye, Indianapolis.

cago Edison Mfg. Co., 31 Union sq., New York. New York Calcium Light Co., 410 Bleecker

W. E Greene, 228 Tremont street, Boston, Edison Mfg Co., 304 Wabash ave., Chi- st, New York.

Mass. cago. -New York Calcium Light Co., 309 S. 51st

Hetz, 302 E, 23d st, New York. .
Enterprise Optical Co., 154 Lake st, Chi- st, Philadelphia, Pa

Inter Ocean Film Exchange, 99 Madison cago.
,

Philadelphia Calcium Light Co., 621 Com-
st, Chicago. Erker Bros., 608 Olive st, St Louis. tnerce st, Phiadelphia, Pa.
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Soi\g Slide Review.
B««t Thiamin Lifo.

. . By Ch as. K. Harris.

i. Title.

2. /n a well-known club. Shows interior
of club'foom, with a group of five
gentlemen, in the attitude of listening,
one of them recounting a story.

3. One -young fellow of the same group
asking a question with upraised arm,
to emphasize its importance.

4. Some passed through adventures. A
saloon interior, with its usual sordid
surroundings ; a drunken quarrel over
a girl, resulting in the shooting of
one. (A picture true to life.)

5. There are many here have sweethearts.
Quite a contrast from the last pic-
ture. A woodland scene, peaceful
and calm, with sluggish brook run-
ning through ; two figures, a lad help-
ing a lass over the stepping stones
of the brook.

6. Come now, -won't you tell us, General?
This question is being asked of a
Civil War veteran, who is persuaded
to take the floor, and in the recount-
ing of doughty deeds exclaims:

7. The best thing in life is glory, fighting

ior home and its . flag ; winding up
with the admonition,

8. So never let it drag—a picture showing
lady with flag trailing on the green-
sward, with background of trees.

9. You listen and hear crowds cheering.
Regiments of Uncle Sam's soldiers
returning from the war, marching
through the streets, with the crowd
of onlookers cheering them on their

"
. way.

10. Tis then that your heart's blood's beat-
ing, brings us back again to the club
room, where the General's story has
roused the enthusiasm of his fellows,

and they stand, waving their hand-
kerchiefs in their excitement.

11. The dear General, he had spoken, and
they are shown applauding the senti-

ments he had expressed so well.

12. They in fancy all could see him, as he
held the flag in his left hand, stand-
ing at guard, defending it even at
the risk of his life, with a background
of the setting sun in a blood-red glow.

13. Then spoke a young financier, brings us
once more back to the club room,
showing a millionaire extolling gold
by saying.

14. The best thing in life is gold, boys,
holding aloft before the eyes of his

companions evidences of wealth, with
the assertion that it aids those in

poverty
15. And gives you pleasures, too. Show-

ing a night scene at the great ex-
hibition at St. Louis, with the build-
ings lit up with myriads of electric

lights, boasting,
16. You live like a king in his palace. A

fine interior view, with every luxury
• shown in its surroundings ; beautiful

lady seated in cosy chair, husband
standing, both in earnest conversa-
tion, as though no troubles assail.

17. The world's at your feet. Same in-

terior* with man looking out on the
world below bathed in moonlight and
the houses lit up.

18. Then they all sat there in silence.

Changes again to the club_ house,
where the group sit in reverie, pon-
derine over the statements made.

19. A crash upon the table was caused by
the eldest of the group, a gray-haired
old gentleman, seemingly well-pre-
served in spite of his years, making
assertion, most emphatic, that

20. 'Tis the love of wife or sweetheart.
Shows rustic garden seat, on which
are a young couple; man has arm
around neck of girl, who is smiling
in response to his words, which
sound pleasing to her ears; her left

arm encircles a dog on her lap; the
background of evergreens adds to the
effect.

21. The -best thing in life is love, boys.
Brings a nursery interior to our view.,
wherein is depicted mother and child.

22. A mother's love ne'er was equaled.
Gives a bedroom scene, with child
saying prayers, kneeling in her cot,

with mother listening.

23. Your sweetheart, your home or your
baby. Takes us to a family at tea.

24. So take all your gold and your glory.
Introduces- us to a garden scene,
where December and May are mak-
ing love, with the god Cupid shoot-
ing arrow, showing that both old and
young must succumb to his arts.

25. • Chorus.
This set is well arranged and staged, the

models are appropriate to the scenes, the
photographing and coloring all that can be
desired, and reflects highly upon the artist,

A. L. Simpson.

low You'm Not For.
rfottan by tHe Girt Tot*

Cmo't Fo?got.
Words by Ed. Gardinier. Music by J. Fred.

Helf.
1. Title slide. Fine moonlight effect, with

a couple walking, strolling leisurely
through the trees.

2. Same couple sitting on flower bank,
sunlight and happiness abounding.

3. Same couple in boat on lake, in midst
of overhanging trees and shrubbery.

4. Beautiful interior; gaslight effect on
two figures.

5. Lady pensively watching, surrounded
by circlet of flowers.

6. Effect scene. Lady on porch of house
in her day dreams seeing her lover
far away in India, riding on elephant

7. Couple holding heart-shaped wreath of
evergreens, in the center of which
they are pictured in loving attitude.

8. In the foreground a rosebush in full

bloom, backed by a fence, behind
which are five maidens, rivaling the
roses in front.

9. Lady seated in the open Gothic" win-
dow of church, listening to her com-
panion, who is outside.

10. Effect slide, showing couple holding
hands over a heart, in which they
are mirrored in each other's arms.

11. Snow scene; couple walking in midst
of trees. .

12. Portico of house; lady leaning against
column, looking down a long vista

of well-kept flower garden as though
waiting and longing for return of her
lover, whom she cannot forget

13. Effect slide ; interior of parlor in

gloaming; male figure seated before
fire, lost in reverie, and seeing in the

leaping flames the image of the
sweetheart whom he cannot forget

14. Snow scene, with lady in foreground
looking expectantly forward.

iS-

16.

Effect slide; lady holding in each hand
heart-shaped evergreens; in the left

hand she is mirrored, in the right her

sweetheart
A bunch of flowers; a real beauty
showing eighteen typical ladies frora

as many nationalities. I"-
,

17. Chorus slide.

This is one of the most effective sets of

slides we have seen for a long while, for

originality in conception and get-up.

Messrs. Scott & Van Altena have departed
from the stereotyped, shape of mat and

have introduced some innovations whict
add to the beauty of the slides—one is

diamond shape, another the five-pointed

star, another has the four-leaf shamrock
pattern—and is a set that must be seen to

be fully appreciated. We predict a hcavj
run on this set both for the makers and

publishers. Messrs. Helf & Hager.

Moving Flcim rei

D.W.Rotorta«i

The Pioneer in

this field of work

I2SU0CESSFI

..YEARS..

407 Paris Row Builds!

AMD

13 Park Row

NEW YORK Cf

D. W. ROBERTSON

Phoae, 3681 Cortland

Wi

WE SELL FILMS

WE SELL MACHINES

WE GIVE EXHIBITION!

CALL, WRITE OR PHONE

DeWitt C. Wheeler, Incf
1215 BROADWAY :: :: NEW YORl|

Daly's Theatre Building

Slides for Illustrated Son*

The BEST £0320—Illustrated by tbe
BEST Slides— at the BEST Prices

I manufacture to order only and dp not

in slides of other makes.

I DO NOT RENT SLIDE!
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Film Review.

THE " TEDDY " BEARS.
In a lonely part of a forest stands a

peculiar looking house, the ground and
surroundings being covered with snow. In

front of the house is a little bear, holding

a "Teddy Bear" and dancing with glee.

The mother bear emerges from the house
and orders the little one inside, to which
he pays no heed. As she approaches to

compel obedience, the little one runs around
in a circle, pursued by the mother. Unable
to catch the little rascal, she calls the old
jather bear to her assistance, both of whom
are pelted with snowballs by the young
scamp. The youngster is finally captured
and led by the ear into the house.
All three soon reappear, dressed for a

walk in the forest Shortly after they dis-

appear, little Goldilocks, out on a ramble in

the wood, comes upon this queer-looking
house, and, being inquisitive, she ap-
proaches, finds the door open and walks
in. The first thing that meets her gaze
upon entering is three bowls of porridge
on a table. After sampling each, the
smaller one seems to suit her taste and she
eats the entire contents. Having, satisfied

her appetite, she proceeds with her inves-

tigation, and presently finds her way into

a strange-looking room. In searching for a
door leading therefrom, she unexpectedly
discovers a peephole, through which she
sees something that astonishes and pleases

her. In the room beyond are a number of
"Teddy Bears" performing all sorts of tum-
bling, balancing and numerous other acro-
batic feats. Becoming impatient, she en-
deavors to open the door leading - into this

room, but being unable to do so, tries a
nearby door, which she succeeds in open-
ing, but finds herself in another room
Climbing the stairs ' before her, they lead
her to a sleeping room containing two
large and one small bed. Becoming tired
and sleepy, she gets upon the first bed, but
finds it too hard; tries the next and finds'

it not to her liking, but when she reaches
the small bed, to her surprise, she spies,

sitting on a chair at the head, a "Teddy
Bear," takes it in her arms, pulls down>the
bedcovers, gets into bed and soon is fast

asleep.

Having finished their walk, the three
bears return home. As soon as they enter,

discovery is made that someone has been
eating their porridge, which had been pre-

pared for their meal upon return. The
little fellow, finding his bowl empty, starts
to cry, but is soon consoled. All three then
leave the room, but almost immediately the
little one returns for his "Teddy Bear,"
and sits down in a rocker to amuse him-
self. His mother opens the door and calls

him, but he refuses to accompany her, the
consequence of which is a lively chase
around the table. At this moment old
Bruin enters, captures the young rascal,

leads him over to his mother, who admin-
isters a good sound spanking.
Preparations are now made to retire, and

dressed in their night clothes, led by father
Bruin with a candle, they start upstairs, but
the little one falls down, and after consid-
erable crying and wiping of tears, they
proceed. On entering the bed chamber,
father Bruin discovers there has been some-
one on his bed, the mother bear finds her
bed in a like condition. Upon examining
his bed, however, the little bear discovers
the intruder, Goldilocks, fast asleep. Awak-
ening suddenly, she is startled to find three

bears in the room, but grasps the "Teddy
Bear," jumps up, runs over the three beds,

pursued by the bears. She gets to the door,

but finds, it locked, darts around the foot

of the beds, spies an open window, reaches
it, throws the "Teddy Bear" out, hurriedly
crawls through and drops to the ground,
runs down through the forest with the
three bears in pursuit. An exciting chase
leads over hills, through deep snow, until

finally Goldilocks strikes a road, which she
follows. She soon has the good fortune

to meet the great hunter, "Teddy," to
whoni she hurriedly- explains her_ predica-

ment. The bears soon come within range,

Teddy takes good aim, fires and kills old
father Bruin; fires again and drops the
mother bear. The little bear, bringing up
the rear, seeing the hunter ready to shoot,

drops- on his knees and begs to be spared.
Goldilocks also pleads with the hunter not
to shoot. He accedes to her wishes, ap-
proaches the little fellow, fastens a chain
to his neck and under the guidance of little

Goldilocks return to the bearhouse. Goldi-
locks waits outside while the fearless

Teddy, with his captive, enters the house.

He returns and, after assuring her there is

no danger within, they re-enter. In a few
moments they all appear, including the

hunter and the little bear. Each carries a

"Teddy Bear," while Goldilocks has her
arms full of "Teddy Bears."

SIMPSON'S

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

ALFRED SIMPSON
257 West 111th Street

NE.W YORK

All readers having films, slides, cameras or other
apparatus, wishing to exchange for others of equal
value or the balance paid in cash can advertise their
wants, and to safeguard each party from loss a de-
posit of full value of articles can be placed in the
hands of the editor until he learns that both parties
are satisfied, when cash will be sent on ; in case of
dissatisfaction, on return of goods, money will be
refunded.

Model B 6as Outfit.
$25 Model B Gas Outfit, 6
boxes of oxy-lithe, i box of

limes and I lb. of ether, $js. THEO'UORE J. HAR-
BACH, 809 Filbert St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR HIGH GRADE
Stereopticons, Hovisag Picture Machines,

Films, Slides and Accessories.
COLORED ILLUSTRATED SONG SLIDES, S5.00 PER SET.

All late subjects, and the quality of our coloring is the best.

ADJUSTABLE RHEOSTAT, 20 to ^O amperes, S4.00
We manufacture everything in the projecting machine line and will save you money.

We have no junk or second-band goods for sale, but furnish you new goods which we
guarantee. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND LIST OF SONG SLIDES.

BOSWELL MANUFACTURING CO., Dept. ft., 120 E. Randolph St., Chicago

Kinetoscopes9 Cameragraphs^£iStereopticons
Films of all MaHos-Everything in Supplies

C. B. KLEINE » and
jj» %*?&**""**

Tel. 4S46—38th

PIOHEER STEBEOPTICAN GO.
237 E. 4!st Street, NEW YORK CITY.

(Entire Building, Four Stories and Basement.)

Our machines are made to the requirements
of the Underwriters and Buildings Board.

Complete Machines with
Rheostat from 02O.OO Up.

AUTOMATIC EFFECTS for Scenic Railways, Theatre and Secret Society
Work, Moving Clouds, Ripples, Waves, Snow, Rain, Lightning, Fire, Birds,
Butterflies, Flowers. Fish, Waterfall, Volcanic Eruptions, Etc.

STAGE LIGHTING CONTRACTORS to all parts of the world The largest
stage in the world, 400 feet opening is operated by us.
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CONVERSAT
Gets you nothing. Real, Jonny-on-

the-Spot Service is what you want.

/.

FILM RENTING SERVICE
* •

Is up to the requirements of

the most exacting. You'll

have .no trouble if you use

ILES' SERVICE
S-

'.-''" i.-'

1

10 cast 14th St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

790 Turk St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. .,
« . ,

.. .r
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The ©i»Sy Scadlogsoradssit WeoSSly Jburs&al psalbflisfoed £»' the interests of Manufacturers
and Operators of Animated Photographs asa«2 Cinematograph Projection,

2£S«&str»S©<S SongSt ILasatora Lectures and Lantern .Slide MaKert

PTJK2,M?2aEI> B7
THE WOREA' PHOTOGRAPHIC -PUBUSHING' COMPANY, 361 BROADWAY, HEW YORK

o tiog o §Se March SSP 1907 Price, 5 Cents

i

^-'^ ;

.

;—'< K '. S : '- -'•.-'- - •

NOTICE.-If you wish to get your copies

regularly, leave an order with your News
1

Agent, or send TWO DOLLARS for a year's S;

subscription. :

-'
'-

- * .
r ^

"
! it •i'^Sf^^S:"'^.-.:

' * -;•».

Animated PSaotsgraphy. The A B C of
the cinematograph. By C. M. Hepworth.
123 pages. Illustrated. Price, 50 cents.

Chemistry for rboSosrnphcrn. By C. F.
Townsend. An excellent handbook on
the theory and practice of photographic
work. Price, €0 cents, postpaid.

Experimental Science. By Geo. M. Hop-
kins. Revised edition; 1,100 pages; over
000 illustrations. A valuable book for
the Inventor, experimenter, workman,
teacher or student. Cloth, 2 vols., by
mall, $5.00; separate volumes, $8.00 each.

Home IfiiiitiillUlliB for Amateurs. By Geo.
M. Hopkins.: An illustrated book of 370
pases, giving1 complete instructions for
experimental work in various branches
of mechanics. Price, $1.50, postpaid.

Living - PSefasges. < Their history, photo-
reproducUon. and practical -working.
By H. "W. Hopwood. 265 pages, cl. Price,
51.25.- -':.' ;- ,"

Photographic I^ncea. A simple treatise.
By Conrad Beck and Herbert Andrews.
288 pages. Price. $1.00. - -

USEFUL BOOKS
Practical Slide Sinking. By G. T. Harris.

134 pages. Price, 60 cents, postpaid.
Tne Photographic Reference Book. By J.
Mcintosh. A complete cyclopedia of
practical methods and formulas, how to
do things, etc. Splendid value. 388
pages, nearly 1,000 references; paper.
Price, 75 cents.

The American Amateur Photographer and
Camera and nark Room. 15 cents a

' copy, $1.50 per year. The best monthly
magazine for the photographer.

10c, PHOTOGRAPHIC HANDBOOKS.
So. 1. Retoaebktg for Amateera. Contains

many valuable points about, the
use of the pencil and Improve-
ment of negatives.

So. 2. Expcanre Tables and Notebook. A
practical aid to making correct
exposures, and a notebook for
recording exposures.

No. % How to Take Portraits. - Tells about
the lighting, posing, expression,
exposure, development, etc.—

•

JWo. 4.

No. 5.

No. O.

No. 7.

No. 8.

Bromide Enlargement. Including
instructions for making an en-
larging lantern. • •

Manual of Photogrnpby. An in-
struction book for the beginner.

Practical Development. Contains
many valuable points for the
amateurs, including chapters on
"Four Tray" and "Tank" devel-
opment.

Popular Printing Processes. Tells
in simple language how to work
blue print, printing out and de-
veloping papers. . .-

Hints on Composition. A little book
which should be studied . by
every one who desires to make
better pictures.

These booklets cover the various sub-
jects in a complete and concise manner.
They are Intended chiefly for the beginner.
Order by number. ' Price, 10c. each. The
eight postpaid for 75c

THE WOilB PHOTOSiWSMC PUBLISHING COMPANY \

3€>3 Evoad^oy, H©W YorR
t$$^M&&>
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In the suit of Thomas A* Edison against the American Mutoscope

and Biograph Company, the United States Circuit Court of Appeals has

sustained the Edison Patent, and held that ail apparatus in which
the film is operated by a sprocket or similar movement
like that of the WARWICK camera, which was used by the

Biograph Companyf infringes the Edison patent* The apparatus used

for making Mutoscope slot machine pictures* which operates on a different

principle, was held not to infringe the patent.
*

»

i

President.

fopr's

jftinoratrapl.
The Original Fire-Proof

Motion Picture Machine

Fitted with or withoutJFis-apsoof
Wagarinos and TaBe-sp Bsvices

Has proved its efficiency over all other
machines in its STEADY and FL1CK-
ERLESS PROTECTION. DURA-
BILITY OP CONSTRUCTION, etc.,

superceding all other makes of motion
picture machines in EXCELLENCY
and SUPERIORITY. If yon want the
MACHINE that WILL GIVE YOU
THE RESULTS, WE HAVE IT.

All our apparatus is fully protected by
United States patents issued or pending,
and infringements win be vigorously
prosecuted.

Catata* to

NICHOLAS POWER
H5-H7 NASSAU ST. NEW YORK

Chicago Jobbers
KlSIKB OPTICA! Co.

Saa Francisco Jobbers
Mxtas Bios-

FOR SALE BY ALL LBADOU D3ALE2S
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Ek3£toc3 S»y A2£e««3 E. Seaadare.
Tfee WoriS P&otograpMc PcbBs&ing Company,

361 Broadway, Betr Twit.

Vol. 1., , MARCH 23d. No. 3.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE : Two dollars a year in advance.

Postage free to all subscribers in the United States. Canada, Mexico,

Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Pbillipine Islands.
j

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: Three dollars per year!) in

advance, postpaid. J
TO PREVENT loss or delay of mail, all communications should

be addressed to P. O. Box 450. New York City.

ADVERTISING RATES:
Whole Page . . . . • • *50.00

Half Page . * . ,
. . . • 25.00

Quarter Page . .... • . • 12.50

Single Column (next reading matter) p . 20.00

One-Eighth Page . . . • • 6-25

One-Sixteenth Page . . . . • 3.25

One-Thirty-second Page . • .
"

. 2.00

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS will be accepted

at the following rates: SALE OR EXCHANGE. Private, per line

10c; minimum, 50c. per issue. Dealers or Manufacturers, 15c per

line; minimum, $1.00 per issue. HELP WANTED: 10c a line;

minimum, 25c EMPLOYMENT WANTED : (Operators only) No
Charge.

TO ADVERTISERS : The MOVING PICTURE WORLD goes

to press Friday morning of each week. No advertisements can be

inserted and no changes can be made in standing ads unless the

copy reaches us by noon Thursday.

EUROPEAN AGENTS

:

INTERNATIONAL NEWS COMPANY
Breams Building, Chancery Lane, London, E. C.

The Moving Picture World and View Photog-

rapher js an independent weekly paper published by the

World Photographic Publishing Company, of New York
City, under the editorship of A. H. Saunders and dedi-

cated to all interested in animated photography and its

projection, lanternists and slide makers, vocalists and

song slides, lecturers and travel stories. The amateur

and professional alike will find a fund of useful informa-

tion in its pages. It is the intention of the publishers to

give all the latest information procurable, here and

abroad. A special feature will be the monthly English

and French letters, showing what progress is being made
in animatography. No item of interest to the profession

at large will be excluded from its pages, which will be

open to all alike who have any information or news to

communicate. It will be their aim to make it your guide,

philosopher, and friend when you are in doubt, or when
you wish to buy a lantern, projection machine, or any of

,

the numerous accessories appertaining thereto.

Numerous interesting subjects will be treated in its

columns, written by practical and experienced men.

Correspondence.—All letters for information must be

accompanied with the writer's name and address, not nec-

essarily for publication, and will be answered in columns

devoted to that purpose.

As an advertising medium it is unique. It will bring

in direct contact vendors and users of cinematograph and
lantern apparatus and supplies.

The editor's practical experience of twenty years is at

all times available for the use of its readers.

It is published at five cents per copy, two dollars per

year (payable in advance), and will enjoy a large circula-

tion extending to every quarter of the globe.

Published Every Saturday.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. .

Price, Two Dollars per annum, post free in the United

States, Canada, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico, and the

Philippine Islands.

Foreign subscriptions, Three Dollars (12s. 6d.) per

annum.
SUBSCRIPTION FORM.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
361 Broadway, New York. \

Enclosed please find $ , for which send me the

Please remit by express money order, check, P.O. order or reg-

istered letter. All cash enclosed with letter is at the risk of sender*

for twelve months, post free, commencing.

......

Name

O mQwv •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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EDITORIAL. Massachusetts and the Cinemato*
graph or Moving Picture Machines.

An Operators' League, or School of
Instruction.

Our Correspondent "G" is very enthusiastic about the

suggested League of Operators, where they may learn

the rudiments, or advance themselves in the use of tech-

nical knowledge of projection.

We gather from his letters, in our issues Nos. I and 2,

and the present issue, that his suggestions are not to

form an union or to antagonize any existing or pending

unions of electrical workers, but rather to enlarge- their

sphere, by forming a class or classes, under a competent

instructor, who will coach them fully in all the require-

ments 'of the' use of a moving picture machine and its

appurtenances. Several correspondents have expressed

themselves in full accord with this idea, and their will-

ingness' to form such a league.

Our position in the matter is at present neutral; it is

for the profession to say if they need such a scheme

brought ,to perfection, and if a sufficient number step

forward to make it a success, we will do our utmost to

give it the required publicity, and once it becomes an

accomplished fact, other cities or centers will be ready

to fall in line and do likewise, and a growing industry

filled with capable men fully equipped for any emer-

gency that may arise in the course of their career. .

We would point to the Polytechnic of London, where

successful pupils are being turned out with full knowl-

edge of all requirements necessary to make success in

taking, developing, printing, and projecting of films, thus

making a man doubly competent, and there is no reason

why New York should not have the same facilities, and

when the unions about to start are at work they might

amalgamate to advance this idea.

We have done our part and are willing to do more
when the time is ripe and the scheme matures. It is

now up to the operator.

Edison vs. Olograph.

We have received a large number of enquiries for our

opinion on the recent decision in the Courts of Appeal,

re Edison vs. Biograph, asking us to define the position

of the manufacturers of films^ and the effect it will have

upon the profession at large in relation to imported films.

We must ask our readers' patience for a short time

until we gain reliable information, but may say this, that

as the decision now reads, only Edison and Biograph

companies can make films in the United States. -

This is made manifest by the fact that one of the large

manufacturers has already put negotiations in operation

for removal of their studio to Canada, and to the present

extent of our information, imported films do not come
within the scope of the decision.

The Legislature of 1905 enacted a law restricting the

use of moving picture machines. Said law is contained in

Chapter 176, Acts of 1905, and Chapter 437, Acts of

1905. The wisdom of this law has been demonstrated

by the fact that but one accident has occurred during

the year, and that not serious. A man brought into this

State a machine which was not approved by this depart-

ment, and which he had no permit to operate. His ma-

chine was so arranged that the film was allowed to escape

upon the floor, and his rheostat, not being protected as

the rules of this department provide for, being upset,

caused a short circuit, thereby burning the film and caus-

ing something of a panic The party operating the ma-

chine is how a fugitive from justice, there being a war-

rant issued for his arrest

Following are copies of the law, with the rules and

<^

No. 1. Approved Motion Picture Machine, showing guard Tail and manner
of fastening machine to floor. "v
The film passes through a tube, provided with a tongue, into an iron box

and is considered the safest and most emcieut manner of guarding it.

regulations issued by this department in accordance with
said law; also, a copy of the permit, and illustrations of

die machine as approved by this department

:

Chapter 176, Acts of 1905.

An Act to regulate the use of the cinematograph.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows: ~

Section 1. No cinematograph, or other .'similar ap-

paratus involving the use of a combustible film more than

ten inches in length, shall be kept or exhibited on prem-
ises licensed for entertainments, until such cinematograph

or other similar apparatus has been inspected and ap-

proved by the district police, and until such precautions

against fire as the district police may designate have been

taken by the owner, user or exhibitor of such cinemato-

graph or other similar apparatus.
--•-•- -
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Section 2. The district police are hereby empowered
and directed to inspect any cinematograph or other sim-

ilar apparatus involving the use of combustible films

more than ten inches in length which is used or kept on
premises licensed for entertainments, and to make such

rules and regulations as they may deem necessary for

the safe use of such apparatus.

Section 3. Any person keeping, using or exhibiting a

cinematograph or other similar apparatus contrary to the

provisions hereof, or in violation of any rule or regula-

tion made by the district police, shall be punished by a

fine of not less than five nor more than five hundred
dollars.

Approved March 14, 1905.

Chapter 437,. Acts of 1905.

An Act to regulate the use of the cinematograph
in churches and other public buildings.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

The provisions of chapter one hundred and seventy-six

No. 2. Approved Motion Picture Machine, showing guard rail and manner
of fastening machine to the floor.
The film is taken up on a reel inclosed in an iron magazine, and is also an

approved device.".

of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and five, being

an act entitled "An Act to regulate the use of the cine-

matograph," shall apply to the use, keeping, exhibition

and inspection of cinematographs which are to be used,

kept or exhibited in any church or other public building,

whether such use, keeping or exhibition is on premises

licensed or not licensed for entertainments.

Approved May 23," 1905.

RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING MOVING PICTURE
-

MACHINES.

In accordance with the Acts of the Legislature of

^S* Chapter 176, Sections 1, 2 and 3, and Chapter 437,
the following rules are hereby promulgated

:

The films must be wound upon a metal reel encased
in an iron box with a slot in the bottom only large enough

to permit the film to pass through to the metal rollers,

which must fit tightly to the film. The joints necessary in

the construction of this box must be made tight without

the use of solder. The cover which admits of the placing

or removing of the reel in said box must have hinges

so arranged that it will at all times close tight, and be

provided with a spring catch to lock when closed. Under
this box may be arranged a box of similar design and
construction, containing a reel for the reception of the

film from the box above, with a slot in top .as directly

under the top . box as . possible, or an iron box may be

substituted without the reel, the joints of which are made
tight without the use of solder, with a sliding door for

the purpose of removing the film ; the_film to be ^on-

ducted from the upper magazine into the machine and
thence into the iron box as near telow the focus as pos-

sible, adjusted with a metal tube large enough to permit

the film to pass through that tube, said tube to be tele-

scoped into a tube adjusted upon the iron box, which will

permit the film to slide through both tubes into the box
without any friction whatever.

The support upon which the machine rests must be
of iron, or covered with fireproof material, and no por-

tion shall come in contact with the woodwork except the

iron or fireproof material. The film reels must be op-

erated by a crank firmly secured to the spindle or shaft

on head of machine, so that there will be no possibility

of its coming off. The shutter must be placed in front

of the condenser, so as to be instantly closed when nec-

essary.

The arc lamp box must be covered with an iron box, so

arranged as to catch all sparks and hot pieces of carbon.

The rheostat must be covered with wire netting of fine

mesh, to prevent any metal substance from coming in

contact with it when in operation.

The machine and operator must occupy a position not

used as an aisle or passageway, and must be so con-

structed as not to be liable to interference by chairs or

benches or any person in the audience, by constructing

a rail around the machine, with space for the operator to

have free action between the machine and the rail.

The wire attachments conveying electricity must be
properly insulated, and must be inspected by the operator

before every operation, and one hundred and ten volts

must be the limit of the electric power used in operating

said machines.

A fire extinguisher or fire blanket must be provided,

and located as the inspector may direct.

No person will be permitted to operate such a machine

who has not had six months' experience, or who cannot

furnish satisfactory evidence of his ability to do so.

All members of the inspection department of the Mas-
sachusetts District Police are hereby directed to see that

the above rules are enforced, and to. prosecute all viola-

tions of the same.

Any violation of these rules will be sufficient cause for

revocation of the permit. V
.
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All officers inspecting machines must file in this office

a duplicate of permits to the operator, as well as the ma-
chine number, maker's name and tag number.

All rules pertaining to moving picture machines here-

tofore promulgated are discontinued upon the issuance of

the above rules.

Approved: Joseph E. Shaw,
Chief, Massachusetts District Police.

Inspection Department, District Police,

Chief's Office, State House, 190 .

Permit is hereby granted ,

of > ../...

to have charge of and operate any moving picture ma-
chine that is approved, tagged and sealed by this depart-

ment. Any change in the mechanism of any machine so

approved, tagged and sealed, without the written consent

of an inspector, will be considered cause for the revoca-

tion of the approvel of the use of said machine.

Inspector of Factories and Public Buildings.

Animated Photographs Tl&e Prin-
ciples and i&e8vas&££i££@© of

'Duplex Ps?©jf©<5&I©2&.

A Lecture Delivered Before ike Royal Photographic
Society of London.

Bv Robert Thorn Haines.

I do not propose to deal exhaustively with the subject

of "Cinematography," nor to enter upon an explanation

of the details of those well-known methods of producing

"animated pictures" which are to be found in the pages

of the various books compiled by authorities on the sub-

ject, but rather to confine myself to the subject of "Du-
plex Projection," and to refer to those existing methods,

only in so far as they will apparently assist me in ex-

plaining the work done and experiments I have conducted

in my effort to obviate the defects which are so well

known to exist in the ordinary system of projection.

An important era in pictorial history was marked by
the introduction of cinematography or art of reproducing

animated scenes. -

The physiological phenomenon of "Persistence of

Vision," upon which its principle is based, was known
and demonstrated long before its application to the pro-

duction of living pictures.

The great variety of card illusions, and the innumer-

able devices which were from time to time introduced for

the purpose of illustrating and exhibiting various phases

of motion, were all the forerunners of the cinematograph.

With knowledge of the fact that the image or impres-

sion of an object persists or continues to exist upon the

retina for a definite period after it has been removed, or

the eye is taken from it, together with the fact that by
instantaneous photography, impressions of moving ob-

jects could be taken so rapidly as to make them, for all

practical purposes, appear stationary, it was not difficult

to obtain successive pictures of moving objects, with suffi-

..

cient rapidity to secure the various phases of the

ments, nor to devise an instrument to exhibit them so

rapidly, that before one image on the retina would cease

to exist, the one next in succession would take its place,

and so on continuously, conveying to the mind the con-

ception of continuous motion.

Although the period during which the image persists

or continues to remain on the retina varies from about the

eighth to the twenty-fourth part of a second, according to

the intensity, duration, and color of the light received by

the eye, it' is evident, from what is visible, that it does

not continue in full strength for that length of time. For

if the image persisted in full intensity for a definite period,

any obscuration of it for a shorter time would not be

perceptible, but it would extend over the dark interval

to the limit of its persistence, and convey the impression

of absolute continuity of an evenly illuminated image.

That it clearly does not do, and the supposition that the

moment the light is obscured it commences to gradually

disappear until it has entirely left the retina does not

fully account for the dark intervals, which demand some

other more satisfactory explanation. If darkness could

be regarded as a condition of our vision that persists for

the same time as light, the dark intervals could be ac-

counted for, by supposing that the light is suddenly

reduced in intensity, owing to the dark period which

continues to persist in its stead. In such case we could

expect the light of the first picture to persist after it was
obscured, and the darkness to continue to the limit of

its persistence after the light from the next picture was
admitted to the screen.

Darkness, which is merely the absence of light, does

not admit of any such condition, but if, instead of sup-

posing that the darkness persists, we consider the light

only, and assume what is natural, viz., that the light takes

the same time to impress itself upon the retina as it does

to fade from it, we obtain precisely the same result in

effect as if the darkness really did persist, and in that

way the dark intervals are fully accounted for.

Whatever doubt may have existed in reference to the

scientific effect of the physiological phenomenon of per-

sistence, or the precise action of the light upon the retina,

no doubt whatever exists concerning the presence of

those dark intervals which intervene between the suc-

cessive pictures projected by the ordinary cinematograph,

and cause the appearance of "flickering," so detrimental

to the art and injurious to the eyesight of the spectators.

Almost every conceivable form of shutter and means
have been resorted to to minimize the evil, chiefly by

reducing the dark period to its least possible extent rela-

tive to the time during which the light is allowed free

and uninterrupted access, or by splitting up the dark

intervals, or allowing light to reach the screen to sub-

stitute the dark periods while the change takes place.

All that could possibly be hoped to be attained by any

of these methods was a partial and not a complete re-

moval of the defects; and it is very doubtful whether the

short, sharp, momentary impact of the reduced Intervals,
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brought about by those new methods, are not more in-

jurious to eyesight, from a physiological point of view,

than the longer periods which are not quite so much
concealed.

No serious, well-directed effort was ever made success-

fully to completely eradicate the evil, which obviously

could not be done without effecting an entire change in

the existing methods of projection, by introducing a new
principle or system through which a continuous evenly

illuminated picture could be obtained.

It is in that direction that my efforts were directed,

and considerable experimental work was done by me
towards the perfecting of a new continuous illumination

system, and the production of instruments for carrying

it into effect

Before explaining these experiments, or describing my
apparatus, let us carefully consider what is the "ideal of

perfection" to be aimed at in the reproduction of living

pictures, in order that it may be more clearly understood

how far my system will contribute towards its consum-

mation.
,

Manifestly the highest perfection that could possibly

be attained would consist in the reproduction of the mov-
ing objects, in such a manner that they v/ould appear

upon the screen exactly the same in every respect as they

in reality naturally do^-that is to say, that in their repro-

duction upon the screen they should be presented to the

eyes precisely as they are in nature.

Notwithstanding the very many improvements in the

art which have been made from time to time, cinematog-

raphy is still far from reaching that ideal. On carefully

considering the matter with the view of determining, its

constituents it will be found that it comprises three im-

portant essentials

:

First—That all the still objects in the composition

must remain stationary and the moving ones should per-

form their movements steadily and at the proper rate of

speed, while the whole picture must be evenly and con-

tinuously illuminated without a variation, interval, or

interruption of any kind whatever.

Second—That all the objects in the picture must be

correctly proportioned and in their proper relative posi-

tions to one another, while they stand out solid in relief,

that is to say, "stereoscopically."

Third—That they must appear on the screen in the

true colors of nature. It might be contended as an essen-

tial, that the sounds should accompany the actions, but

I do not consider that such is necessary while we regard

the subject from a pictorial point of view.
m .

If a systematic and well-directed effort is to be made
with the view of ultimately attaining perfection, obviously

the first and most important step to be taken is to bring

about the conditions necessary to fulfil the requirements

of the first of these essentials, for no matter what per-

fection may be reached in producing "stereoscopic effect"

and "natural colors" the reproduction would still be very

incomplete without it.

When we look at moving as well as stationary objects

in nature, the light is continuously and uninterruptedly

reflected from them, so that there is formed upon the

retina of each of our eyes a picture which continues with-

out any break, interval, or interruption, so long as our

eyes continue to be directed towards the objects and

nothing intervenes to obstruct our view; although the

objects are moving, the picture, so formed, is not com-
posed of a series of successive images of their different

positions blended together into one composite picture,

but is one complete continuous picture of the subject, mo-
mentarily visible at every point in its path of movement.

The objects moving slowly at first, are clearly well de-

fined and distinctly recognizable, but as their speed in-

creases they become blurred and less distinct, until at

last they are not visible at all. Our physiological capacity

for receiving impressions therefore lies within the range,

commencing with the clearest impression where the ob-

jects are still, and ending where the speed is such that

the eyes fail to receive any impression of them.

The image continues to persist or exist upon the retina

for a definite period, and I conceive that when the objects

move beyond the limits of that persistence, notwithstand-

ing that the movement is continuous, there would be a

continuous overlapping of the persisting impression on

the fresh image or phase of the motion, which is being

continuously received and forms a distinct impression at

each point in its path. It is this overlapping which causes

the "blur," and in order that the image on the retina,

from which our conception is formed, shall appear sharp

and well defined, the speed of the objects must not be

greater than will allow the image to cease to exist during

the time that the objects take to travel between the two
nearest points, which would be clearly visible as distinct

points at the distance from which the object is viewed.

There would then be no overlapping, and consequently

no blur.

(To be continued.)

Novel Uses for Moving Pictures.
The United States Government is trying to get recuits

for the army and navy by exhibiting in interior towns
and cities, moving picture representations of the daily

life of the sailor and soldier. As far back as 1889 mov-
ing pictures were used to record an eclipse in South
Africa. Another Government use of moving pictures is

to make records of the daily life of many tribes of Indians

which are rapidly becoming extinct.

The same thing has been done with some of the re-

maining herds of wild animals in the West, which also

will soon have disappeared, such as the buffalo, elk, etc.

Dr. Walter G. Chase, of Boston, took -a moving picture

machine, some time ago, to the Craig colony of epileptics

at Sonyea, N. Y. He remained there for two months,

watching his chances. He succeeded from time to time

in getting many moving pictures showing patients in

epileptic fits. The value of these photographs as a means
of demonstration to students is very great, for in no other
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way could an accurate illustration of the various forms

of epilepsy be presented at a moment's notice. Not long

ago a man had moving pictures taken of the working

of a car seat of his invention side by side with that of

another car seat which he alleged infringed upon his

patent. By means of a thumb book of pictures showing

the workings of the two seats he clearly proved his con-

tention to be true in court and won his
;

case.

An odd use of such pictures was found the other day

by a rowing coach. His crew had been photographed

while going at full speed by a moving picture machine.

Afterward, in looking slowly over the photographs, he

discovered one of the oarsmen right in the act of aJaulty
movement. He declared that never had he been satisfied

with that particular oarsman's stroke, yet could never

tell exactly where the trouble lay. But, the mistake hav-

ing been made clear in this manner, it was soon remedied.

The United States army has had pictures taken of a

soldier going through the manual of arms. Thumb books

with these pictures are made up and furnished to the

recruit, who by looking carefully through them can easily

trace every minute movement that goes to make up the

completed action.

Football coaches use similar means to show new men
the best methods of kicking the ball. A crack punter

goes through the form of kicking the ball, and every

movement is faithfully recorded by the machine, which

furnishes the beginner with better insight of the art of

kicking than all the coaching in the world.
.

Nowadays many of the big corporations have moving

pictures taken of the workings of the various depart-

ments of their plants. One of the best things of this kind

was the reproduction of a scene in the forging room of

the Westinghouse Company, which was shown after a

banquet of the officials of the concern at the Waldorf-

Astoria. The pictures showed the welding of a giant

ring of iron used to encircle one of the largest dynamos.

The lights for taking the pictures were so arranged

that every single detail stood out with remarkable clear-

ness. One could almost imagine that he was looking at

the actual scene. There were half a dozen workmen
busily engaged in the work of welding the huge piece of

metal, which was suspended from a traveling crane in

such a way that it could be handled easily and quickly,

and every part of the work was shown from the moment
the metal left the forge until the finishing touches were

made by means of a large triphammer.

As a demonstration it was in every way as clear as

if one had been standing in the workroom. One of the

striking features of the representation is the fact that at

no time during the ten or fifteen minutes necessary to

forge this piece of metal did any of the workmen glance

in the direction of the picture machine or in any way
show that they knew every action was being photo-

graphed.

The Valine ©f Film Negatives.
The costliest negative ever taken by one moving pic-

ture concern shows the occupation of Pekin by the for-

eign soldiers during the Boxer rebellion. A photographer

took the pictures of the allied troops as they scaled the

walls of the city. That film cost $7,000. Many of the

films taken of the Boer and Japanese wars were almost

as costly.

The greatest picture ever taken was that of the fight
v

between Jeffries and Sharkey, at Coney Island, in 1898. £

The film' was 37,125 feet Iong-^-over seven miles. On
this were 198,000 photographs, and the machine ran con-

tinuously for no minutes.

Some idea of the cost of this film may be had when
one learns it is estimated that the total expense per min-

ute of running the machine is $50. The film is used at

the rate of 74 feet a, minute and costs 25 cents for each

foot.

Usually in taking pictures of long duration three ma-
chines are used, two in operation, one in reserve. The
films come in lengths of 250 feet, and the. machines

alternate.

Movisa^ Pictures at Dallas. -•

There are now in Dallas more than a dozen—nearly a

score, in fact—moving picture shows. They literally line

Main and Elm streets from one boundary of the business

district to the other. From early morn till late at night

the man whose business keeps him on the streets walks

down the sidewalk under a row of big tin horns,, which

shout into his ears the latest gag, joke or jest, sing the

most popular song or whistle the newest ditty. They
are the. "outside performances" of the moving picture

show. They are the prelude or the overture, as it were,

to the fifteen rninutes' entertainment promised the pros-

pective patron on the inside.

The story sent out from St. Louis some^wreeks ago to

the effect that a "moving picture wave was sweeping

over the Southwest," and that "the public was developing

a mania for this sort of entertainment" is nowhere, per-

haps, south of the Missouri city, better realized than in

the Texas metropolis. If the "craze" had just begun in

the big Western ..town when the story was sent out it

overspread the thousand miles between that city and
Dallas in a remarkably short time. The first moving pic-

ture show was opened up in Dallas two or three months

ago. At first it was largely an experiment. Patrons

were so scarce -that two doors were cut in the front en-

trance and one side of the house turned over to the

simple-minded darkey. For some weeks it jogged along

and failure loomed up and down the future as prom-
inently as a treasury deficit. Then all of a sudden.the
"craze," or whatever it was, struck the city. The public

began.to attend the moving picture show. First the au-

diences were largely women and children. Then the men
began to drop in and while resting view the swiftly chang-

'.
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ing scenes. They generally came out with smiling faces.

At any rate, they did not begrudge the small 5-cent sum
invested. Business picked up so rapidly for the "minia-

ture" theatre that it was with difficulty the crowds that

surged in and out of its doors were accommodated.

Some thrifty-minded individual noticed this, and rea-

soned out that Dallas was big enough and her population

theater-going enough to afford two of the low-priced

shows. He accordingly set up a rival establishment across

the way. Business in a very few days grew larger for

both shows than it had been for the one, and the number*

was accordingly changed into three. Then it began to

grow as the "fever" spread, and the momentum seems to

have gained and developed every day since. It is almost

impossible to walk half a dozen blocks in the business

district to-day without passing a building—often two or

three of them—being remodeled and converted into a

moving picture theater. Often they grow up in two or

three days. For instance, those passing a certain build-

ing on Main street last Friday might have noticed a stock

of goods being moved out. Carpenters were at work on

one side of the building being so hurriedly emptied, and

it was apparent that some new enterprise was preparing

to make its home in the building remodeled and over-

hauled. All that day and until far into the night they

worked, and the next morning it was plainly evident that

a new moving picture show was to be added to the long

list already established. More carpenters were added

Saturday morning, and by the middle of the morning

painters were added to the working crew. The electrician

was on the scene by noon, and all were as busy as bees.

At 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and while the electrician

was hanging the showy new electric sign, the painter

smearing on the last coat of paint, and before the car-

penter had driven the last nail the doors were thrown

open to the amusement-loving public and a new 5-cent

theater added to the "mushroom"'- list. Sunday morning

the new establishment had all the appearance of having

been "one of the original," and its patronage was appar-

ently as large as if conditions had been as they seemed.

And the fever is spreading to every large center

throughout the States.

Among the corporations to file certificates of incorpora-

tion with the Secretary of State recently we observe
the Mobile Amusement Company, of Mobile, Ala.; cap-

ital stock, $10,000.
* * * -

-

Harvey B. Mogle, of Shoemakersville, Pa., has em-
barked in the motion-picture business. He purchased a

first-class machine and enough pictures to give a two and
a half hour's entertainment.

*r-. * *

Macon, Ga.—The procx'eds of all the moving-picture

galleries in Macon on Monday, March II, were turned
over to the Macon Hospital Association, and the ladies

who are the members of this organization will devote the

proceeds in paying for a new heating apparatus that has

just been installed; 'M
'"

';!

[We commend this action of the Macon fraternity to

others of the cult, elsewhere.—En.] ;

In Auburn, N. Y., the residents are wild over moving
pictures. Two little moving picture "theaters" have been
doing a rushing business for a long time, and others are
soon to be'open. Several saloonkeepers are of the opinion
that the moving-picture business has hurt their business,

and they are talking about installing machines themselves.
A minister is considering the use of moving pictures in

.

his church. "We are always ready to checkmate the
devil," he says.

* * *

"Yellowstone Park" was the title of a lecture delivered

in. Charleston on the 14th by Mr. E. C. Culver, a veteran
stage driver, who has spent twenty years in Yellowstone
National - Park. Mr. Culver's long personal experience
in this region, and his intimate knowledge of its history,

its . marvelous phenomena, and its wonderful scenery
qualify him to tell of its attractions in an unusually inter-

esting manner. This lecture was illustrated with moving
pictures of. the great geysers, mammoth paint pots, wild
game, .moving troops of cavalry, stages and trains of
tourists, and of the Great Falls of the Yellowstone, and
also with beautifully colored stereopticon views of the

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, Firehole River, Yel-
lowstone Lake, Hot Springs, terraces, mountains, and of

buffalo, elk, deer, mountain sheep, antelope and bear.

Mr. Culver is assisted by Mr. E. B. Thompson, former-
ly connected with the Interior Department at Washing-
ton, and Mr. George Breck, superintendent of the Yel-

lowstone Park Transportation Company.

Ferd Jennen, proprietor of "Wonderland," 119 Main
street, who first introduced moving pictures as an exclu-

sive entertainment in Little Rock, Ark., so far from being
alarmed at the recent competition, is inclined to welcome
his competitors to the field. He says

:

"To use an old phrase, 'the more the merrier as far as

I am concerned.' When I began the moving-picture busi-

ness here people said 'it will never pay.' Well, the patron-

age kept on increasing until I had to open up in a larger

and more costly place. At first a few came. They liked

the show and told their neighbors and friends, and chil-

dren got to coming regularly in the afternoons, and men
alone, and with their families filled the house evry night.

The more people who saw the pictures the more wanted
to see them.
"Very well, now there are three places and another to

come. That means that still more will get the habit.

People are being educated to the real value of moving
pictures' as a means of education. People unable to travel

have Paris, London, the Alps, every part of the world,

brought to them. Not mere panoramic pictures, but

pictures of living, breathing men and women, street

scenes, mountains, rivers, all that the traveler ever sees,

is brought to you at home. Why, a child can learn more
of Europe- in a few pictures than he could out of a book

in a year. And at such ridiculously small cost—only 5
cents a visit"
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The Craft in Washington, D. C, send advance notes

that a museum in which will be displayed many of the

wonders of ancient and modern times and some of no
known age or period in history, moving pictures, two
photograph outfits, one of the instantaneous kind and one

of the common or garden variety ; shooting galleries, with

air rifles for weapons; a Chinese laundry, and palmists,

who will tell fair visitors their past, present, and future,

are some of the attractions and features- of the Masonic
fair of 1907. The museum, with an ice cream parlor at-

tachment, is to be conducted by Mount Vernon Chapter.

The moving picture show is to be provided by B. B.

French Lodge, and there will be a nightly change of pro-

gramme. The photograph machine, which turns out a

completed photograph in about half a minute, will be at

the booth of Osiris Lodge. The other photographic out-

fit, a regularly equipped gallery, with artists in- attend-

ance, has been arranged for by Columbia Commandery.

* * *

From Springfield, Mass., we hear the Nelson theater

is open as a competitor of the Nicolet, and will serve the

public in that capacity for an indefinite season. The
house will remain under the direction of the Shuberts, •

and George H. Miller will remain as resident manager.

The programme will consist entirely of moving pictures

and illustrated songs. A continuous show will be given

every afternoon from 1.30 to 5.30 o'clock, and each even-

ing from 7.30 to 10.30 o'clock. In reality it will be a

series of hourly shows repeated. This form of entertain-

ment has been tried in many other cities, at times in first-

class theaters, with marked success. Admission to or-

chestra and balcony seats will be 10 cents, to the gallery

5 cents. An entire change of show will be made every

Monday and Thursday. The pictures used are from the

latest films by the Edison Company, Pathe and Melies

companies of Paris, and the Chicago Polyscope Company.

The films will include all the comic pictures made, his-

torical subjects, travel views and special subjects of every

description.

* * * .

Here's another: The success of the moving-picture

entertainments in Bridgeton, N. J., have been remarkable,

and Manager Moore of the Criterion has determined to

make such entertainments a feature of the house. He
has purchased a new Powers machine, which is one of

the best made, and will have it installed in the theater

permanently. He has arranged to secure feature films

for all occasions when he presents entertainments and will

have many delightful programmes before the. season is

over. Harry Cowan, the stage manager, is a most suc-

cessful operator, having had charge of the pictures at

the Park last season. He will have the operation of Mr.

Moore's machine.
* * *

It has come to our knowledge that J. William Neff,

Alderman and Police Justice of Pittsburg, is endeavoring

to interest local capital in the construction of a Luna

Park, patterned after the Luna Park of Coney Island

fame, at Cambridge Springs. When seen by a reporter

Mr. Neff said that he had received no little encourage-

ment and that he believed he would be successful in put-

ting through his project. »

"I am now engaged in an attempt to interest some Ene
capital," he said. "It is my plan to form a stock organ-

ization and capitalize the company for $75,000 to

$roo,ooo. It is my plan to build a Luna Park patterned

after the Luna Park of Coney Island, but of course on a

-smaller scale. I have approached railroad officials and

find that they will grant very low week-end excursion

rates to Cambridge and return from Pittsburg." -

* * *

From a modest beginning six or seven years ago the

moving pictures of the Passion, which become more and
more popular every Lent, have risen to the distinction of

being the most expensive productions in the whole mov-
ing-picture world.

"No American firm that I know of now attempts to

create a Passion play for the kinetescope," said the man-
ager of one of the large amusement companies in New
York. "The expense is too great, considering ths short

season when they are in demand.
"There are two spectacles of the kind going the round

of churches and religious societies this Lent. One is from
England and the other from France. The English Pas-

sion Play, photographed at Oberammergau, with the

original actors, who are specially trained, cost between

$30,000 and $40,000 in the making, and the French one,

faked-up copy, is nothing like the original, which is

shorter, a little less."
* * * "

- From Texas there comes a whisper that President

Pritchard, of the North Fort Worth Commercial Club,

wants a moving-picture show. For that purpose he

visited Fort Worth Saturday night to present the claims

of his town to some of the many like attractions in Fort

Worth.
"The moving-picture show is all the go now," said Mr.

Pritchard, "and we want one in North Fort Worth, so we
can keep our folks from running over to the city every

Slot machines have got to stop doing business in

Wayne County ; they have got to stop now, and they have

got to stay stopped as long as George F. Robison is prose-

cuting attorney of Wayne County and the law remains

on the statute books forbidding them. The edict has

gone forth from the prosecuting attorney's office, over

the official signature of the prosecutor, and it means just

what it says—business.
[We trust there will be some discrimination used.

There are machines, and machines; and while we favor

doing away with gambling and such devices, we think

the legitimate ones should be allowed to stay. A friend

of ours likes the gambling ones, for the reason that he
' wins out every time. He has learned the knack, by keen

observation, and usually leaves the machine with at least

two dollars to the good in his pocket, and very kindly,

offers to tell our readers how the trick is done.

—

Ed.]

* * *

Attractive Show Company, New York (moving pic-

tures) ; capital, $600. Directors—Morris Weisman, 51

East 109th street ; David Weisman, and Henry Smith,

New York. ''
'

.

Campbell Estate, Inc., New York; capital, $3,000.

Directors—Sigmund Solomon, 128 Broadway; A. L.

Taylor, P. J. Whittaker, New York.

* » *

The extra attraction to the World in Max at the Eden
Musee, New York^ is J. Warren Keane, assisted by Miss

Estefte d'Arville, in his magical act. He will introduce

his latest mystery, "Askme," of the dial of eternity, as

well as a dever illusion, "Zenah," the girl from nowhere.

New cinematograph pictures and a special programme

bylKart Kapossy's Hungarian Gypsy Band are given

every afternoon and evening.
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Editor, The Moving Picture World, •

361 Broadway, New York City.

Dear Sir:—Our attention has been called to an adver-

tisement of the Edison Manufacturing Company relating

to the recent decision of the United States Court of

Appeals in the suit of the Edison Company against the

American Mutoscope & Biograph Company. We note

that the phraseology of the advertisement indicates that

this company is' dependent upon the Warwick camera or

some similar camera for its business. While disliking

newspaper controversy, we deem it'only just to ourselves

and the public to emphasize what we have already stated

:

that the business of our company is in no way dependent

upon the Warwick camera or similar cameras, either for

our film or mutoscope service, and is in no way affected

by this decision. The validity of our patents has been

established and our business will continue to be con-

ducted without in any way infringing the rights of the

Edison Manufacturing Company or-others.

Very truly yours,

AMERICAN MUTO. & BIO. CO.,

Geo. E. Van Guysling,
V. P. & G. M.

<f _THE RHEOSTAT.
Editor, The Moving Picture World,

Dear Sir :

—

What relation has the rheostat to the brilliancy or the

dimness of light upon the curtain?

Operators inexperienced do not understand why they
get so dim a light, why the prismatic colors show upon
the curtain.

If the light is dim an operator begins to cut out re-

sistance, as the coils are cut out the resistance throws
out heat and the coils get cherry red. To that point he
may get a little better light but can go no further. Let
him stop and cut in resistance until his coils are

black and he will see the same intensity of light upon
the 'screen and at the same time protect his resistance.

To get a light without over-heating a resistance, equal

almost to a direct current is one of the objects of "The
School of Operating," it is very necessary that an oper-

ator be. skilled in knowledge of multiple of ampherage
without which he falls down in giving a fine result. A
fact not understood by many who purchase an outfit is

that most resistances are tuned to a direct current with

a capacity of 25 ampheres. This will give a good picture

under direct current conditions of no voltage but it will

miserably foil when an alternating current is to be used.

This places an uninformed operator at a disadvantage.

He does not know how it is his light is so poor. The man-
agement of opera house and entertainments are dissatis-

fied. They blame the machine, they curse the operator;

the trouble is lack of knowledge which "the School will

correct" The moral is, know your book, then refuse to

be imposed upon by anyone selling a machine to you
squipped with rheostats with a capacity of 15 ampheres,

when you require 35 for a decent result.

A 15 amphere rheostat is built for stereopticon work,
it is useless for moving picture work. Enter a school

of instruction which will be a guarantee that you are ef-

ficient, thoroughly qualified to get results; then you can
get your price for your knowledge.
A first-class operator demands $5.00 per day and

gets it.

When the league is formed no $2.00 a day men will

be found to impoverish themselves and cheapen skilled

labor.

The position of operator is professional, it requires

skill, judgment, ability. He must be alert, he is entitled

to rank with skilled mechanics. It is his privilege to

know his true value and realize upon it. Then let oper-

ators register at The Moving Picture World office and
get in line to perfect an organization that will mean
everything to the expert operator. "G"

LOCAL NO. 546.

(Electro Calcium Projecting Machine Operators)

I. B. E. W.
Meets every Tuesday, n a. m., 8 Union Square.

At last meeting, held March 19th, there were elected

24 new members, making a total of 50, to which may be

added at least another 50 at their next meeting. This is

good showing for three weeks' work. The objects of

the Union are those advocated by all who know the busi-

ness, viz.: A competent set of men able to work a ma-
chine, pass an examination, and be of the legal age of 21.

The Secretary is John Doorman, 142 East Fourteenth

street, New York, who will supply all necessary informa-

tion.

lias.
v Latest Illustrated Colored Song Slides for 1907-1908

\ Conceded by the press, singers, managers and the
\ public to be the mo3t artistic, best colored, most original

•and finely posed slides on the market to-day. Each
and every scene taken from actual life and painted by
the best and highest priced artists in America. _'__,.

The Best Thing In life - - - 821.00
And a Little Child Shall Lead Them - 10.50
Without a Wedding Sing -

' - - 10.60
Dreaming Love of You ... 9.50
Somewhere 11.C0
Belle of the Ball .... ©.50
Would You\Care - • - - 10.50
My Away Birdie to Heaven - - e.00
I'm Trying So. Hard to Forget You - - 10.50
Why Don't They Play With Me - 9.60
Sister 10,00
Farewell, Sweetheart May ... 11.00
Sown In the Vale of Shenandoah - - 10.50
I
r
Always In ths Way ... 9:00
Hello, Central, Give Me Heaven • - 9.G0
You Never Spoke to Me Like That Before 10.00
I've a Longing In My Heart Tor Yon, Louisa 9.50

M*yl

8*t5' a The above slides are sold to the Profession at Fiven»lfi" Dollars <$5.co) per set. No free slides and no slides
seat C O. D. under any circumstances; cash must accompany all
orders. If cot entirely satisfactory, money will be refunded in
each instance. Bach set of slides guaranteed. Complete piano
copy, containing both words and music, furnished free with set
of slides, ©jctra charge forTitle Slides with Singer's photograph
Each and every slide is copyrighted and fully protected. Any
infrinseaneat upon same will be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law,

I've Sot My Fingers Creased, You Can't Touch Me 10.50
I'm Wearing Mf Heart Away for You' - 10.50

NBW.YORK: 33 W. 31*t 54. CHICAGO: S3 Grand Optra House BIdg

MHWHMli*MttiME

*",
v.
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REB31
SONG SLIDES FOB

SCOTT & VAN ALTEMA'S
FAMOUS SLIDES

$ 1 .00 per week per set Send for list and circular

We make and color slides from negatives
or from prints in strictly hij h

class style

SCOTT & VAM
69 Pearl Street, Hew York City

•DO IT NOW-
Enclose a Two Dollar Ball, Check, Post-

Office or Express Mosey Order in an
envelope and send to

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
P. O. BOX, 450 NEW YORK

for a year's subscription :: :: ::

film:
and MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

The best and only reliable are for sale

here

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR

Power's Cameras?
WITH ORIGINAL FIREPROOF MAGAZINES

AND

Edison's Kinefoscopes

We are the largest dealers in Philadelphia

in Machines, Films and General Supplies

Lewis
336 Spruce St.

i& a tSwaa
?? Philadelphia, Pa*

BeJUrucja;

Operators9

I. OPERATOR, 40 years of age, married; expert in all

branches; salary, $25.00. Prefers New York. Has machine and
pianist extra by arrangement

z, MANAGER desires position; $35.00 weekly salary ^mar-
ried; 40; New York. «.

3. OPERATOR, capable, efficient; 5 years' experience with
Nickelodeons; 28 years; salary, $25.00 to $30.00.

Operators in any locality may register without charge

of any kindV .

In your application be sure to fill out the "locality"

blank.

• Fill out blank and send to The Moving Picture

World. '
•

, - . .
..." *.»... -.'».-

•-' " •' -

i\ cUIjC •«• ••••••*•«••••«••• •.• ••*»••• • • •*•••••••••• *~

* ,1 - - '

.......... • ••••••««•••••••••••••••• ••••>

• •••••*••••••*•*• •*•••••• * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1

Age. Married xtr single. . ..-. ........... .-. . ... . .

,

salary per wgck .«..«*....*«..«.'.«......«...«..»..^.

Desires position as. ........ .......................

.

/\iso proncienr, in •••»••««•••..... ... ...............

,

.•••....•••••••«•««••••••••••••••••••••»••••••.

Employed last by , .

.

......... ...... ...........

. . . •• • 11 Oa ••••••••• • _• •••••••••

Previously employed by.

.

. • • . . •> > -• • • • • •• • •

x*rom •••••••••••«

••••••••••••••a*********

>«•••••••••• « • • • ••• ••••••••<

To.. ..........
. • . •-• • !•••*• • «•«••••<

Other experiences and references, with machine accus-

tomed to . ••••••••••••»••••*•« • • • •••»•*•.••••-*••••

....... ................ •••••••••••

• . . . ...........

.............

>••••••••••••••••••*••

• •• ••*••••••••• •••»•*•••

•••••*•••••What locality do you prefer working in?.*,

.............................

.
....... ......

It is hereby understood that I will at once notify the

Editor on acceptance of a position, whether obtained

through The Moving Picture World or not.
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THE. BUYERS' GUIDE.
Films* Inter Ocean Film Exchange, 99 Madison German-American Cine, and Film Co., 109

«»««T.»«™,Me ~. st» Ckicaso- E. 12th st, New York.
manotactukeks. Kmetograph Company, 41 East Twenty- Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st, Philadel-

Amencan Biograph Co., u E. 14th st, first street, New York. phia
New York. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st, Chicago. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st, Chicago.

American Vitagrapn Co., no Nassau st, Laemmle Film Service, 167 Dearborn St., Kleine Optical Co.. 129 W. 32d st. NewNew York.: Chicago, I1L York.
Edison Mfg. Co., 31 Union sq., New York. F. Meyers, 123 W. 27th st, New York. S. Lubin, 21 S. 8th st, Philadelphia, Pa.
S. Lubin, 21 S. 8th st, Philadelphia, Pa. L. Manasee & Co, 88 Madison st, Chicago. Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph
Miles Bros., 10 E. 14th st. New York. Miles Bros, 10 East Fourteenth street New st., Chicago.
Miles Bros., 116 Turk st, San Francisco, York. Wm. Paley, 40 W. 28th st., New York.
„ ,9^

,
_ "

, ^. Miles Bros., 116 Turk street San Francisco, N. Power, 117 Nassau st, New York.
Sehg Polyscope Co., 41 Peck court. Cm- CaL Pittsburg Calcium Light Co., 515 First ave.,

cago. National Film Renting Bureau, 62 N. Clark Pittsburg, Pa.
• fWATrgg, „ st, Chicago. - _/. H. E. Roys, 1368 Broadway, New York

Acme Exchange, 133 Third ave., New York.
N
°ffi£?lffir"f

P,Cture
-

Io6s Broadway. Sel
j|
J^W Co

> 4* Peck court, Chi-

^Chk^nL & 8? K Washmgt°n st' Wm Paley, 40 W. 28th st. New York. L. M^Swaab &. Co., 338 Spruce st, Phila-

R„^f^H*^ r/,™,^ ,„»,„ D. W. Robertson, 407 Park Row Bldg., Chicago.

doTl S? Ch?™ ^ y'

c New York- 20th Century Optiscope Co., 2 W. 14th st,

w ^^^itiTSfll,.**. A™ tw, Southern Film Exchange, 146 W. 5th st, New York.

vS'Ste^^ *
7 3 ' „ Cincinnati, Ohio. / * Williams, Browne & Earle, 918 Chestnut

Chl^P^jecting Co.. 225 Dearborn st, **%* Spoor & Co
'
& N

'^ st- Chl- st- PW^elphia, Pa.

O. T*Sford Film Exchange, Fourteenth ^gi**" ****** "* F™™D
Mil T/v^icf rtr«h <?* T«,«c ... St. VJllCagO. FOR ILLUSTRATED SONGS.

HgI
Ea>bia 247 Fifth

Wl^Jwanson & Co.. 79 S. Clark st, Boswell Mfg. Co.. 122 Randolph st. Chi-

Ed^'Mg^Cof^Wabash ave., Chi- **g&™* <*• Masonic Temple, Chi- Chic£ Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st,

Enterprise Optical Co, 154 Lake st, Chi- *%££$£* ^^^^ * Dearborn st" CMggTnmspwency Co., 69 Dearborn st,

Erke^Bros, 608 Olive st, St Louis. j

U' A**™ Exchange
' 59 Dearborn st., Elite' Lantern Slide, 207 VV. 34th st, New

German-American Cine, and Film Co., 109 • ««. mm „ York.

E. iidi st. New York. SS©ffe©ptic©a&s. Eugene Chne & Co., 59 Dearborn st, Chi-

Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st, Philadel- Chas. Beseler Co., 251 Centre st, New • «* . ,' _ _,
?hia, Pa. York. Kleme Optical Co, 52 State st, Chicago;
* Hull & Co., 209 East Fifty-seventh Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- 127-129 W. 32d st. New York,

street Chicago. pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph
Kinetograph Co., 41 E. 21st st. New York. Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, st, Chicago.

Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st, Chicago. .
Chicago. D. W. Robertson, 407 Park Row Bldg.,

Kleins Optical Co, 127 W. 32d st, New Erker Bros. Optical Co, 60S Olive st, St • New York
York. Louis, Mo. Scott & Van Altena, 59 Pearl street New

G. Melies, 204 E. 38th st, New York. - Walter L. Isaacs, 81 Nassau st, New York. York.

Pathe Cinematograph Co, 42 E. 23d st, Kleine Optical Co, 127 W. 32d st, New Sehg Polyscope Co, 43 Peck court, Chi-

New York. York. cago.

People's Vaudeville Company, 1123 Third S. Lubin, 21 S. 8th st, Philadelphia, Pa. Alfred Simpson, 257 W. mth st, New
avenue, New York. L. Manassee, Tribune Building, Chicago. York.

D. W. Robertson, 407 Park Row Bldg, McAllister. 49 Nassau st, New York Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin

New York. Mcintosh Stereopticon Co, 37 Randolph st, Chicago.

Southern Film Exchange, 146 W. 5th ast, st, Chicago. DeWitt C. Wheeler, 1215 Broadway, New
Cincinnati, Ohio. Pioneer Stereopticon Company, 237 East York. -

—

L. M. Swaab'fc Co, 338 Spruce st, Phila- Forty-first street, New York. _,
delphia. Riley Optical Lantern Co, 23 E. 14th st, Calcium and Electric Light.

Williams, Brown & Earle, 918 Chestnut st, New York. ox-hydrogen gas manufacturers.
Philadelphia, Pa. Stereopticon Film Exchange. 100 Franklin _ . . -- i . .- „ , . .,_ -

st, Chicago. Brooklyn Calaum Light Co, 112 Front st.,

American Film Exchange, 60s Wabash if^*§"M*
Picture Macfois&es. fcfcjg?^ Stereopticon Co, 720 Hcnne-

Bldg, Pittsburg, Pa. AND supplies.
^

pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn.
P. Bacigahtpi, 1107 Fillimore st, San Fran- Acme Exchange, 133 Third ave.. New Carrick Electric Mfg. Co, 218 N. Ashland

cisco, Cal. York. ave, Chicago, 111.

Boston Film Exchange, 564 Washington st, Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, Cincinnati Calcium Light Co, 108 Fourth
Boston, Mass. • Chicago. st, Cincinnati.

Calcium and Stereopticon Co, 720 Henne- Calcium and Stereopticon Co, 720 Henne- Coleman & Newton, 237 E. 41st st. New
pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. . York.

Central Supply Co, 114 N. Edwards st, Central Supply Co, 114 N. Edwards st, Erker Bros. Optical Co, 608 Olive st, St
Kalamazoo, Mich. Kalamazoo, Mich. Louis. Mo.

Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, Ch.c Dressier & Co, 143 E. 23d st, New Globe Electric Co, 419 W. 42d st, New
- Chicago. York. York.
Detroit F»lm Exchange, Telegraph Build- Eug. Cline & Co, 59 Dearborn st, Chi- Indianapolis Calcium Light Co, 116 South

ing, Detrei*. Mich. cago. Capital ave, Indianapolis.
Eug. Cline' & Co.,.59 Dearborn st, Chicago. Edison Mfg. Co., 31 Union sq. New York. New York Calcium Light Co, 4io Bleecker
Globe Film Service, 55 Dearborn st, Chi- Edison Mfg Co, 304 Wabash ave, Chi- st, New York

cago. ' - cago. New York Calcium Light Co, 309 S. 51st
W. E7 Greene, 228 Tremont ttreet Boston, Enterprise Optical Co, 154 Lake st, Chi- st, Philadelphia, Pa. .

Mass.
'

cago. Philadelphia Calcium Light Co, 621 Com-
Hetz, 302 E. 23d st, New York. Erker Bros., 608 Olive st, St Louis. merce st, Phiadelphia, Pa.

'
"•

''••
''

* '".-:''
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New • Patemisi

HENRY S. ISAACS AND LEO ISAACS.

MoviKC-PicrtntE Apparatus.

This invention relates to motion-picture

machines, and more particularly to- means

for winding and unwinding the film strip

employed in apparatus of this character.

Heretofore in all of the various types of

so-called "motion-picture" apparatus the

pictures are contained on a continuous strip

of film and said strip is wound upon a

spool or reel mounted upon a suitable shaft,

the outer end of the strip being passed into

the machine and fed into proper position

to be acted upon by the stereopticon, which

forms an essential feature of these ma-

chines. As the strip passes from the stere-

opticon it is wound upon a spool or reel,

the result being that after the film strip

has been entirely wound upon the receiving-

reel the end of the strip which was the

outer end of the roll before the winding

commenced is on the inside of the coil or

roll of film, and before the picture can be

produced again the entire strip must be un-

vmnd from the receiving-reel and wound
i.k upon the feed-reel in order to present

the first picture in position to be again fed

into the stereopticon.

The primary object of the present inven-

tion is to avoid the great loss of time and

labor incident to this unwinding of the

wound roll of film, and this we accomplish

by providing mechanism whereby the coil

or roll may be unwound from its inner end

or innermost convolution instead of from
its outer end or outer convolution. Then
after the roll is coiled upon a receiving-

reel the coil is slipped off of said reel and
placed upon a feed-disk and again fed to

the machine, uncoiling as before from its

innermost convolution. Thus the usual un-
winding of the coil or roll before it can be

again used is obviated.
The invention consists, broadly, in a film-

feeding mechanism for motion-picture ma-

chines comprising a revoluble support fora
coil or roll of film, means whereby - said

coil is unwound from its center or inner

convolution, and a receiving-reel.

The invention consists, further, in a feed

device for motion-picture machines com-
prising a revoluble feed-disk to support a

coil or roll of films, means whereby said

coil or roll may be unwound from its center

or inner convolution, and a receiving-reel

from which the wound strip or coil is

adapted to be removed. s

The invention also includes certain novel

features of construction, which will be fully

described hereinafter in connection with the
'

accompanying drawings, which form a part

of this specification, and defined in the ap-

pended claims.

In the drawings, Fig. i is a front eleva-

tion of an apparatus embodying the inven-

tion, the stereopticon being conventionally
represented, as it forms no part of the pres-

ent invention. Fig. 2 represents an end
elevation of the device, the strip of film

being in section, as indicated by the line

x x of Fig. I. Fig. 3. is a longitudinal sec-

tion of the receiving-reel on the line y y
of Fig. x. Fig. 4 is a section on the line

w w of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a top plan view of

the feed-disk, and Fig. 6 is a transverse

sectional view of a modification.

The invention is susceptible of embodi-
ment in a variety of forms and construc-

tions of apparatus, and the drawings illus-

trate a simple arrangement of parts capa-

ble of carrying out the invention.

The reference-numeral 1 designates a box
or casing supported by legs 2 and having
one of its sides hinged at its lower edge to

the bottom of the box to provide a door 3.

formed with a central vertical slot 4 and
provided with a catch or fastening 5 of any
suitable construction. One end wall of the

box or casing is formed with a horizontal

slot 6.
•

Below the casing 1 is arranged a block 7..

serving as a support for a feed-dish 8, the
latter having a centrally-depending stud 9

. fitting a bearing 10, formed in the block

Below the disk 8 and concentric therewith

is a belt-pulley 11, fixed to the disk to re-

volve the same. Rising from the base-block

7 is a bail 12, spanning the disk 8 and serv-

ing as a guide for the film strip, a roller 13

being mounted upon said bail, over which
the strip passes, as will be more fully ex-

plained hereinafter.

The numeral 14 .designates a shaft sup-

ported in bearings in the sides of the casing

the lower end of the slot 4 serving as one
of said bearings. Upon this shaft within

the casing is mounted a reel IS, upon which
the film strip is wound, and said shaft is

extended beyond one side of the casing,

where it is supported by a bracket-bearing

16. Upon the extended end of the shaft 14

is mounted a belt-pulley 17, said pulley

corresponding in diameter to that of the

pulley 11 belbw the disk. Mounted in

bracket-bearings 18, projecting from the

block 7, are two guide-pulleys 10. under
which the driving-belt 20 passes. This belt

passes around the pulleys' 1 1 and 17, and
the revolution of the shaft 14 thus revolves

the disk 8 as well as the reel is and at the

same rate of speed. Adjacent to the casing
-1 is a suitable stereopticon, through which
the film strip extends, passing over guide-
pulleys 21 and 22. This strip also passes
between a pair of . guide-rollers^ 23, sup-
ported in horizontal position outside of the

end slot 6 of the casing by bracket-bearings

24-

The end of the shaft 14 opposite to that

which carries the pulley 17 is squared to

receive a removable crank-handle 25.

Projecting from the upper face of the

disk 8 are a number Of puis 26, adapted to

support the coil or roll of film 27 in position

on the disk.

The operation of the mechanism con-

structed and arranged as thus described is

as follows : The roll or coil 27 is placed

upon the disk 8 and supported thereon by

the pins 26. The inner end of the strip is

then passed over the guide-roller 13, under
the pulley 21, over the pulley 22, and be-

tween the guide-rollers 23 to the reel 15,

around which it is wound. Thus the film

strip is brought into proper position Vfithin

the stereopticon, and as the shaft 14-is

revolved by the crank 25 the strip is grad-

ually uncoiled from the center, as illustrated

in Figs. i r .2, and 5» and wound upon the

reel 15. After the strip has been all wound
upon the reel the crank 25 is removed from
the shaft 14 and the door 3 of the casing

is opened to permit of the coiled strip be-

ing slipped off of the reel and returned to

its position upon the feed-disk 8. To ac-

complish this removal of the coil or roll

of film from the receiving-reel IS, we pref-

erably secure the reel upon the shaft 14 by

means of a removable key 28, and by- re-

moving said key the reel may be readily

slipped from the shaft and then withdrawn
from the center of the coil and replaced

upon the shaft -

In Fig. 6 we have shown a modified con-

struction of receiving-reel, which is similar

to that shown rin Fig. 4, except that an

additional element is employed, consisting

of a longitudinally-split sleeve 29, fitting

upon the reel. The film strip is I wound
upon this sleeve, and when the wound coil

is to be removed the sleeve (which is pref-

erably of thin sheet metal) is slightly com-
pressed to permit it to be readily drawn
out of the center of the coil. This com-
pressible sleeve or other like means may
be employed to facilitate the removal of

the coil without removing the shaft 14.

which latter is retained in position by pins

30, extending through the shaft on oppo-
site sides of the adjacent side wall of the

casing, or other suitable retaining devices.

It is obvious that our improvement en-

tirely avoids the usual" rewinding pf the

strip, thus effecting a material saving of

time and rendering the operation of motion-
picture machines practically continuous

with tbe use of a single strip of film.

It will be understood that the invention

is not restricted to either the construction

or precise relative arrangement of parts

shown in the drawings, but includes all such

modifications and variations in the details

as may be resorted to without departing

from the spirit of the invention as defined

in the claims.

DeWitt C. Wheeler, Inc.

1218 BROADWAY :: :: NEW YORK
'Daly's Theatre Building

Slides for Illustrated Scrags

Tfca BEST Soflga—lltastnted by. tbs
BEST Stoics—at t»» BEST Prises

I manufacture- \o order'-.only and do not deal

Hi slides of other makes

DO NO¥ RENT SLIDES1

'''"
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A Trip Through the

MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS.—A cir-

cular panorama of Mammoth Hot Springs
from the center of the Basin, commencing
with a distant view of Gardiner Canon, the
Northern entrance to Yellowstone Park;
the various Government Buildings and
U. S. Cavalry Post; headquarters of the
Park Superintendent; Capitol Hill and Old
Fort Yellowstone; Jupiter Terrace, the

first great wonder of the Park; Liberty

Gap; Devil's Thumb; the various other
curio' shops and cottages, and an excellent

view of the Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel.

NEW CRATER ji GEYSER. — Some
twenty miles from Mammoth Hot Springs

in Norris Geyser Basin, we find "New
Crater Geyser, one of the prettiest Geyser
formations in the Park, formerly an ordi-

nary bubbling pool, but in 1801, during a
terrific thermal convulsion, great volumes
of hot water belched forth, since which, it

has settled down to regular eruptions of

about every fifteen minutes. The "play" is

spasmodic and irregular, emitting consid-

erable steam.
FIRE-HOLE RAPIDS.—This is one of

the prettiest cascade formations to be
found in Yellowstone Park. The beauty
of the wild sylvan surroundings only helps

the more to enhance the charm of this

crystal clear river in its roaring, struggling

turmoil over the battlement of rugged
rocks. This is one of the finest water
scenes ever photographed, and the effect of

animation in the Motion Picture is most

P
RIvfRSIDE GEYSER—In Upper Gey-

ser Basin, on the sloping banks of Fire-

Hole River, and quite close to the water's

edge, is located Riverside Geyser, a fine

specimen of Geyser formation that "plays

for about thirty minutes every eight hours,

throwing great volumes of water at a grace-

ful angle out over the Basin. *

CASTLE GEYSER.—The striking re-

semblance this very peculiar formation

bears to an old castle ruin, is no doubt the

origin of the name. Prominently situated

in Upper Geyser Basin, its commanding
presence and great size (being much larg-

er than any other single formation) is an

indication that it is the oldest active Gey-
ser in the Park. The eruptions of hot wa-
ter seem to occur about every thirty hours

or so, and rises, to various heights from
twenty-five to seventy-five feet, accompa-

nied by great noise and exhausts of steam,

and unusual commotions seem to take place

when steam and water are emitted to sev-

eral times the usual height, producing a

grand spectacular effect

OLD FAITHFUL GEYSER.—No one

feature perhaps m all the many wonders
of Yellowstone Park can vie with Old
Faithful" mOier hold upon the sentiment

of the tourist Long before they ever con-

templated the trip, they had already heard

something, read something, or seen some-

thing of this grand old Geyser, with the

pretty name. Many mile3 have already

been traveled, and many strange, curious

things seen and forgotten—there:

is yet one

grand climax in watting-'Old Fsuttjful."

UPPER GEYSER BASIN.—A circular

panorama of the most important Geyser

formation in the Park, for here are located

in this immediate vicinity the "Castle,

"Devil's Well," "Giant," "Grotto," flgfflfc
side? "Turban," "Grand," "Saw-Mai"

"Surprise," "Lion," "Lioness" and the two
"Cubs," "Beehive," "Chinaman," and the

famous "Old Faithful," ending with a view
of the -new magnificent Hotel, the finest of

the kind in the world, "Old Faithful Inn."

BRINK OF UPPER FALLS.—From a
commanding position on a jutting rock, and
quite close to the brink where the rushing,

foaming waters break over the cliff and
fall to the depth of one hundred and forty

feet, this excellent picture of "Running Wa-
ters" was made, of what is known as Up-
ner Falls on the beautiful Yellowstone

River.

All readers having films, slides, cameras or other
apparatus, wisliinfj to eror&anjje for others of equal

value or the balance paid in cash can advertise their

wants, and to safeguard each party from loss a de-
posit of fall valne of articles can be placed in the

handa of the editor until he learns that both parties

arc satisfied, when cash will be sent on ; in case of

dissatisfaction, on return of goods, money will be
refunded. t\

TO DEAI^RS, ONX.Y

CBAS. B. HARRIS'
NSW BOOKS

"Slow to Wrste a
Popular Song"

Gives full information regarding

the same. Covers all details.

g»jHlc©» poatpaidt $1.00

©153AS. IS* E3.AK.S12SS

New York: Chicago:

33 W. 31st St. 33 Grand Opera House Bldg.

Mention Moving Picture World

Objectives, &cog <&ce

KAVN CSS. CO.
194 Broadway, - Hew YorSJ

Moving Picture

Entertainments
D.W. Robsrtsoo

The Pioneer in

this field of work

12 SUCCESSFUL

D. W. ROBERTSON

Phone, 3681 Cortland

407 Paik Rob Baildfag

, AND

13 Fait Res

NEW YORK CITY

WE RENT
WE SELL FILMS
WE SELL MACHINES
WE GIVE EXHIBITIONS

CALL, WRITE OR PHONE

SIMPSON'S
Celebrated
Song Slides

SEND POR (DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

ALFRED SIMPSON
257 West laith Streoi

KinetoscopeSyCaineragrapbsSlStereopticons

Co

Films of all MaRes— Rves»ythis»s$ in Supplies

B%£ I CIMR 127 and 129 WEST 32d 5TREET,
• IV ILrf bO> BH Er fl E W Y OR K

Tel. 4346—QSth

PIONEER STEBEOPTIGAN GO.
237 E. 41st Street, NEW YORK CITY.

(Entire Building, Four Stories and Basement.)

Our machines are made to the requirements
of the Underwriters and Buildings Board.

Coas&plete Machines with
Rheostat frost @SO.OO Up.

AUTOMATIC EFFECTS for Scenic Railways, Theatre and Secret Society
Work,' Moving Clouds, Ripples, Waves, Snow, Rain, Lightning, Fire, Birds,
Butterflies. Flowers. Fish, Waterfall, Volcanic Eruptions, Etc.

STAGE LIGHTING CONTRACTORS to all parts of the world The largest
stage in the world, 400 feet opening is operated by us.

r.-. ' -
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PHOTOGRAPHER
Tho ©saBs!' Scac3«sf»©s»«3es3ii WeeRIy Jouvraal p«sEaHi38»©«2 in ftH© interests of Manufacturer!

oad Operators ©fi" Animated Photographs end Caaemato^raph Projection,
IU«&str&te<& Son^s. Lantern Lectures and Lantern Slide Matters

:

PVB1*ISSSI£D BT
TBE."WOBLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, 361 BROADWAY, NEW Y01K

Vol. S.,-B?s>; 4. MsarcSa SO, S^O? Price* IO Cents

NOTICE.—If you wish to get your copies
r«>gullflMrita% leave an order with your Mews
Agent, or ©end us your subscription. v

THE AMERICAN HEWS CO., Trade Agents.

Chase BC. Harris'
latest Illustrated Colored Song Slides for 1907-1903

Conceded by the press, singers, managers and the
public to be the most artistic, best colored, most original
and finely posed slides on the market to-day. Kach
and every scene taken from actual life and painted by
the best and highest priced artists in America. „ j "

.
Bc£. Prico

The Best Thine In Life
And a Little Child Shall Lend Them
Without a Wedding King
Dreaming Love of You
Somewhere
Belle of the Ball
Would You Care - -
Fly Away Birdie to Heaven
I'm Trying So Hard to Forget Yon
Why Don't They Hay With Me
Sister - - • •

Farewell, Sweetheart Hay -

Down In the Vale of Shenandoah

$21.00
10.60
10.60
0.60
1100
9.60
10.60
9.00
10.60
9.60
10,00
11.00
10.60

I ve Got Hy Fingers CaroMed, You Can't Touch He 10.60
I'm Wearing 'HjrHeart Away for You .

- 10.60
Always In the Way - - - 9 00
Hello, Central, Give Mo Heaven • - 9.00
You Hover Spoke to Me lake That Before 10.00
I've a Longing In My Heart Par You, Louise 9.60

MfViTlS? • Thc above slides are sold to the Profession at Five
«-- *j> .. .i/ • DoUHQI «;'5.coj per get; No free alklea and no ndM
seatC O. t>. under any circumstances; cash must accompany all
orders. If not entirely satisfactory, money will be refunded in
each instance. Each set of slldesguaranteed. Complete piano
copy, containing both wonte and mnsic, furnished free with set
of slides. Extracharge for Title Slides with Singer'sphotograph
Each awlievery slide is copyrighted and fully protected. Any
infringement upon same Trill be prosecuted to" the fullest
extent of the law,

NBW yp*Ki&W.*i^&t,,: cniCAGO: «3CraodOj?erottotu»Bldg

S : FILMS
and MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

The best and only reliable are for sale

here

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR

tower's C&merag'raph
WITH ORIGINAL FIREPROOF MAGAZINES

AND

'Edison's Einetoscopes

We are the largest dealers in Philadelphia

in Machines, Films and General Supplies

Lew is M • &w a a
336 SprueeSt. i? PSi5Ia«3©SpHia, Pa.
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EDIS
In the suit of Thomas A. Edison against the American Mutdscope

and Biograph Company, the United States Circuit Court of Appeals has

sustained the Edison Patent, and held that all apparatus in which

the film is operated, by a sprocket or similar movement
like that of the WARWICK camera, which was used by the

Biograph Company, ilifrouges the Edison patent. The apparatus used

for making Mutoscope slot machine pictures, which operates on a different

principle, was held not to infringe the patent* l

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

&§^3S^ President.

•'A !' -.'—TT

1 n

JUP JL k J^ cji^, .&1&, J|l H M. 4? ii n.iri* J? JL ^P
ANOTHER LJNK SH OUR CSSAIM OF HITS

9

Funny? Well—"Watc
-

-
:

LEHGT1 751 FS^T.

AHERICAN MUTOSCOPE & BIOGRAPH- COHPANY
11 East l^tU Street, New Yorfe

HU&INS OPTICAL CO., Chicago
Suociaa SelllagJ .AgesaCa

PACIFIC COAST BRANCH,
11© ft. J32>oo<a*y»y, JLoo A.a£jol«a. Cal.

*•
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Published Every Saturday.

&<3&to<3 fcy AltvaA JS. Soaadoro.
The World Photographic FoMishiag Coapauy,

361 Crcafiway, B«w York.

.1., MARCH 30th. No. 4.

DESCRIPTION PRICE : Two dollars a year in advance.

;e free to all subscribers in the United States, Canada, Mexico,

rah. Porto Rico and the PhiUipine Islands.

OREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: Three dollars per year, in

ince, postpaid.

PREVENT loss or delay of mail, all communications should

ddressed to P. O. Box 450. New York City.

ADVERTISING RATES:
t

. Whole Page . . . . * • ' $50.00

J

Half Page ..." ...- .. i - • • 2S-00

Quarter Page ..... . • 12.50

Single Column (next reading matter) . . 20.00

One-Eighth Page . . . . '. 6.25

One-Sixteenth Page .... . . ,3.25

One-Thirty-second Page . . • • 2.00

1SCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS will be accepted

following rates: SALE OR Exchange, Private, per line

; minimum, 50c. per issue. Dealers or Manufacturers, 15c. per

; minimum. $1.00 per issue. HELP WANTED: 10c a line;

aura, 25c. EMPLOYMENT WANTED : (Operators only) No

ADVERTISERS : The MOVBNG PICTURE WORLD goes

Friday morning of each week. No advertisements can be

and no changes can be made in standing ads unless the

reaches us by noon Thursday.

_i remit by express money order, check, P. O. order or-eg.

I letter. AH cash enclosed with letter is at the risk of sendtr.

EUROPEAN AGENTS:

INTERNATIONAL NEWS COMPANY
Chantry

:

'tsfc& London. £• 6i.

PttbUeHero* Note.
o •

The Moving Picture World and View Photog-
rapher is an independent weekly paper published by the

World Photographic Publishing Company, of New York
City, under the editorship of A. H. Saunders and dedi-

cated to all interested in animated photography and its

projection, lanternists and slide makers, vocalists and
song slides, lecturers and travel stories. The amateur

and professional alike will find a fund of useful informa-

tion in its pages. It is the intention of the publishers to

give all the latest information procurable, here and

abroad. A special feature will be the monthly English

and French letters, showing what progress is being made
in animatography. No item of interest to the profession

at large will be excluded from its pages, which will be

open to all alike who have any information or news to

communicate. It will be their aim to make it your guide,

philosopher, and friend when you are in doubt, or when
you wish to buy a lantern, projection machine, or any of

the numerous accessories appertaining thereto.

Correspondence.—All letters for information must be

accompanied with the writer's name and address, not nec-

essarily for publication, and will be answered in columns

devoted to that purpose.

The editor's practical experience of twenty years is at

all times available for the use of its readers.

As an advertising medium it is unique. It will bring

in direct contact vendors and users of cinematograph and
lantern apparatus and supplies.

Price, Two Dollars per annum, post free in the United

States, Canada, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico, and the

Philippine Islands.

Foreign subscriptions, Three Dollars (12s. 6d.) per

annum.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.

Enclosed please find $ ., for which send me

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD,

for twelve months, post free, commencing

XVG77»c ••»•••••••••«•«••••••••• • "• • • • • •

Address .... = .

'•* '.'*''.

L/QtC m ••*•••*•*••••••••« XyO» • •

MATE Any one sending us a new yearly subscription'^ 1C
within the next ten days, and who returns this

coupon, will' receive by mail a spring-actuated, double-bladed

pocket knife of the finest tool steel, which cannot be obtained

elsewhere for less than one dollar.

. B i. »

l
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OURSELVES,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

EDITORIAL.

AND THE
CASE.

EDISON-BIOGRAPH

We have been taken severely to task for our remarks

anent this decision. We wish to say in defense that we
made every inquiry we possibly could from legal and lay

friends, and the general opinion was that all film makers

were using the Warwick camera, an English invention

The American Biograph Company being the sole excep-

tion. The decision of the court is that the Warwick
machine is an infringement on the Edison patents. This

decision is final. There is no appeal from it and under

its terms the Edison Company may proceed against all

moving picture makers except The American Biograph

Company and compel them to give an account of business

done by them in which they used the Warwick machine.

The Edison Company may, if it choose, compel all'mov-

ing picture makers using the Warwick machine or a ma-

chine that infringes upon the sprocket device, to cease

making moving pictures.

Moving picture manufacturers of the United States are

fully aware of the meaning of this decision. It is a great

surprise to them ; they did not anticipate such an outcome

of the case. It was the firm belief of all that the Circuit

Court of Appeals would decide the Warwick machine

was not an infringement of the Edison patents, or, that

the Edison patents had no priority over any other moving
picture camera. Many of them have gone to great ex-

pense erecting plants for the manufacture of moving
pictures and a number of firms have been recently formed,

have built factories and purchased machinery in anticipa-

tion of a favorable decision; although several we know
were wise enough to await the decision, and have not lost

much in consequence.

So much for the camera of the Warwick type. We
tried to ascertain what make of camera was used that did

not infringe, and in the course of inquiries were told there

were three or four cameras that could be used and not

infringe upon the patents, but were unable to learn the

makers of them. Our experience points to two others,

vis.: the Gaumont and Lumiere. If there -are others,

will our readers send us particulars thereof? One with

whom we conversed declared he could produce a camera

perfect in all details, that will not infringe or copy any

existing camera. We are convinced of this, that if such

was gotten out his fortune would be made, and urged him
to put his models to work. The position as regards pro-

jecting machines is the same as before. Moving picture

exhibitors have no cause for alarm, they can go on the

even tenor of their way and feel assured that if there is

not a sufficiency of the home product, the English,

French, German and Canadian firms will be able to fully

supply the demand, providing the importing houses will

rise to the occasion,

In answer to op? question, we hsy* '5.:. authority for our;

statement, but feel satisfied that the Edison Compary hi

no desire to hamper or restrict what has become r. vas

industry, and that it will do all that is possible;to ad vane

the interests of all users of films.
'

.

f' ' -.

Mm Dm , J&« Wi
LOCAL NO. 546.

(Electro Calcium Projecting^Machine Opera :obs

Meets every Tuesday, 11 a. m., 8 Union Square.

At the meeting, held March 19th, there were electa

24 new members, making a total of 50, to which may b

added at least another 50 at their next meeting. This

good showing for three weeks' work. "' The objects c

the Union are those advocated by all who know the busi

ness, viz. : A competent set of men able to work a

chine, pass an examination, and be of the legal,age of 2

No. 546, at their meeting, held March 26, 8 Uni

square, had a gathering of members. The chief busin

was the election of some twenty-two members, who pass

the full examination, and several were rejected as t!

did not come up to the required standard, but will ha

another chance as soon as they qualify by experiena

At the next meeting there are over sixty propositus

to be examined, which is Tuesday, April 2, at 9.30 a. e

All experienced operators are invited. After the busine

is transacted, there will be a social time, when F.

McNulty, Grand President of the Brotherhood, is d

pected to address the assembly. A .committee has ba

appointed from the Union to visit the Board of Fc

and Electrical Underwriters to discuss the necessa.^

qualifications they desire in an operator.

For tt&e Santera Operator.

One of the most interesting items of information fc

the traveling lanternist, and which practically every

of the English fraternity carried in his notebook, is 6

following, prepared by J. Hay Taylor, and published

the Optical Lantern Journal. It was also published

pamphlet form arid many hundred copies were sold

Jive cents, showing the estimation of value it held in t

opinions of those entitled to know. By request fi

several readers we herewith reproduce the article,

also in reply to a question for information which is 0:

put to the dealer : "I am. showing in a hall and sixty

from the screen; what lens shall I use to show a 6ft

foot picture?"

When one is called upon to give a lantern ente

ment in a hall or room, the following questions viU

uppermost in the mind of the operator: (1) What size

disc can be obtained with a lens of a certain focus ? I

How far distant from the screen must the lantern

placed in order to get a disc of a certain size vit6

given lens of ascer$ajned focus?/ Doubtless many

.
.-
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nost

i. ms will arise, but these mentioned will be of the

mportance. It is a "rule of thumb" practice for an

jpera or to wheel his apparatus up and down a room in

irder to find the desired position from which to officiate,

ind tie minds of any spectators will not be confirmed in

[he i'iea that the exhibitor thoroughly understands his

iusin -SS. How very much more simple and satisfactory

t is to reason thus before starting for the place of enter-

ainment: A screen of — feet diameter is required, so

jf I bring a lens of — focus the 'lantern must be — feet

rom the screen, the length of the room being, of course,

aken into consideration in order to ascertain that it is

jossible to erect the lantern at the desired distance. This

saving been ascertained beforehand, all that is required

i to take an objective of the desired focus and measure

iff the necessary space between the screen and the place

there the lantern should be set.

Supposing we are called upon to operate the lantern in

hall twenty-five feet in length. We first ascertain the

at of the disc desired, which we will suppose to be. ten

eet With an objective having a focus of six inches,

low far from the screen must the lantern be placed in

rder to produce a ten-foot disc ?

Here is a rule by which it can be ascertained.

Let A = focus of objective.

Let B = diameter of slide. .

Let C= diameter of disc.

Let D = distance between the lantern and screen.

lultiply the diameter of the circle required (C) by the

ocus of the lens (A) and divide by the diameter of the

lide(B).

10X6
= D =..——— = 20 feet.

It is thus seen that in order to produce a ten-foot disc

with a six-inch objective, the lantern must be placed

twenty feet from the screen.

On the other hand, we may possess several lenses of

different foci, and it is necessary that the screen and the

lantern must occupy certain positons which we will sup-

pose to be just twenty feet apart, and that the diameter of

the disc must «be ten feet. How are we to ascertain

whether we must use a lens of 4, 5, 6, 7, or other number
of inches in focus ?

Multiply the distance between the lantern and the

screen (D) by the size of opening of slide (B) and divide

by the size of disc (C )

.

DXB 20X3
= A focus of lens = = 6 inches focus.

C V jo

Again : We have a lens of six-inch focus, and intend

that twenty feet shall intervene between the lantern and
the screen, and wish to know what size of disc can be

produced- In order to calculate this it is necessary that

we multiply the distance between the lantern and the

screen (D) by the size of slide opening (B), and divide

DXB
by the lens used {A), which gives us = C size

disc =
20X3

= 10 feet diameter of disc.

CXA

B

v .

1

s :.-

: :
.

The Ready Reference Table following has been com-
puted by the foregoing rule, and by a glance it will show
the relations between lantern and disc with object glasses

of every focus from four to fifteen inches.

•
:

4 in.Distance

between'

Lantern r
and Screen, ft in.

10 feet 76
11 "

5 in. 6 in.

READY REFERENCE TABLE

FOCUS OF LENS.

8 in. 9 in.

I

7 in. 10 in. 11. in. 12 in. 13 in. 14 in. 15 in.

DIAMETER OF DISC.

12

13

14

20

25

30

35

40

AS

.50

8

9
9
10

II

18

22

26

30

33

3
o

9
6

3
o

9
6

3
o

9
37 6

ft.

6
6

7
7
8

9
12

15

18

21

24

*7
30

in.

6

7
2

IO

s
o
o
6

b
o
6
o
o

ft. in.

SO
5
6
6

7

7
10

12

*5

17
20

22

25

6
a
6
o
6

o
6

o
6
o
6
o

ft

4
4
S

s
6
6
8
10

12

15

17

'9
21

in.

3

9
2

7
b

5

7
9
10

o
2

3
5.

ft

3

4
4
4
5'

5

7

9
11

13

IS

16

18

in.

9
2

6
.11

3
8
6

4

3
j

o
10

9

ft in.

3 4
ft in.

.3 o

3

4

4
4
5
6
8

10

11

13

15

8

o

4
8

o
8

4
b
8

4
o

16 8

3

3.

3

4
4
6

7

9
10

12

13

15

4

7
II

2

6

o
6

o
6

o
6
o

ft

2

3

3

3

3

4
5
6
8

9
10

12

13

in.

9
o

3

7
10

1

6
10

2

6

10

3
8

ft in.

2 6
2

3

3

3

3

5
6

7
8

10

II

12

9
o

3

7

9
o

3
6

9
o

3
6

ft in.

2 4
2 6

ft in.

2 2
ft in.

2 O

2

3

3

3

4
S

9
o

3
6

7

9
6 11

8 1

9 2

10 4
11 6

2

2

2

3

3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10

4

7

9
o

3

3

4

5

6
6
8

9

2

2

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

5

7

9
o
o

o
o

5

8 o

9 o
10 o

EXAMPLES.—An 8-inch focus lens at a distance of 35 feet will give

a disc of 12 feet with a lens of 10-inch focus, the lantern and screen must be

<iisc of 15 feet at a distance of 45 feet requires a lens of 9-inch focus.

a disc of 13 feet 1 inch. To produce

separated.by 40 feet To produce a

'..

•

'. • - .- -
. • -

.
•

.
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Animated Photography: The Prin-
ciples and Advantages of

Duplex Projection.
A Lecture Delivered Before the Royal Photographic

Society of London.

By Robert Thorn Haines.

(Continued from last week)

It would seem impossible, by any known means, to ob-

tain one continuous picture of moving objects, necessitat-

ing one continual exposure, resulting in a blur; but for

practical purposes, all that is necessary is to photograph

the movements by a series of successive exposures, pro-

ducing a series of separate photographs of the successive

phases of the movements, taken at such short intervals

as do not allow the objects during the interval to move
further than the distance between any two points which

would cause them to appear as distinctly visible phases of

the movement, at the range from which the photographs

are taken. It is imperative, in order to attain the same
speed of movement of the objects, that they be exhibited

or shown at the same rate as they were taken.

According to the law of persistence, the longer the

duration of image the longer it continues to remain upon
the retina, and there,can be no doubt about this being due
to the fact that the image takes as long to gradually im-

press itself upon the retina as it takes to fade away. It

will be readily understood, therefore, why it is that the

faster the objects are travelling the greater the number
of impressions which must be taken, not alone to secure

a complete analysis of the movements, but to ensure the

individual pictures of the series being taken at such a

speed as will enable them to be projected within the limit

of persistence, when the same number per second are ex-

hibited as were taken.

If an insufficient number of pictures be taken and pro-

jected in a given time to satisfy these conditions, the

distinct differences between the pictures will be visible

and show a disjointed instead of a smooth continuous

movement. The principal object I aimed at in my ex-

periments was not to provide a means for producing

stereoscopic effect, nor yet to produce the pictures in

natural colors, but to consummate the first essential of

the ideal by devising a means of - reproducing the moving
objects naturally and continuously, without any break,

interval or interruption.

I realized that whatever means I adopted for remedy-

ing the defects, it would be absolutely essential to arrange

the projections so that one picture wo^uld always be sta-

tionary on the screen. But as the pictures must neces-*

sarily be successively changed, it was obvious that if the

film be moved continuously some means should be em-
ployed for rendering it optically stationary. This could

be done by a system of prisms and mirrors or moving
lenses, but none of these methods appealed to us as being

thoroughly practicable, or likely to produce satisfactory

results.

I concluded that the only practicable method was ti

separate the positives in two alternate series^and \ roj«

them separately through two optical systems 'to a .oind

dent position on the screen; but again there ap jean

two Uternative methods of doing this. I first tl on

that it might be possible to print the pictures in -uch

manner that the film could be kept continuously moving,

and have the two projection lenses arranged to movs

also relative to it, so that the centers of the pictures wouli

pass through the centers of the lenses and always rem

optically stationary in alternation and coincide. Thii

method I decided was impracticable, owing to the neo

sarily complicated movements, and to the impossibility ol

moving lenses, which would necessarily be heavy, at

required speed, without introducing such an amount 4

instrumental vibration* as would be detrimental, if nci

fatal, to the result.

The other alternative and only remaining system which

I decided was practicable, was first to
:
take the pictures

from one point of vfew and^by a special printing machine,

separate them in two alternate series so that the suo

sive pictures of each series could be projected alternatel

through two fixed lenses. This system obviously enabli

one picture to remain stationary and projected, while

picture which has just been shown is removed and tk|

next in succession placed in position, and also enables]

the two series of pictures to remain stationary during i

portion of Che period of operation. If the successive

pictures of these two series be correctly superimposed;

by the two projection lenses, and translated so that eacfcj

picture in succession alternately remains stationary whiM

the other is removed, and if for a period the film or fi!m^

containing these two pictures be kept -stationary wl

one is obscured in the same ratio that the other is sho'

the screen will be continuously occupied by a complefe!

picture, and flickering obviously done away with.

For the purposes of my first experiment I had a s

set of machines constructed, consisting of a perforator,

printer, camera and projector. On account of the sic

movement of the mechanism, which enables large filtK]

to be used with as great a facility as those of the ordinal

standard gauge, in the machines I elected to employ tv

positive films, having pictures four times the area of

ordinary standard gauge, printed by the special prints

machine alternately in two successive "odd" and "even'

i series upon them. Each pair of these positives wt

printed from one film containing the full original negatii

series of pictures. The printing machine -brought

positive pictures together without leaving any bl

spaces between them, so that the area of the two posi

films was exactly equal to the area of the negative.

The duplex-projecting system comprised a sprocki

and special reciprocating beater mechanism, fitted

innumerable adjustments required for regulating

adjusting the films, lenses, etc. The pictures on the

separate films were alternately translated past each of

projection lenses of the instrument, which were pk'

horizontally about 7 inches apart, and were projected
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the aid of two lights through the two lenses, which were

adjusted so as to superimpose them correctly. Shutters

were arranged to alternately expose and obscure the

pictures, so that when the "even" picture of one series

was fully exposed, the "odd" picture of the other series

was fully obscured, and when only a portion of one pic-

ture was exposed, the corresponding portion of the other

was obscured and the remainder exposed, so that at all

times there was a full picture on the screen, that is to say,

that the screen was always occupied, either by the pro-

jection of a whole picture from one of the films, or the

fractional parts of two pictures that composed a whole

picture from the two films. In other words, the sum of

the portions of the pictures simultaneously exposed

amounted to but never exceeded a full picture, and

throughout the whole operation there was a continuity

of evenly illuminated picture projected, without any

break, interval, or obscuration whatever.

All these experiments were very interesting and in-

structive, and led to discoveries and the' disclosure of

difficulties which were never contemplated. I found that

when the two lights of low intensity were used, slight

differences between them were very noticeable, but when
lights of high intensity were employed a much greater

difference was not nearly so appreciable.

I found also that lenses which, for ordinary purposes,

were adjudged to be a pair, would not stand the severe

test to which they were subjected in the act of superim-

posing the pictures correctly. Objects in the center and

at the sides coincided exactly, while those between these

ositions were a considerable distance apart. This dis-

placement, I concluded, was due to diffraction arising

[from the slightly varying curvature of the two lenses.

Besides this irregularity the discs of light projected by

pie two lenses slightly varied in tint, owing to refractive

differences in the quality of glass of which the two lenses

were composed. These matters, though apparently

pimple, continued to be a great sourpe of trouble until

ftheir causes were discovered and ultimately removed. A
ppecial pair of lenses subsequently obtained stood the test

o well, that two single positive pictures, printed from
tie negative, correctly superimposed, and shown alter-

nately, exhibited one single picture on the screen so per-

fectly that it was impossible to detect that there were

alternate projections of two pictures, and that one

)icture only was not being shown continuously by a single

ens. I at first experienced very great difficulty in per-

manently adjusting the projector so as to correctly super-

impose the pictures, for however carefully they were

fdjusted and appeared to superimpose when the machine

ras still, a considerable displacement was shown to exist

vhen the machine was operated. I at last discovered

pat the only way was to regulate the adjustment screws

hile the machine was operating, and in that way I suc-

eeded in correctly superimposing them.

The expertnents with these machines clearly proved
e undoubted advantages of the Duplex system, and
owed that there was an entire absence of flickering;

C

but the apparatus failed to satisfy the strict demands of

precision so essential to good results, and for that reason

I discarded it. I found :

—

i. That the two lights were liable to vary in intensity.

2. That the two films, printed separately, were liable

to vary with each other in degree of transparency, and

3. That the mechanism employed was too uncertain

in its action to be relied upon to operate two separate films

with a degree of accuracy necessary to give perfect regis-

tration.

Attention was therefore to be seriously given to these

points before a perfect result could hope to be obtained.

It was clear that, in order to get as good registration

as in the ordinary machines, the projection must not

suffer from imperfect registration through separation of

the pictures, but that when they are separated they must
continue in every respect to maintain their relative posi-

tions in succession throughout the series, that is to say,

that when two successive "odd" and "even" pictures of

the separate series are adjusted to exactly superimpose,

the remaining pictures of the two respective series must
also coincide.

The conditions for success were therefore :

—

1. Continuous even illumination.

2. Perfect registration.

To ensure these conditions, it was decided to construct

a new set of machines to employ the standard gauge film,

corresponding exactly in their mechanical movement and
having

—

1. One light source to ensure even illumination.

2. One film with two series of pictures to obviate vi-

brations in the printing, etc. ; and

3. A mechanism with certain mechanical action for

correct translation of the film.

Since it would never be necessary to use the light in

two places at one time, it was apparent that I could divert

it to illuminate the two series of pictures alternately with-

out any loss or diminution of its intensity. The class of

mechanism I elected to employ in these machines, which

are now in course of construction, is a modification of

that known as "Claw Mechanism." The claws are

-operated by cams driven from one driving mechanism,

and arranged to be inserted and withdrawn by the opera-

tion of the cams on inclined planes, which communicate

a rocking motion to the frames carrying the arms and
pins. The perforations of the film are at regular mathe-

matical distances apart, and when the arms carrying the

pins or claws are each placed in the same relative posi-

tion to the gates and caused to rise and fall the same
mathematical distance, they cannot possibly fail to trans-

late the separate parts of the film containing the successive

pictures, so as to give perfect registration of the pictures

on the screen. There is neither theoretically nor practi-

cally any difference in effect between translating two
pictures on one film by two successive operations of one

claw, and drawing two pictures separately by one opera-

tion of each of two claws, providing that such claws be

operated exactly alike.
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Instead of using shutters, two right-angled mirrors

correctly timed with the mechanism are arranged to alter-

nately divert the light through prisms and condensers,

so as to illuminate each alternate picture in succession,

and during the change, while both parts of the film are

stationary, the parts of the two pictures that compose a

full picture are illuminated. The film to be used with,

this machine is half the length but less than twice the

width of an ordinary negative film, and has the two alter-

nate series of pictures side by side. The "even" series

commences a greater distance from the "odd" series than

the two lenses are apart, so that a loop is formed which en-

ables the two parts of the film to be translated inde-

pendently of each other. A hole or perforation is made
in the film at the comer of each picture to correspond

with the claws of the machines. The printing machine

translates the negative film twice the distance of the pos-

itive at each operation, so that when the negative is

placed on the left side of the positive and the center claws

enter the perforation on the right side, one alternate

series of pictures is printed on the left side, and when
the negative is passed over to the right side of the posi-

tive and the center claw enters the perforation on the

left side, the other alternate series is printed on the right

side. Whatever relative vertical and horizontal positions

any stationary objects in one picture occupied to the same
stationary objects in the succeeding picture in the next

series, that position is maintained throughout the two
series and the objects must exactly correspond.

Any variation in the pictures due to expansion or con-

traction will be uniform and regular throughout the two
series and therefore cause no trouble or inconvenience.

To trace the history of the positive film through the

projector, let us suppose that pictures Nos. i and 2 are

placed in position in the lower and upper gates respec-

tively. The downward reflecting mirror illuminating

the lower gate projects No. 1 picture on the screen. The
mirrors then pass across the light source, and upward

reflecting surface illuminates No. 2 picture in the same

ratio exactly that the downward surface obscures No. 1.

When No. 1 is fully obscured, the mechanism draws it

away and brings No. 3, which is the next in the series,

into position, whereupon the mirrors pass back, obscuring

No. 2 and simultaneously illuminating No. 3, and so on

through the series, keeping the screen continuously oc-

cupied and evenly illuminated. The mirrors, which are

set at right angles to each other, are so arranged that the

process of illuminating one picture is exactly simultane-

ous, and in the same ratio, with the obscuration of the

other, so that there is no variation whatever in the quan-

tity of light upon the screen, and as there is no break,

interval, or interruption of any kind, flickering is entirely

done away with. In addition to remedying defects, there

are many advantages incidental to this method with which

it must be accredited, and which should alone ensure its

universal use and application.

Since the light is never obscured there is no loss or

diminution of it, save and except the small percentage due

to reflection, which is considerably less than the amount

gained by the absence of the dark intervals, so that cu

tne whole there is a considerable increase of light. The

strength of the picture also is proportionately increased

in consequence. The duplication of operating parts re-

duces its movement to half the normal speed of ordinary

machines. This slow motion of the mechanism obviates

instrumental vibration, and enables larger films to be ased

(up to lantern size if necessary), with as great facility

as the ordinary films of the present standard gauge. The

full negative series of pictures being contained .on a posi-

tive of half its length, doubles the storage capacity and a

saving of film is effected, as it is only necessary to take

and project as many pictures as will satisfy the analysis

of motion, and not such a number per second as will, by

tapid translation, serve to reduce a dark period of flicker

which does not exist.

Cinematography, like photography, has. come to stay,

and, in view of its importance, it is not unreasonable to

predict that the ideal will soon be reached. If it be im-

portant to secure the record of stationary objects which

could be repeated any number of times, how much more

important is it to secure a record of the movements of

passing events which might never occur again. That it

has largely contributed to pleasure and amusement cannot

be denied. For educational purposes its value has al

ready become recognized, but for scientific uses it awaits

the time, which inevitably must come, when it will arrive

at that maturity which alone will enable, it to take up the

important positon it is destined to occupy amongst the

scientific instruments of the world.

After Penny Arcades.

The rapid increase in the number of penny arcades ami

imitations of the old-time circus "side show" all over

Greater New York was the cause of a conference between

Dr. Thomas Darlington, the Health Commissioner, and

Police Commissioner Bingham, at Police Headquarters

In some sections of the East Side there are two and

three of these places to a block. They occupy, as a rule,

a store, the front of which has been taken out and a stage

erected in the rear. • These so-called theatres have, as 1

rule, no exits except the front entrance, and in case of

fire a number of lives might be lost.

There have been numerous complaints regarding then!

by the theatre managers of the city, who say that the

managers of the cheap theatres are of the itinerary kind:

here to-day and there to-morrow. They obtain a license

for perhaps three months, and if they do not make a sue-;

cess move to another part of the city.

The object of the conference was to arrange that tfc

Health and Police Departments co-operate in putting out

of the business any of these managers who are violating

the law. v

It is understood that Commissioner Ijarlington W
submit a report of all these places to Conunissioner Bing
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ham, and the police will investigate to see if the laws are

being complied with. Deputy Chief Binns is also mak-

ing an investigation in behalf of the Fire Department to

see if the rules of that department are being violated in

any of these resorts.

The appearance of. managers of Broadway theatres

caused some comment, but Commissioner Bingham ex-

plained that they protested against the authorities allow-

ing these small places to violate the law when they were

compelled to pay thousands of dollars to live up to the

law.

In Warren, O., Messrs. W. T. Smith and D. J. Lewis

have opened a moving picture show in Ashtabula, and

Mr. Smith is managing the same.
* * *

The Harvard (Mass.) Amusement Company has been

incorporated for $3,500, with Simon Alexander, Zimond
Samuels, and Max Schlanger as promoters.

* * *

A moving picture and illustrated song show is to be

conducted in the store of the Shipton building, Spring-

field, Mass. James D. Furlong, of Rochester, N. Y., is

the owner.
* * *

Springfield, Mass., has now another place of amuse-

ment in full swing, the Bijou, at 286-288 Main street, to

give continuous shows until 10.30 p. m. I Moving pictures

and illustrated songs fill the programme.
* * *

From Cardington, O., the news comes that E. C. Car-

ter has joined his son, Will, for business. The two men
have purchased a moving picture outfit and are fixing up
a room in the Smythe block for its operation.

* * *

Thomas W. Flynn, president of the Calumet Amuse-
ment Company, Chicago, has purchased a tract of almost

200 acres in sections 5 and 8 of the town of Bloom, the

ground lying some distance north of Chicago Heights.

The purchase was made for $26,325.
* * .*

C. B. Kleine has now moved from Thirty-second street

to 662-664 Sixth avenue, between Thirty-eighth and
Thirty-ninth streets, New York, where he will have larger

space and better facilities for his growing business, and
as soon as he settles down in the new premises several

schemes, now under way, will be announced.**•'
South Main street, Wilkesbarre, is to have an amuse-

ment house of an interesting nature. The new place will

be known as Dreamland. There will be various kinds of

amusements, chief of which will be continuous moving

pictures. The new place is owned by Maurice H. Kuhn
and J. M. Cargano, who have similar places in other

cities.

* * *

From Galveston, (Tex.), we hear that continuing for

some time moving pictures will be on view at the Grand
Opera House nightly. The bill will be changed twice a

week, and at each performance 4,000 feet of the films

will be spun off. The local management is arranging to

procure some of the latest and best films for the amuse-

ment of its patrons.

* * *

Mr. Chas. J. Glidden, of Boston, who has driven his

automobile nearly 40,000 miles in 36 countries of the

world, will relate some of the incidents of his travels with

the motor car in many of the countries visited, at the

Newton (Mass.) Methodist Church on Thursday even-

ing, April 4th. The talk will be illustrated with 244 lan-

tern slides from negatives taken by Mr. Glidden en route.

* *

Salt Lake City furnishes the following item: The
Logan Amusement and Investment Company filed its arti-

cles with the secretary of state. The company is organ-

ized to do a general amusement business. The officers

are : President, A. G. Lundstrom ; Vice-President, Moses
Thatcher, Jr.; Secretary and Treasurer, H. P. Emeis.

The other directors are: Robert Murdock, H. J. DeWitt

and Lehi Olsen.

* * *

Steps were taken by the Minneapolis license inspector

to suppress the showing of pictures suggestive of the

events leading up to the murder /of Stanford White by

Harry Thaw in a moving picture thgatreron lower Hen-
nepin avenue. A complaint to Judge John Day Smith
brought out the inspector. It was alleged that the ma-
jority of the patrons of the house were boys and girls

and the pictures were "mind poisoning."

* * *

From Peoria, 111., we hear that the moving picture

shows in that city have taken a great hold on the public

and the neat little theatres are crowded nightly. The
matinees also draw a good attendance and the crowds

are constantly changing. The performances given are

meritorious and the .people have developed a great crav-

ing for the pictures. Frequent changes of programme
are made and all the new and novel films are shown.

* * *

In view of their helplessness to deal with the nickel

show the authorities see in the new bill to regulate taxes

on amusements just introduced at Harrisburg, Pa., a club

by which they can make these places properly protect the

public. Phonograph exhibitions and moving picture

shows, if the bill becomes a law, will be under the same

regulation as theatres and will have to pay a $200 license
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fee. By refusing to issue a license until proper safe-

guards are provided the authorities could bring these

places to some realization of their responsibilities.

* * *

The New York Amusement Company and Ghas. E.

Dressier Company have combined and formed a film rent-

ing company, under the laws of the State of New York,

to be known as The Consolidated Film Company, of New
York, with offices at 143 East Twenty-third street, New
York, and Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

Negotiations are on foot to secure offices in other large

cities. Jesse Ullman, President; George F. Bauerdorf,

Treasurer, and Chas. E. Dressier, Vice-President, are the

officers of the concern.

* * *

The .directors of the Friede Globe Tower Company,

New York, announce that as subscriptions for stock have

practically reached the $500,000 mark, the special bonus

of a share of common with each share of preferred will

be withdrawn on April 5. The Friede Globe Tower, 700
feet high, now in course of erection at Coney Island, will

be the largest steel structure in the world. The stock is

being sold for cash or part payment. Officers of the

company say that buying their stock is not speculation,

but an investment which is secured by valuable real estate.

* * *

Cleveland, O., sends news as follows: The new mov-
ing picture machine and phonograph combined, the Amer-
ican rights which Max Faetkenheuer has obtained, will

be the feature in a new summer theatre which is to be

opened in East Ninth street, between Euclid avenue and

Superior N. E., by Edward Helm and others. The
theatre is to be known as'the family theatre, and will seat

700 persons. The company which has the American

rights to the machine is headed by Max Faetkenheuer

and George Pettengill. They are arranging a circuit of

small theatres in which the machine is to be made a

feature.

* * * •

V

On March 18th what might have proved a dangerous

fire started in Odd Fellows' hall, No. 440 State street,

Schenectady. The fire started in the films of the moving
picture machine owned by the Bailey Electrical Treatre

Company. A show was in progress when the fire started,

but because of the numerous exits there was no panic

The fire was quickly extinguished. The damage to the

building will amount to about $500.

[It is such incidents as the above that bring discredit

upon the profession, and the sooner the manufacturers

of machines refuse to sell an outfit, unless fully equipped

"with film cases and safety devices, the better.

—

Ed.]

* * *

The continued popularity of moving pictures, which

are a feature of almost every vaudeville bill in the coun-.

try, is illustrated by a story which Manager Percy Wil-

liams, of the Orpheum. Theatre, New York, tells orii him-
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self. One week, when Mr. Williams had fairly outdont

himself in preparing the Orpheum bill, and every act was

a big headliner, many of the salaries running into four

figures, he met a friend of his on the street. The friend

greeted the manager and said: "I was over to see jour

show the other night, Mr. Williams, and I think that it

was about the best show I ever saw." Mr. Williams

thanked him, and as a matter of curiosity asked him what

act he liked best. The friend answered, "I think those

moving pictures were about the best I ever saw."

Articles of incorporation have been filed with the

register of deeds of this county and in the office of the

secretary of state, at Madison, by the Twin City Amuse-

ment Company, of Menasha. The capital stock of the I

company is $5,000, divided into 500 shares at $10 each,

and the incorporators are G. A.,Loescher, J. A. Olmstead

and Eugene Robbins.

Albany.—The Garden Amusement Company of New

York was recently incorporated with a capital of $100,000

to own, lease and manage theatres, to produce operas,

plays and vaudeville. The directors are : Henry Rem-

hardt, S. B. Heine, Herman Auerbauch and Edward E
Bendit '

f

The Nashville (Tenn.) Amusement Company is incor-

porated. This concern will run moving picture parlors,

The capital stock is $2,000 and the incorporators are: W.

J. Williams, Anthony Sudekum, Henry Sudekum, J. M.

Currey and Paul W. Hoggins.

Marshal P. Wilder appeared on the 20th inst., at the

Waldorf-Astoria, New York, as a lecturer on foreign

travel. The subject of his lecture was Japan, the first

of a series he is to give on his recent trip around the

world.

Mr. Wilder took in everything in Japan, from street

signs to geishas. He presented them in many beautiful

pictures, moving and otherwise. Many of the pictures,

which had been colored by Kimbei, Japan's greatest col-

orist, excited general admiration from his audience.

One of the pictures was a snapshot of the Mikado as

he appeared at a review. It is against the law to take a

picture of the Emperor, but Mr. Wilder got a bzfck view,

as the Emperor sat on his horse, showing him On a ver;

ill-shapen nag in a very ill-fitting uniform, the latter being

due, Mr. Wilder explained, to the fact that the suit had

to be made by guesswork, the Emperor's person being too

august to be touched by tailors. Mr. Wilder said that

he had the same feeling against being touched by tailors,

but it did not have the same effect.

Mr. Wilder did little else but explain the pictures,

which were sufficient to entertain the audience. Moving

pictures showing geisha girls dancing, Japanese wresding

and some of the Mikado's soldiers were part of the enter-

tainment. Mr. Wilder is.to give a.lecture on China next
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Boston, Mass., March 2, 1907.

Editor of The Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—Being interested in this line of work, I read

with interest the many articles in The Picture World
relative to the life and lasting qualities of motion pictures.

I agree that as long as the standard can be kept up they

will last for time unlimited. I would like to suggest a
word concerning the operating department. I have seen

a good many subjects ruined by lack of judgment in

speed, faulty supports for machines and carelessness in

projecting, etc. I believe an occasional line in The
World to skilled and proficient operators would stimu-

late the life and growth of the business, and I submit the

following facts that have come under my own personal

observations

:

Mr. T. V. Stock, who severed his connection with the

Theatre Comique of Boston, Mass., and has now gone
into business for himself in that city, had charge of the

operating department of the Comique from the time of its

opening six months ago. During that period Mr. Stock

gave 3,213 moving picture performances; he also ran

96,390 song slides without a mar or mishap of the slightest

description, a feat that is most gratifying to the patrons

and management alike. Mr. Stock should be proud of

his achievement, truly a phenomenal record undoubtedly

unparalleled up to the present date.

Respectfully yours,

E. D. Fiske, Managar,

"The World in Motion" Co.

One of Manx Stasia, fs-om the Leading
JDoalero.

The Moving Picture World :

Gentlemen—We desire to congratulate you on the first

issue of your paper, which we received this morning, and
can say that we wish you all the success it is possible for

you to obtain. We would appreciate very much, if you
would temporarily, until we get ready to advertise, place

our name in your Buyers' Guide as dealers and renters of

films, stereopticons and moving picture machines and
supplies, as well as song slides, carbons, tickets, and all

kinds of supplies for the moving picture business. If we
run across any news articles in our daily business, it will

he ?. pleasureto forward them to you. Your paper, in our
opinion, is not only what the trade needs, but demands,
and will fill a long-felt want. Another good point is the

fact that your advertising rates are very reasonable. We
will endeavor to have our customers subscribe for your
paper, as we desire them to know the service and class

of films we are giving them. We note one thing, how-
ever, that you do not show a list of the new films that

are to be issued, as well as those that have been issued

recently. In our opinion this is a valuable aid to the

renters of films, as it keeps them posted as to the up-to-

date subjects which they may expect. We enclose here-

with a check for $2.00, for which kindly enter our name
for yearly subscription. If at any time we can be of

service to you in our humble way, please command us.

Yours truly,

Southern Film Exchange.
Cincinnati, O. Thomas A. Reilly.

Urban Trading Cos Appoint*
Agents*

American

Editor Moving Picture World :

Dear Sir—We have your letter of the 1st inst., ad-

dressed to Mr. Urban, and in reply I wish to inform you
that Mr. Urban will not be going to New York as antici-

pated this year. We have since made different arrange-

ments, and appointed American agents, who are doing a

very fine business for us, and we are sending you, under

separate cover, our complete list of films to date, which

we hope will be of use to yourself.

Yours faithfully,

The Charles Urban Trading Co., Ltd., London.

E. H. Guest, Secretary.

[This will answer various inquiries we have received

regarding our note in first issue. We called upon the

agents mentioned, and they desire us to suppress their

names for the present, but those correspondents who
wrote us for particulars will receive information from

the firm, to whom we handed their letters.

—

Ed.]

Situation® Wanted.
I. OPERATOR, 40 years of age, married; expert in all

branches; salary, $25.00. Prefers New York. Has machine and
pianist extra by arrangement.

3. OPERATOR, capable, efficient; 5 years' experience with
Nickelodeons : 28 years ; salary, $25.00 to $30.00.

4. OPERATOR OR MANAGER, age 36, married ; well rec-

ommended; salary, $20.00; New York or Pennsylvania.
5. MANAGER, 24, married; $25.00; fully proficient; prefers

New Mexico or Texas.
6. EXPERT ELECTRICIAN AND OPERATOR, 3 years'

experience; salary, $25.00; age 19; single; Central States.

7. M. P. OPERATOR, age 24, single; salary, $20.00; has owu
machine; Eastern States.

& OPERATOR, age 23, single; Powers and Edison machines;
salary, $15.00; will travel.

9. OPERATOR, age 23, married; $18.00; efficient in wiring
and repairing; own machine; will travel.

10. OPERATOR, a^e 26; salary, $20.00; New York or
vicinity.

II. OPERATOR, used to all machines, age 28, married, de-
sires position; salary, $25.00; New York and New Jersey.

«&
lipMl

M£ERY-GO-ROUND£
6S50.0© to 8SO.OOO.OO

Hundreds 01 oar machines la operation. GET
RICH QUICK. Small investaeat, quick return*.
Send toe. for catalogue.

GSM f?OV&£/rr CO., Mffra.
Eighth& Chateau Ava., CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A.
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Operators' [ister.

Operators in any locality may register without charge

of any kind.

In your application be sure to fill out the "locality"

blank.

Fill out blank and send to The Moving Picture

World.

Name

Permai»ent Address.

Age Married or single

.

Salary per week.

Desires position as

Also proficient in.

sons stipis fmgg
SCOTT & VAN ALTENA'S

".." --FAMOUS SL8DE8
$ 1.00 per-weeR per set Send for list and eirculat

We make and color slides from negatives
or from prints in strictly hi> h

class style

Riley Optical irostnpnemtCompany
Manufacturers off OPTICAL LANTfRNS
UNTERN SLIDES AND ACCESSORIES

Hiiing of Lantern Slides a Specialty. Slides Made to Order

from Customers' Own Negatives or Prints.

23 East 24$2fc Stoeeft. MEW YORK

Employed last by.

x* rom ..••••••••••••"

Previously employed by.

• •"•'

From . . . . •••••••

To. ...••.•..•••••••••••••••••••••-•••*••••.•••••••••

Other experiences and references, with machine accus-

>•••••••••••••

• • • « • *-• ......

"*•••• • ,.'

What locality do you prefer working in?. .. . . ... i .....

.

• • • * i

Remarks

>••••••••**••• • • • • • ••• •••••••••*•• .

»«•«'••» • •'•'••>'* a • ••

. . . » i

• • • • ....... '•«•• * • • <

-
. - ~ v

• • • • • •-• X'* • • •

It is hereby understood that I will at once notify the

Editor on acceptance of a position, whether.; obtained

through The Moving Picture World or not

kinetoscopes
and Stcre FILMS OF ALL MAKES

EVERYTHING IN SUPPLIES

C. B. 3EL,E1B2E9 662-664 Siacftb Ave.,
(Between 3©ftB* as»«2 S©£fo St.) New YorK.

NOT
LA'T

Films Rented, with, or without

MACiiBNES AND OPERATORS

CONSOLIDATED FILM COMPANY, OF NEW YORK
143 East 23d Street, New York City

American Projectograph
T4*e OffaSsc Machine that' will sa©4
flicKes'e evess aftes* rean of Use

BUILT FOB. HARD' WORH

CHAS. &.' BRESSI*ER CO.
145 East Sad .Street,'. -NSW-'TORS
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THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
• Films. Kinetograph Company, 41 East Twenty- German-American Cine, and Film Co., 109

. first street. New York. E. 12th sL, New York.
MANUFACTURERS. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State St., Chicago. Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st, 'Philadel-

a_..«i«.m n;n-,ni, r« ., if' t *»h >» & B. Kleine, 662 Sixth ave., New York. phia.

Ne^YoTk!
CP-. 11 E. 14th st. Laemiple Fito Servke> l6? Dearborn 8tf Wrn. H. Havill, 88 So. State st, Chi-

AwWican Vitagraph Co., 116 Nassau st, r-SfiP'iSw ~,*u u v t »M%. ~ c . «.-
New York F. Meyers, 123 W. 27th st, New York. Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st., Chicago.

FHknn Mfc To *i Union sn New York **. Manasee & Co., 88 Madison sL, Chicago. C. B. Kleine, 662 Sixth ave., New York.

& U&JJS OS£mBS2& Pa M£es j?
ros- I0 East fourteenth street, New S^ Lubin 21 S. 8th st., Philadelphia, Pa

Miles Bros.. 10 E. 14th sL, New York, mm n „A x 1, ,
»'• 1?

Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph

Miies Bros., 116 Turk st. San Francisco,
MjH Bros- "6 Turk street

- San Francisco, st. Chicago.

Ca]
Cat Wm. Paley, 40 VV. 28th St., New York.

Seliz Polyscope Co 41 Peck court Chi- National Film Renting Bureau, 62 N. Clark N. Power, 117 Nassau st. New York.

caeo
St., Chicago. Pittsburg Calcium Light Co., 515 First ave..

8 * Novelty Moving Picture, 1063 Broadway, Pittsburg, Pa.
dealers. Oakland, Cat H. E. Roys. 136S Broadway, New York.

» c t. ..... ti'.j xt v ... Wm. Paley, 40 W. 28th st. New York. Selig Polyscope Co., 41 Peck court Chi-
Acme.Exchange, 133 Third ave., New York. Peerless Exchange, 112 E. Randolph st. cago.
American Film Co., 8/ E. Washmgton st., Chicago. L. M. Swaab & Co., 338 Spruce sl, Phila-

tmcago, ill. _ Pittsburg Calcium Light Co., 515 First ave, delphia, Pa.
American Exchange, 630 Halsey street Pittsjurg, Pa, Wm. H. Swanson & Co.. 79 S. Clark St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

,
.-. >a. d w< Robertson, 407 Park Row Bldg., Chicago.

Am
DM

C?n
t,
F

.

Jm Ex
^
hange' *« Wabash New York. 20th Century Optiscope. 91 Dearborn St.,

d
B dfK? ?"? rv-«

' .— »— Southern Film Exchange, 146 W. 5th st, Chicago.
Boswefl Manufacturing Company, 122 Ran- Cincinnati, Ohio. 20th Century Optiscope Co.. 2 W. 14th sl.
dolph street Chicago G^o R s & c 62 N ^^ st Chj . New York.H H. Buckwalter, 713 Lincoln ave., ^^ Williams. Browne & Earlc. 918 Chestnut
uenver, 1,010. _. ~ . Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin st., Philadelphia. Pa.

Cfocago Projecting Co.. 225 Dearborn St., st. Chicago. «JL.*«iu«-
0. T^ford Film Exchange. Fourteenth ™%]£g?*S°" & C°' » S

' °^ *- «. ,lS^« Sk
Ha"ryX?s.

S

D"vi;%nnZg. 247 Fifth
T™£ Fiim Co.. Masonic Temple. Chi- Boswell Mfg. Co.. ,22 Randolph st.. Chi-

EdTsrMfg
n
CoT3o!

a
'Wabash ave., Chi- '^£££7 °PtiSC°pe

'
9I DMrborn *" ChS& Him Exchange, 120 E. Randolph

-,_,, • ' ,. vduc^S?" _ , _ .' - St., Chicago, 111.

Enterprise Optical Co.. 154 Lake St., Chi-
U>
(gfc™ ^^^^ 59 Dearborn st, Ch^cago^lnuisparency Co.. 69 Dearborn st.

Erker^Bros.. 608 Olive st, St. Louis. Stereopticon*. E]it* Lantern Slide, 207 W. 34th st, NeW
German-American Cine, and Film Co., 109 _. _ , _ •_ „ . — YorK-_.. _ _ ' _ . _,

.

E 12th st New York Chas. Beseler Co., 251 Centre st, New Eugene Cline & Co., 59 Dearborn st, Chi-

Harbach & Co., 809 Filbert st. Philadel- _ ,Xork-
, . „ „, '?so

h> *• 1 r- L c. , nu-
phia, Pa Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- Kleine Optical Co., 52 State st, Chicago;

C. L. Hull & Co., 209 East Fifty-seventh p«n ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph

street Chicago Chicago Film Exchange, 120 E. Randolph st, Chicago.

KinetogVaph Co.. 41 E. 21st st.. New York. £ st., Chicago, 111. . .
D. W. Robertson, 407 Park Row Bldg,

Kleine Optical Co.. 52 State st, Chicago. Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608 Olive st, St. New York
. . . ,.

C. B. Kleine, 662-664 Sixth Ave., bet 38th ,„ L°u,l» ¥°' „ Sc£"
,

& Van Altena
. 59 Pearl street, New

and 19th sts New York. Walter L. Isaacs, 81 Nassau st, New York. York.

G Melies 204 E. 38th st . New York C. B. Kleine, 662 Sixth ave., New York. Selig Polyscope Co., 43 Peck court, Chi-

Pathe Cinematograph Co., 42 E. 23d st| S. Lubin, 21 S. 8th st, Philadelphia,.Pa.
Air

ca§° c - «, t. xt
New York. L- Manassee, Tribune Building, Chicago. Alfred Simpson, 257 W. nith st., New

People's Vaudeville Company, 1123 Third McAllister 49 Nassau sL, New York. York. _-_*,. * •• '

. ,.

avenue New York. Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 37 Randolph Stereopticon Film Exchange, 106 Franklin

D. W. Robertson, 407 Parle. Row Bldg., st, Chicago! T^&Lff&SSt . „ .

New York Pioneer Stereopticon Company, 237 East DeWitt C. Wheeler, 1215 Broadway, New
Southern Film Exchange, 146 W. 5th st, „.

forty-first street, New York. York.

Cincinnati. Ohio. Riley Optical Lantern Co., 23 E. 14th st, p . . ^_- ~ - . . , wfcb *
L. M. "Swaab & Co., 338 Spruce st. Phila- c

New York. .,,,,.
Ctklcinm *n* Electric LigHt.

delphia. .' Stereopticon tilm Exchange. 106 Franklin ox-hydrogen gas manufacturers.

^pffiJ&g?
1^^ 9 '8 CheStm,t Stl 5U g°*

Brooklyn Calcium Light Co., 112 Front st.
Philadelphia. Pa. Movissg Picftwro Machine*. Brooklyn. N. Y.

renters. and supplks Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne-
American Film Exchange, 605 Wabash '

. pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn.
Bldg., Pittsburg. Pa. Acme Exchange, 133 Third ave.. New Carnck Electric Mfg. Co., 218 N. Ashland

P. Bacigalupi. 1107 Fjllimore st, San Fran-
t

York. aye., Chicago, HI. m
cisco, Cal H. H. Buckwalter, 713 Lincoln ave., Cincinnati Calcium Light Co., 108 Fourth

Bo ton Film Exchange, 564 Washington st, Denver, Colo. st, Cincinnati.

Boston, Mass. Chicago Film Exchange, 133 S. Clark st, Coleman & Newton, 237 E. 41st st. New
Ca'cium and Stereopticon Co.. 720 Henne- Chicago.

,
Yo1*- ^ . ,„ , „ ^,.

pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Calcium and Stereopticon Co., 720 Henne- Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608 Olive st, St
Central Supply Co.. 114 N. Edwards St., • pin ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Louis, Mo.

Kalamazoo, Mich. - Central Supply Co., 114 N. Edwards st, Globe Electric Co., 419' W. 42d st. New
Chicago Film Exchange, 120 E. Randolph Kalamazoo, Mich. . York.

st, Chicago, III Ch. Dressier & Co., 143 E. 23d st, New Wm. H. Havill, 88 So. State st, Chi-
Dctroit Film Exchange, Telegraph Build- York. cago, 111.

ing. Detroit. Mich. Eug. Cline & Co., 59 Dearborn st, Chi- Indianapolis Calcium Light Co., 116 South
En g. Cline & Co.. 39 Dearborn st, Chicago. cago. Capital ave., Indianapolis.

Globe Film Service, 59 Dearborn st., Chi- Edison Mfg. Co.. 31 Union sq.. New York. New York Calcium Light-Co., 410 Bleecker

cago. Edison Mfg Co., 304 Wabash ave., Chi- st, New York.
W. E. Greene, 228 Tremont street, Boston, cago. New York Calcium Light Co., 309 S. 51st

Mast '
.- • Enterprise Optical Co., 154 Lake st„ Chi* st. Philadelphia, Pa.

Inter Ocean Film Exchange, 99 Madison £; cago. : -.* m . . Philadelphia Calcium Light Co., 631 Com*
8t, Chicago, Srker @ro9„ 6s$ OUve st, St Lcui3, merce st, Fhiadslpnia, Ft.
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Pittsburg Calcium. Light Co., 515 First avt,
Pittsburjr, Pa.

St Louis Calcium Light Co., 516 Elm st,

St. Louis.
Nelson Weeks, 217 William st., New York.
Windhorst ft Co., 104 N. 12th st, St

Louis, Mo.
Music PxiblUhes-a who Issue

Song Slides.
Leo Feist, 134 W. 37th st, New York.
Chas. K. Harris, 33 W. 31st st, New York.
F. B. Haviland Publishing Co., 125 W. 37th

st. New York
Helf ft Hager, 43 W. 28th st. New York.
Melville Music Co., 55 W. 28th st, New

York.
Mills Music Publishing Co., 28 W. 29th st,

New York.
Jerome K. Remick ft Co., 45 W. 28th st,

New York.
< Maurice Shapiro, Broadway and 39th St.,

New York.
Joseph W. Stern Co., 102 W. 38th st, New

York. -

Harry Von Tilzer Co., 37 W. 28th st, New
York.

M. Witmark & Sons, Witmark Bldg„ 144-
146 W. 37th st. New York.

S. Lubin, 21 So. 8th st, Philadelphia, Pa.

Film Review.
MRS. SMITHERS' BOARDING

SCHOOL.
This comedy production takes place at

an institution of learning for young girls.

It opens with the arrival of the cranky old
Professor, who is not generally liked by
the scholars. They immediately proceed
to make him tired of his exalted position
by playing practical jokes. One of the pu-
pils is made up to represent Mrs. Smith-
ers, and the Professor being near-sighted,
mistakes the scholar for Mrs. Smithers and
directly proposes marriage. As he is about
to embrace her, Mrs. Smithers enters the
room and takes in the situation at a glance,

which ends disastrously for the pupil. The
pupils then go to Mrs. Smithers bedroom,
taking with them a dummy of a man, which
they place under her bed. Mrs. Smithers
enters, and when she catches sight of the
dummy screams for help. The Professor
comes "to her aid, and after a heroic strug-
gle with the "man," discovers him to be
only a stuffed dummy. The pupils then
make a dash for the Professors bedroom,
where they perpetrate all sorts of practical

jokes, such as tying his clothes into knots,
filling his hat with ashes, nailing his shoes
to the floor, eta Hearing the Professor's
approach, they scamper off. He enters the
room, sees the general disorder, and finally

gets into bed very much disgusted with the
state of affairs. Two of the pupils then
enter dressed as spooks. This proves to be
a climax to the Professor's troubled and
nervous condition, and he is prostrated with
fright. We next see the pupils in the
school gymnasium doing all kinds of physi-
cal culture exercises, such as dumbbells,
horizontal bars, chest and lung testers, box-
ing, etc "The Professor winds up the ex-
ercises with a game of Basket Ball. Just
as he is about to win the game, the entire

class pounce upon him, tie a rope about
him, and pull him up to the ceiling, scream-
ing and helpless. Mrs. Smithers comes to

the rescue and puts an end to their hilarity.

The final scene shows the exterior of the
Boarding-SchooL The term has .finished

and the scholars are leaving, much to the

satisfaction of the old Professor. -The en-
tire production is first-class photographi-
cally, and if our readers want to make
a hit with the ladies and children they
should not fail to get a copy of "Mrs.
Smithers' Boarding-SchooL"

New Films.

EDISON.

Teddy Bears 935 ft
Trip Through Yellowstone 735 ft
Honeymoon at Niagara Falls 1000 ft.

Getting Evidence 930 ft
Scenes and Incidents, U. S. Military
Academy .345 ft

The Vanderbilt Cup .'.400 ft

HALE TOUR FILMS.

Trip Through Utah 620 ft
Trip Through the Coeur d'Alene
Mountains •600 ft

Trip Through Black Hills: 615 ft
Trip Through Samoa and Fiji
Islands v 600 ft

KLEINE OPTICAL CO.

Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night. . . .750 ft
Parody on Toreador 107 ft
First Dinner with Father-in-Law....3i4 ft
Flirting on the Sands -. 167 ft
Napoleon and Sentry 200 ft
Take Good Care of Baby 454 ft
The Carving Doctor 504 ft
An Old Coat Story 500 ft
The Murderer. 470 ft
A Set of Dishes ....284 ft
A New Toboggan ............274 ft
The Bad Son . . .. 470 ft

LUBIN.

Salome *. 400 ft
A Thrilling Detective Story 325 ft
Good Night... 65 ft
Bank Defaulter.... 1000 ft
How to Keep Cool 310 ft
Whale Hunting. .....500 ft

MELIES.

Robert Macaire and Bertrand 1060 ft
The Jota 156 ft
Mysterious Retort 200 ft
The Witch 820 ft
Seaside Flirtation..,. 238 ft.

The Merry Frolics of Satan 1050 ft
The Roadside Inn 230 ft
Soap Bubbles 230 ft
A Spiritualistic Meeting 250 ft
Punch and Judy. 140 ft
The Hilarious Posters 200 ft
The Tramp and the Mattress Makers.246 ft

MILES BROS.

O'Brien-Bums Fight 8000 ft
Gans-Nelson Fight 5000 ft
Indian Basket Weavers.

PATHE.
.

-

Cinderella ...•..•••••..............967 ft
The Yawner.. 278 ft
Ascending Mount Blanc........... ..295 ft
Suicide Impossible. 131 ft
Tommy at Play ..•,....246 ft
Hooligans of Far West 639 ft
Clever Thief ....147 ft
Little Tich ...442 ft
Pork Butcher. 344 ft
Rat Catching. 180 ft
Two Little Scamps 278 ft
Sea by Moonlight., ttt,t,t.t».tM.. 196 ft.

SELIG POLYSCOPE to.

Girl from Montana....'. 90 ft
Foxy Hoboes 29 ft
When We Were Boys 41- ft.

The Grafter .....53: ft

The Tramp Dog 550 ft.

Who Is Who? ....... 5or ft
Female Highwayman. 910 ft.

Dolly's Papa 385 ft.

Trapped by Pinkertons. . .

.

."?. ..... . .75c ft.

Sights in a Great City. 475 ft.

The Tomboys.... ....;.. 525 ft.

The Serenade 50c ft

VITAGRAPH.
The Spy. 600 ft

The Haunted Hotel 500 ft
Fun in a Fotograf Gallery 785 ft,

The Bad Man 660 ft

The Mechanical Statue and the In-
genious Servant 450 ft

Foul Play 875 ft

A Mid-Winter Night's Dream......600 ft

And the Villain Still Pursued Her. .800 ft

The Automobile Thieves 955 ft.

Mother-in-Law " .620 ft

A Race for a Wife............ 850 ft

The Indian's Revenge.... 795 ft.
1

WILLIAMS, BROWN ft EARLE
Black Beauty....*....... .....475 ft

After the Matinee 325 ft

Race for a Kiss..... 225 ft

Up-to-Date Studio .-. 125 ft

I BIOGRAPH.

Mrs. Smithers' Boarding-SchooL...751 ft

Fights of Nations f. ..i.750 ft

Mr. Hurry-Up .....625 ft

Trial Marriages 765 ft

The Lighthouse. .............528 ft

Drunken Mattress i.

.

.'. .702 ft

Married for Millions..'!....... 751 ft

Sky-Scrapers .610 ft

Tunnel Workers... 80S ft

Dr. Dippy's Sanitarium ............ .716 ft

Wanted, a Nurse .796 ft.

Monkey House. . .247 ft.

URBAN TRADING CO., LTD.

Conquering the Dolomites 500 ft

Dolomite Towers .300 ft.

Berlin to Rome .375 ft

The Arlberg Railway. ...300 ft

The Atlantic Voyage.... ...550 ft

Captain Kidd and His Pirates .365 ft

Universal Winter Sports 840 ft

A Championship Won on a Foul.. '..600 ft

The Yokel's Love Affair "......300 ft

The ', Conjuror's Pupil ......300 ft

Willie Goodchild Visits His Auntie.. 300 ft

The Magic Bottle 200 ft

DeWitt C. Wheeler, Inc.

1215 BROADWAY :: :: NEW YORK
Daly's Theatre Building

Slides for Illustrated Songs
The BEST Sttags—mustrmtcd by the
BEST Slides— at the BEST Prices

I manufacture to order only and do not deal

in slides of other makes

I DO NOT KENT SLIDES
. .;.,- -

- .
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New Song Slides.

"BONNIE JEAN."

ords h Alfred Bryan. Music by Ted
Snyder.

Copyright, by F. A. Mills,

["he illustrations to this song take us to
. Highlands of Scotland, or, to be more
urate. King Edward VII.'s Canadian
ghlamler Regiment, from which The
te Lantern Slide Co. obtained their

dels, thus gaining correct costumes and
;es. A very effective set

"See the clansmen are in the glen."

Shows a highland laddie pointing to

the distance, addressing a lassie who
stands on a rustic bridge.

"And I must go, love, to drive the foe
from the mountains and hills again."

Same couple on bridge, she clinging

to hira, while he holds his sword aloft

as though eager to break away.

"And the love of a lass so true."

Couple still on bridge bidding a fond
adieu.

"When victory's won, by to-morrow's
sun," takes us to a picture of a battle

field, with highlanders marching to
victory.

Don't let me hear you sigh," brings

to our view the piazza of soldiers'

quarters, with girl crying on porch,

laddie on greensward pleading with
her.

When he has to say good-bye." Porch
with steps, couple shaking hands, and
yet seeming loath to part

'Till your face again I've seen!' same
couple locked in fond embrace.
'When the band plays 'Annie Laurie'"
introduces us to the regimental band
playing the bagpipes.
"My "Bonnie Jean,"' sighed a lad,"

exhibits Jean alone, surrounded with
flowers, bushes, fence in background
with foliage.

'As he dropped from the ranks and
fell." Battlefield with highlanders
forming square.
'Then he murmured, 'Dear eyes of
blue.'" Highlanders at "resist cav-
alry," one fallen from ranks, dying.

"Until then, 'Bonnie Jean,' adieu."

Square of highlanders, one in fore-

ground bidding adieu, with military

salute, while breathing his last
'Do not let me hear you sigh," high-
landers on the march.
Where he has to say good-bye," couple
in foreground of parade ground in

loving embrace of farewell.
btTj// your face again I've seen." Coun-

I try path, couple plighting their troth
I by fence, foliage in background.

H"/ mil think of you, Bonnie Jean"
IS Band with bagpipes and drums, lead-

ing regiment

CHA©. IS. 22ARRSS'
NEW BOOK

"How to Write a
Popular Song

Gives full information regarding

the same. Covers all details.

ce, postpaid* - ^S.OO

»»

CHAS. Ef BAEISIS
fork: Chicago:
31st St. 33 Grand Opera Honae Bide.

Mention Moving Picture World

» owlwriwirTTTir*

Power's

The Original Fire-Proof

Motion Picture Machine

Fitted with or without Fireproof

Magazines and Toile-np Berfces

Has proved, its efficiency over all other

machines in its STEADY and FLICK-
ERLESS PROJECTION. DURA-
BILITY OF CONSTRUCTION, etc.,

superceding all other makes of motion

picture machines in EXCELLENCY
and SUPERIORITY. If you want the

MACHINE that WILL GIVE YOU
THE RESULTS, WE HAVE IT.

All our apparatus is fully protected by

United States patents issued or pending,

and infringements will be vigorously

prosecuted.

Writs for Catalog- to

NICHOLAS POWER
118-117 NASSAU ST. NEW YORK

L

FOR SALE BY ALL LBADINO DEALERS

SALE and EXCHANGE
Rate, Two cents per word, cash with order.

Moving Picture
*

Entertainments
D.W. Robertson

The Pioneer in

this field of work

12 SUCCESSFUL

..YEARS..

407 Park Rob Building

ASS

13 Park Row

NEW YORK CITY

D. W. ROBERTSON

Pbone, 3681 Cortland

WE RENT FILMS

WE SELL
WE GIV

FILMS
ACHINES
"HiBITIONS

CALL, W^ITE OR PHONE

iSIMP

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

ALFRED SIMPSON
257 West lilts* Street

NEW YORK
TO DEAI.ERS ONI.Y

Condensing Lenses,
Objectives, £lc, 9 &c.

KAHR ca CO,
S©4 Broadway, «* Now YorR

Tel. 4340—3StH

PIONEER STEBEOPTIMH GO.
237 E. 4ist Street, NEW YORK CITY.

(Entire Building, Four Stories and Basement.)

Oar machines are made to the requirements
of .the Underwriters and Buildings Board.

Complete Machsaas witl\
Rheostat ffipossa $20.00 Up.

AUTOMATIC EFFECTS for Scenic Railways, Theatre and Secret Society
Work, Moving Clouds, Ripples. Waves, Snow, Rain, Lightning, Fire, Birds,
Butterflies, Flowers. Fish, Waterfall, Volcanic Eruptions. Etc.

STAGE LIGHTING CONTRACTORS to all parts of the world The largest
stage in the world, 400 feet opening is operated by us.
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Films ProviidiQdl #6«»

Vaudeville Souses, ,

NicKelodeons,

SKafting linKs,

ParUs and Fairs,

Permanent and

Traveling Picture

Shows.
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